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Out Front:

Cunanan

Trail Of Lies,

Left

Deception

By Amanda Covarrubias
Associated Press Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) — One
April night, at the Cafe San Marcos
in San Francisco‘s Castro district,
Andrew Phillip Cunanan held
court.
With friends and acquaintances
squeezing past, Cunanan threw air
kisses and shouted boisterous
greetings. A bevy of good—looking
young men seemed enthralled with
his jokes and laughter.
Sean O‘Hearn, however, had
been trying to ignore Cunanan all
night, feeling as he always did
when the 27—year—old San Diegan
was around that the guy was loud,
obnoxious and a little shady.
Suddenly, Cunanan grabbed
O‘Hearn‘s face and pulled him
within inches of his own. O‘ Hearn
put his open hand on Cunanan‘s
face and shoved him away.
"For a brief second, I got a little
nervous," said Q‘Hearn, who met
Cunanan five years ago in San Di—
ego. "It was my last interaction
with the guy, and if he is a psycho—
killer, I saw a glimpse of it that
night."
The next day, Cunanan returned
to his hometown, where he held his
now well—known "goodbye din—
ner" at California Cuisine, telling
friends he was going to Minnesota
to take care of some business with
friend Jeffrey Trail before moving
to San Francisco.
His "business" may have esca—
lated into a four—state killing spree.
The last known victim: fashion
designer Gianni Versace, shot.
twice in the back of the head on
the sun—splashed steps of his South
Beach mansion.
Other victims connected to the

fugitive are David Madson, 33, a
Minneapolis architect and ex—
lover; Trail, 28, a former Navy of—
ficer whom Cunanan considered
one of his best friends; Lee Miglin,
72, a millionaire Chicago devel—
oper; and William Reese, 45, care—
taker of a federal Civil War
cemetery in Pennsville, N.J.
The homicides have been
widely characterized as "Gay mur—
ders," although only three of his
five alleged victims were known
to be homosexual — Madson, Trail
and Versace.
Cunanan‘s elusiveness was
foreshadowed by elaborately fab—
ricated tales he told to all who
would listen. To friends in San
Diego and San Francisco, his last
name was DeSilva, he had a wife
and child in the Bay Area and he
came from a wealthy, Jewish fam—
ily that owned a national parking
lot company.
In reality, he was the youngest
of four children raised in San Di—
ego by parents who split up nine
years ago when his father,
Modesto, a former stockbroker,
fled to his native Philippines to
escape allegations he had em—
bezzled thousands of dollars. His
mother rents an apartment in sub—
urban National City.
Young Cunanan lived off the
largesse of wealthy, older Gay
men. His most recent benefactor
was Norman Blachford, a semi—re—
tired businessman in his late 60s
with a lavish Venetian—style home
overlooking the Pacific Ocean in
La Jolla. He gave Cunanan a
$2,500 monthly allowance, use of
his credit cards and a dark green
Infiniti J30, which Cunanan sold
after he and Blachford split up.
See Cunana on page 35

Lesbian

TUPELO, Miss. (AP) — The
couple‘s relationship was on shaky
ground. So they sought counseling
through an employee assistance
‘ program maintained by North Mis—
sissippi Medical Center.
But counselor Sandra M. Bruff
refused to see the couple. The rea—
son? They are both women.
Mrs. Bruff was fired Oct. 23,
1996. She is now suing North Mis—
sissippi Health Services Inc., the
parent company of North Missis—
sippi Medical Center, for unspeci—
fied damages.
Mrs. Bruff, of Marietta, con—
tends she was fired from her job
as medical services counselor be—
cause she cited her religious beliefs
as the reason for refusing to see the
homosexual couple.
She is asking in the lawsuit to
be reinstated with full benefits and
seniority.
Her lawyer, Grant Fox of Tu—

Launches.

PA ro—Disney .

Firing Over Refusal to
Unfair

pelo, said at issue in the suit is
whether she can be fired because
of her religious views.
Fox said Mrs. Bruff worked in
the employee assistance program,
in which outside employers pay the
medical center to provide counsel—
ing for their workers.
"Mrs. Bruff had been counsel—
ing this woman, this patient for
some time, when she asked for help
in working out problems with her
Lesbian lover. When Mrs. Bruff
said she could not, the individual
was not happy with that ... " Fox
said.
Fox said Mrs. Bruff told the
patient that she could continue
counseling her on other issues "not
contrary to Mrs. Bruff‘s Christian
faith."
Fox said Mrs. Bruff also ex—
plained her position to the hospi—
tal in writing, adding that her
beliefs also would prevent her from

counseling someone about adul—
tery. He said the hospital re—
sponded that "that was not
acceptable ... (she) should be ter—
minated."
Len Grice, director of market—
ingservices for NMHS, said hos—
pital officials had not seen the
lawsuit.
"Of course, we have no com—
ment. This is a personnel matter,"
Grice said July 22nd.
However, the hospital had been
through at least two proceedings
involving Mrs. Bruff.
Mrs. Bruff filed a complaint
with the federal Equal Employ—
ment Opportunity Commission,
which ruled in May that it could
not find any violation of law, and
the Mississippi Employment Secu—
rity Commission, where a hearing
officer ruled she was eligible for
unemployment benefits.

Food to Housboat
parents said he may have been ro— ders."
By Amanda Covarrubias
mantically involved with Cunanan, Meanwhile, authorities ques—
Associated Press Writer
who lived in San Diego‘s Gay tioned a report from a woman who
said the caretaker who discovered
SAN DIEGO (AP)— Investiga— Hillcrest neighborhood.
Cunanan killed himself msnde . Cunanan on the houseboat had gm- hs
tors worked to rule out Andrew
Cunananas asuspect in threeun— a Miami Beach, , hous
8
shesaw
solved murders as officials looked He was suspected of killing flve Lola Dudley told police
into whether the caretaker who led men, including fashion designer Fernando Carreira going into the
Versace, in fourstates. _
houseboat carrying food two days
them to his body had secretly helped Gianni
before Cunanan killed himself.
San Diego homicide Lt. Jim
him.
Two law enforcement sources
would not provide details
Detectives in San Diegosaid they Collins
said police doubt her claim.
the two other unsolved mur—
would compare Cunanan‘s finger— about
except to say one was in 1993
The houseboat‘s reported owner,
prints and DNA with evidence in ders,
Reineck, told FBI agents he
three unsolved murders, including and the other 18 months ago in the Torsten
it two months ago and said he
the 1992 slayingofGay comic book Hillcrest district, close to Cunanan‘s sold
is headed back to his native Germany
address.
publisher Todd Loren and another last"We‘re
to fight tax charges.
doing
it
for
elimination
‘Gay man.
Collins said. "We don‘t
Loren, 32, wasfound bludgeoned purposes,"
and stabbed in his apartment. His think he‘s responsible for the mur—
Police Told Caretaker Took

Army Discharges Gay Officer, 20—Year Veteran
DALLAS (AP) —The Army has mand, and they say conduct unbe— ors. He stayed in the reserve and re—
discharged a Gay lieutenant colonel coming — read that ‘sodomy,"‘ turned to active duty in the 1980s.
His attorney, David Sheldon, said
one week before he would have Loomis said. "But how many single
qualified for a full retirement, con— soldiers or ... married soldiers do evidence used to establish Loomis‘
cluding the decorated officer had exactly the same thing? And how sexual orientation was improperly
many of them have it held against obtained after an arsonist torched the
engaged in unbecoming conduct.
officer‘s home. A videotape confis—
Steve Loomis, 50, of Texas them?"
. Cecil Green, an Army spokesman cated by civilian authorities at the
learned of his "other than honorable"
dischargelate last month. An Army at Fort Hood, said Loomis was not home and turned over to the Army
board of inquiry concluded that the / court—martialed because his case was showed Loomis participating in ho—
mosexual acts, Sheldon said.
20—year veteran engaged in "conduct not a criminal matter.
"He had due process of law,"
The arsonist, a young enlisted
unbecoming an officer" — homo—
sexual acts and use of "force, coer— Green told The Dallas Morning soldier who was discharged after
News."All of his appeals were made pleading guilty to setting the fire, had
cion or intimidation."
posed for nude photographs for
Loomis said Army officials were and the decision was made."
Loomis, who enlisted as a volun— Loomis. The Army said he broke
being vindictive because he is Gay.
"In my case, it was private rela— teer in 1967 at the height ofthe Viet— into the home because he was ob—
tions with another soldier, off—post, nam War, received two Bronze sessed with the photos.
off—duty, not in my chain of com— Stars, a Purple Heart and other hon—
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The company says the incidents were
Harassment Among Our
Own
heterosexual horseplay, and a federal judge
not get leniency in court because she is a the bathroom
by Ira L. King
and would try to come into threw Oncale‘s case out of court.
woman. In fact, outside of levels of partici—
the stall. Two other guys were always grab—
"There isn‘t anything in the law that pro—
The headline from USA Today read:
pation in the armed forces, I can‘t thin of a
bing and trying to pull me in the liquor room vides that any conduct that occurs
between
"Sexual Harassment‘s new twist: Should
single crime or situation where policy is
to take my pants off.
people of the same sex should be judged any
civil rights law protect a man from harass—
based on perceived differences in the sexes.
Billups complained to his supervisors, differently than the conduct of
people of
ment by another man?" Courts are struggling
According to USA Today, some judges
but they did nothing. They said the co—work— different sexes." says Beatrice
Dohrn
of the
with the question, which the Supreme Court
have ruled that the federal law that protects
ers‘ behavior did not constitute sexual ha— Lambda Defense Fund.
may answer early next year. —
against sex discrimination applies to men
rassment or discrimination.
The truth is, sexual harassment is very
A Houston waiter alleges that two male
and women sexually harassed by members
Billups filed a complaint with the EEOC, similar to stalking. Both are uninvit
ed and
co—workers tried to pull down his pants in
of the same sex. But in a male—on—male case,
then quit his job. Since Texas is a part of unwanted attention paid to a person
for the
the liquor room. An oil rig worker claims
the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals in New Or—
the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals, Billups‘ purpose of gaining that person‘s
favor. The
that two men rubbed their naked bodies
leans said that there is no such thing as same—
suit is in limbo until the Supreme Court rules deaths of several people, including
a Holly —
against him in the shower and threatened to
gender sex harassment. Apparently the5th
sodomize him. It is estimated that there have
Circuit Court of Appeals has been living
been at least 50 federal court decisions on
under a heterosexual rock. This court should
Opinions expressed in editorials,
the same—sex harass—
realize that any
commentaries, and letters
ment claims in the last
sexual
contact
five years. Experts pre—
(whether actual, per—
are those of the authors.
dict that this is a result
ceived or implied)
VIEWPOINT
of changing attitudes
that is uninvited is
about male behavior.
blatantly
wrong.
in a similar matter early next year. The court wood actress, had to happen before
we en—
Today there is less
Gender should be of will decide whether civil rights law protects
acted laws criminalizing stalking. I hope we
stigma attached to a man complaining of absolutely no concern.
a man who is sexually harassed by another don‘t have to witness the same before
some—
sexual harassment.
Not too many years ago, men who com—
man at work. The ruling is expected to ap— thing is done to legally deal with those
who
So the question: Should the laws relat—
plained of same—sex harassment were
ply to all cases of same—gender sex harass— find no harm in same—sex harassment.
ing to sexual harassment in this country be
laughed at and mostly ignored. They were
ment.
It is hoped that in 1998 the Supreme
1
applied equally to heterosexual as well as
treated as whining sissies, silly faggots who
The case they will be deciding is that of Court will be smarter and wiser when it ren—
same—sex incidents? The answer is an un—
knew that they really liked that kind of at—
Joseph Oncale. Mr. Oncale filed an employ— ders it‘s verdict. Surely the court must
real—
qualified YES! The fact that we live in a
tention. No one "likes" that kind of atten—
ment discrimination suit against Sundowner ize that the days of "boys will be boys"
are
society that places different gender roles on
tion.
Offshore Services. He alleges he was forced over. The Court‘s wisdom has been
seen in
the sexes does not give anyone carte blanche
Kenneth Billups is suing former em—
to quit his job on an oil—drilling platform in such instances as cadet hazing and sexual
to harass a member of his or her own gen—
ployer, Ninfa‘s Inc. (a Houston chain of
Louisiana in 1991 because of repeated ha— integration of military academies. They
are
der without fear of legal repercussions.
Mexican restaurants), for sexual discrimi—
rassment. He alleges two co—workers rubbed smart enoughto know that when it comes
Supposedly the criminal laws in our
nation. Billups is Gay. While a waiter at the
their penises against him and that co—work— to punishment for sexual harassment noth—
country, regardless of the crime, are not gen—
restaurant he says he was harassed by male
ers even threatened him with anal inter— ing and no one is above the law.
der based and apply equally to all. A woman
co—workers. According to Billups, "The
course in the shower.
who robs a bank or commits murder does
cashier would follow me when I went into
Sexual
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The Triangle JournalNews welcomes letters from its
readers. Letters should be be as short as reasonable and typed
ifpossible. Although names may be withheld on request, all
letters should be signed and include a phone numberfor
verification. Anonymous letters will not be printed. All letters
are subject to editing for spelling, punctuation and grammar.
However every effort will be made to maintain the original
intent of the writer.
Letters should be mailed to: Triangle Journal News, P.O.
Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485 or faxed to (901) 454—
1411. Our e—mail address is TJNmemphis @AOL.com.
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Love! Valor !
Compassion!

Once again I feel compelled to write to
protest the actions of the decision—makers in
the Memphis theater industry making
decisions which prevents Memphians from
seeing a major Gay movie. The movie
Memphians are being deprived of seeing is
Love! Valor! Compassion! Once again the
Memphis Gay community has to go to New
York, Washington, St.Louis or New Orleans
to see a movie which has been reviewed in
the New York Times, RollingStone, Glamour
Magazine, People Magazine, The New
Yorker and The New Republic to name just a
few.
I am fortunate having just returned from
New York where I saw the movie. While I
don‘t like seeing movies when I go to New
York, I told my friends that I had better see
this movie while I was in New York, because
it didn‘t look like it would be shown in
Memphis. I had seen the play the year before
while I was in New York. The play won the
Tony award for best play in 1995. For those
who haven‘t heard, one of the stars of the
movie is Jason Alexander of Seinfeld fame.
. And who else has seen the movie? The AP
reported that for the weekend of June 9,

1997 Love! Valor! Compassion! although
shown in only 81 theaters wasranked number
19 in gross receipts at North American
theaters.
The question is who do we hold
accountable? I believe the only theater that
we—can hold accountable is, Cinema
Showcase 12, the one theater in Memphis
that even arguably caters to the Gay
community. I believe that the Gay community
spends its money at this theater because of
the closeness of Cinema Showcase 12 to
where large numbers of the Gay community
live and the fact that they show some Gay
movies. Because we spend a lot of money at
this theater, we have, I believe, a right to
expect that our interests will be respected. 1
believe we should make our displeasure
clear to the ownership when there is reason
to believe that major Gay movies are not
being shown. I go between boycotting
Cinema Showcase 12 because oftheir failure
to show The Priest and now Love,! Valor!
Compassion! and supporting Cinema
Showcase 12 as often as I can because they
show such movies as The Wedding Banquet,
Chasing Amy, Jeffrey and The Celluloid
Closet.
The owners of Cinema Showcase 12
should be reminded that if a theater opens up
See Letters on page 32
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one word: "Titanic."

Tartuffe
October 3 — October 26
by Moliere
Inthis bitting comedy,the titlecharacter has become the prototypeothypoctrisy—
religious in public but mean and calculating when he‘s not being observed.
Peter Pan

lation of Tuna, the third smallest town in Texas. A hoot for all seasons.

original musical score. A contemporary tale of divorce and homosexu—
ality, the show exudes warmth, wit and exuberance.
Having Our Say
February 20 — March 29
adapted by Emily Mann from the book
Travel a century in an evening with Bessie and Sadie Delany as they
recount the highlights of their lives from post—slavery days in the South to
Harlem in the ‘20‘s to present day Westchester County, New York.

To Kill A Mockingbird
February 27 —
April 5
adapted from Harper Lee‘s book by Christopher Sege!
This classic tale takes us deep into the hearts of its unforgettable charac—
ters. Plumbing the depths of legal and moraljustice, this beloved drama
gives us a stiring definition of courage and conscience.
s

The Reluctant Dragon
April 10— May 10 basedonthestorybyKennethGrahame;adaptedbyStephenC.Anderson
A little boy overcomes his prejudice against dragons when he meets one
who would rather write poetry than breathe fire. This adventurous story
will leave the audience laughing.

Return to the Forbidden Planet
April 17 — May 24
T
by Bob Carlton
A sci—fi version of The Tempest is grafted onto a score of golden oldies.
Filled with death—defying puns and camp ireverence.

Private Lives
May 22 — June 21
$
by Noe! Coward
Elyot and Amanda, once married and now honeymooning with new

Smoke on the Mountain —
July 3 — August 2
written by Connie Ray; conceived by Alan Bailey
It‘s 1938 in Mount Pleasant, N.C._ and the Sanders Family Singers have
come to restore the faith of the Depression—ravaged community,

spouses, meet by chance, reignite the old spark and run off together.
After the passionate reunion, the relationship starts to degenerate into
the spats the estranged them before.
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scars only
This prize—winning mystery is a psychological thriller!

f
Falsettos
January 9 — February 8 music &lyrics by Wilam Finn; bookby Wiliam Finn James Lapine
This en?oglng musical won the 1992 Tony Awards for best book and best

The Hollow
January 16 — February 15
byAgatha Christie
Dr. Cristow is at the center of the trouble, though any man who attends
a houseparty with his wife, his mistress and his ex—mistress probably
deserves whatever he gets. A topnotch whodunit.
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Inspecting Carol
November 14 — December 21
by Daniel Sullivan & Seattle Repertory Theatre
A rollicking comedy about a wannabe actor who‘s mistaken for a
government informer for the NEA. He‘s given a role in A Christmas Carol,
and the series of calamities just gets funnier and funnier.

A Tuna Christmas
November 21 — January 4
by Ed Howard, Joe Sears & Jaston Williams
Back by popular demand — two resourceful actors plqr the entire popu—

anytime

Community

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
October 29 — December 21
from the story by C.S. Lewis; lyrics by Ted Drachman;lyrics by Thomas Tiemey
Magic, mystery and adventure beckon the four Pevensie children when
they find themselves in the enchanted world of Narnia.

&
November 6 — January 4
adapted from the book bySirJames M. Barrie; music by Mark Chapman;lyrics by Carolyn Leigh
_Come soar with Peter Pan to the magic land of adventures with the
pirates and Indians. A Holiday treat that just keeps getting better!
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The14 American Car byJohnFagan
August
15—September
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Michael
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a good education
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Forever Plaid
August 22 — September 19
by Stuart Ross
A reprise of the smash revue, It brings back memories of your Senior Prom
as four delightfully goofy guys sing 25 hits from the Fifties.
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A Closer Walk with Patsy Cline
f
August 8 — September 21
by Dean Regan
A musical tribute to the great country music star, following her climb to stardom
from Virginia to The Grand Ole Opry. then on to Las Vegas and Camegie Halll.
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With Violence, Sex And
By Michelle Boorstein
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Sexual
promiscuity. Lavish parties. Vio—
lence, cross—dressing and a sugges—
tion of AIDS. The story of Andrew
Cunanan was loaded with all the
stereotypes of Gay men, old and
new.
With its bathhouses and bar—
rooms, the accused killer‘s story
has unearthed some deep—rooted,
if unsightly, images of homosexu—
als. The problem, members of the
Gay community say, is that
Cunanan represents a narrow slice
of Gay life, not the norm.
"It‘s like, here we go again, de—

Drag, Cunanan Case Piqued Gay Stereotypes

scribing Gay bars as dark and
seedy, like we‘re some sort of
Masonic group plotting and plan—
ning and doing weird rituals," said
Eugene Patron, who writes a col—
umn about Gay issues for The Mi—
ami Herald.
"I think that‘s the problem —
are we ever going to be perceived
as productive members of society
or are we going to be seen as a li—
ability?"
On the Internet and in coffee
shops, among filmmakers and at
bookstores, Gay men said public
interest in the case seemed oddly
focused on Cunanan‘s sexuality
though only three of his five al—
leged victims were Gay. Sketchy

reports that Cunanan may have had
the virus that causes AIDS or was
hiding out in drag were believed
— without scrutiny — because
they perpetuate the stereotype, they
said.
¢
"It triggered all those images
that a straight killer wouldn‘t," said
John Orcutt, manager of A Differ—
ent Light, a Gay bookstore in New
York. "That Gay people‘s lives
revolve around sexuality, or that
they have AIDS, that they can dis—
guise themselves as drag queens,
that they float from place to place."
Some said the media were to
blame for perpetuating the seedier
side of Gay culture.
"That‘s all that the public gets

L.A. City Attorney‘s Office Charged with
Cover—Up of LAPD Harassment of Gay Men
LOS ANGELES —The Los
Angeles City Attorney‘s Office is
helping the Police Department
continue its discriminatory use of
lewd—conduct laws against Gay
men, Lambda Legal Defense and
Education Fund said July 25.
"The LAPD wants to hide the
fact that it applies different stan—
dards to Gay men than to hetero—
sexuals in the course of hunting for
Gay men to arrest for supposed
lewd.conduct," said Jon W.
Davidson, of the Lambda Legal
Defense and Education Fund‘s Los
Angeles office
Lambda criticized the City
Attorney‘s Office for evading a
possible court order to release
LAPD records that could reveal a
pattern of unequal enforcement of
the law, after the City Attorney‘s
Office dropped a lewd—conduct
case it had pursued against a Los
Angeles man for the past 18
months.
In support of one defendant,
Donald Chapman, Lambda and the
L.A.—based Center for Law in the
Public Interest (CLIPI) submitted
friend—of—the—court papers to the
California Supreme Court in May
of this year. On June 18, the state‘s
highest court ordered a lower ap—
pellate court to hear Chapman‘s
case, a move expected to open the
door to the LAPD‘s arrest records.
Lambda Staff Attorney Myron
Dean Quon, assisting Davidson in
the case, noted, "Just as the City
Attorney‘s Office was facing a
court deadline for proceeding with
the case, it dropped the charges. It
clearly is trying to make the prior
proceedings moot to evade hear—
ings and a trial that could have
embarrassed the police."
"Lambda calls upon the Los
Angeles Police Commission and
the L.A. City Council to investi—
gate vice squad records and to see
to it that the LAPD no longer uses
these laws in unequal and prohib—
ited ways."
Chapman was arrested in Janu—

ary of 1996 by a Los Angeles po—
"touching of the genitals, buttocks,
lice officer, the lone witness
or female breast for the purpose of
present, who claimed he saw
sexual arousal, annoyance, or of—
Chapman masturbating in front of fense, if the actor knows or should
a urinal in a public men‘s room in
know of the presence of persons
North Hollywood, a charge
who may be offended by his con—
Chapman absolutely denies.
duct."
"I sought the release of these
At the trial court level of his
documents because I wanted the
prosecution, Chapman sought
public to be able to see that the
LAPD arrest records, training ma—
LAPD blatantly targets Gay men terials, and internal memos con—
with these laws, even when those
cerning the enforcement of
arrested have done nothing
lewd—conduct laws so that he could
wrong," said Chapman, a 46—year—
demonstrate that the police inten—
old Gay man who is a registered
tionally target Gay men for arrest.
nurse and will be attending law
Los Angeles Municipal Court _
school in the fall.
Judge Michelle Rosenblatt origi—
Chapman‘s lawyer, Thomas
nally granted most of Chapman‘s
Hunter Russell, said, "The police
request but largely reversed her
don‘t bother non—Gay couples ‘ruling when the City Attorney‘s
along Mulholland Drive — and
Office fought for reconsideration.
that‘s fine — but they routinely
Chapman appealed, joined by
scour the bushes to arrest Gay men
Lambda and CLIPI, but the Court
and even send young male offic—
of Appeals refused to hear the case,
ers to parks and rest rooms to so—
prompting Chapman to go to the
licit Gay men and then arrest them.
California Supreme Court.
The LAPD‘s harassment of the
Commenting on the LAPD‘s
Gay community has got to stop."
See Harrassment in page 35
* Lewd conduct is defined as

bss

"When you are buying or selling a home,
I can make a difference!"
Call me and let me show you how."
Randy Wildaw
Randy Wilder
725—1818 Home
533—0620 Pager
278—4380 Office
|

SOWELL & COMPANY
R+ E + A s
. 0 — R. §
54 South Cooper
Memphis, TN 38104

to see, they don‘t see the norm,"
said John Balasa, a 35—year—old
computer designer having a cup of
coffee at Cafe Zev in Minneapo—
lis. "Everyone wants to see the bi—
zarre. They don‘t want to see what
they see at home."
Some Gay men called it outra—
geous to link the killings to the
possibility that Cunanan had re—
cently tested positive for the AIDS
virus, or to frustration over his
sexuality. Others said it wasn‘t
impossible for such things to
prompt rage in a murderous per—
son.
"In fact every stereotype has an
element oftruth, and there have
been a number of cases of men
who had problems with their sexu—
ality who took their frustration out
in negative ways," said Robert
Rosenberg, maker of the Emmy
Award—winning documentary
Before Stonewall.
Patron said there is also some

truth to the hedonistic stereotype
— particularly in South Beach,
where Cunanan is believed to have
killed Gay fashion designerGianni
Versace. But straight people who
come to that area are equally plea—
sure—seeking, he said.
"It is a legitimate stereotype, as
it‘s a real component of the Gay
community, but there‘s a differ—
ence between hedonism that isn‘t
destructive and illegal, versus
this," he said of Cunanan.
Frank Buttino, a Gay retired
FBI agent from San Diego, where
Cunanan lived before the killing
spree, said he hoped people would
look beyond this case for images
ofGay men.
"Cunanan was involved in sub—
groups of our culture that have
been given a lot of exposure" —
the bars, the sleazy pick—ups, he —
said. "Ijust hope peopledon‘tview
the Gay world as Gay, white males
in their 20s."

Fredrick‘s

Escorts

Massage

Private

Dances

Available 7 Days a week
at your location
Courteous
and

Discreet

Males and Females
Available

Dominatrix Also Available
Major Credit Cards
_____ Accepted
$10 off Massage
with this ad
1 coupon per appointment
Exp. 8/31/97 1

—&
I
MLS

1794—6480
Accepting Applications
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Texas Educators Want To

White House Amends

Open

‘Don‘t Ask,

Private High School

For Gays,

Lesbians

DALLAS (AP) — Three edu—
~ cators believe it‘s high time for a
Texas high school that caters ‘to
Gay and Lesbian teen—agers.
Becky Thompson, Pamela
Stone and Wally Linebarger are
starting such a school themselves.
The trio have leased a 4,000—
square—foot ramshackle brick
building in a strip mall near Dal—
las Love Field and plan to open the
Walt Whitman Community School
on Sept. 2.
Although it‘s being set up for
Gays and Lesbian youth, the
school will accept any student, re—
gardless of sexual orientation, said
Ms. Thompson who will serve as
director. No students have signed
up yet.
"We want to be all—inclusive,"
she said. "We want to be a school
that people are saying, ‘Oh, gee, I
want to go to that school because
it is tolerant.‘ They might not even
be Gay."
The purpose of the school,
named after the 19th—century Gay
poet, "is to create an atmosphere
of tolerance, an acceptance of
sexuality confusion and opportu—
nities for personal growth so that
each individual student can be—
come a fully functioning and
healthy member of society," ac—
cording to its mission statement.
"These are still the kids on the
outs. the ones that are being picked
on at school," said Ms. Thompson,
a former teacher and counselor at
the Walden Preparatory School in
the north Dallas suburb of
Addison.
7
She cited a 1984 New York
study that found that 28 percent of
Gay and Lesbian students drop out
of high school because of harass—
ment.
Ms. Thompson brainstormed
the idea in May with Pamala Stone,

a Grapevine native who was direc—
tor of Walden. Both resigned in
May to pursue new options.
"This population is a population
that was underserved in terms of
education," Ms. Stone said. "There
wasn‘t anything special happening
for these kids."
Starting with Ms. Thompson,
Ms. Stone and fine arts head Wally
Linebarger, the three hope to hire
three more teachers to help with
math and science classes as enroll—
ment grows. The school will seek
accreditation later, Ms. Thompson
said.
Course offerings will include
language arts, math, natural sci—
ence, social studies and electives
in either fine arts or human devel—
opment.
Attending the school won‘t be
cheap. Annual tuition will be
$7,000. The founders hope for suf—
ficient community support to of—
fer scholarships for those who
can‘t afford the fees.
"I most definitely want us to be
a high school like any other, with
a few differences," said Ms.
Thompson, a 45—year—old Indiana
native who came to Texas in 1982.
Other schools for Gay and Les—
bian students operate in New York,
Toronto and Los Angeles as part—
nerships between private groups
and local school districts. The San
Francisco public schools offer pro—
grams in all middle and high
schools geared toward Gay, Les—
bian and bisexual teens.
Ms. Stone said none of the three
educators was interested in trying
to persuade Dallas school officials
to help with the project.
"Public schools realize that they
cannot provide the best possible
situation for every single kid," she
said.

MGLCC Elects Officers
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center elected new
board members in July. President
Brian Pera and Treasurer Chet
Overstreet will remain another
year. Other new officers are Mark
Jones, vice—President; Ron
Akanowicz, secretary; and Melissa
Blankenship member—at—large. _
Goals are to increase events and
awareness of the Center; maintain,
develop and increase staff for the
Switchboard; and continue to build
the resources and collection of the
Center and preserve Gay/Lesbian
history locally.
The library and portions of the
Mid—South Archives have been
moved to new quarters at Holy
Trinity Community Church. Many
new donations to the library and
Archive Center are being cata—
logued. The Mid—South Archives

has received two large memora—
bilia donations and those have been
carefully stored awaiting display.
It is actively seeking personal
memorabilia to add to the library‘s
collections of local periodicals and
historical records in order to pre—
serve the Gay and Lesbian history
of the area. Oral history tapes and
videotapes of special events reside
in the collection and more will be
donated in the near future.
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center is a nonprofit
organization involved in outreach
and education to the Memphis Gay
and Lesbian community, our sup—
porters
and
beyond.
The
MGLCC‘s focus is to create events
and institutions which preserve our
histories and awareness that carries
them forward.

Reaction To

Don‘t Tell‘ Ruling

WASHINGTON (AP) — Try—
ing to smooth over a wrinkle in its
relations with the Gay community,
the White House on July 21 clari—
fied its statement on a federal
judge‘s ruling on the "don‘t ask,
don‘t tell, don‘t pursue" policy for
homosexuals in the military.
Presidential spokesman Mike
McCurry said that, after hearing
"legitimate concerns" raised by
Gay activists, his reaction to the
ruling should have included that a
review under way at the Pentagon
analyzing how the law is being
implemented.
"In retrospect, I would have
pointed that out if I had looked into
the issue more," McCurry told re—
porters. "I had a typically McCurry
off—the—cuff reaction."
In July in New York, U.S. Dis—
trict Judge Eugene Nickerson ruled
that the policy violates free—speech
rights of Gay service members and
subjects them to separate, discrimi—
natory regulations.
Gay activists told the White
House that more homosexual ser—
vice members have been dis—
charged since the policy was
adopted by the Clinton administra—
tion in 1993.
Last year, 850 Gays were dis—
charged from all branches of the
armed forces except the Coast
Guard, according to Pentagon data
compiled by the Service Members
Legal Defense Network, an inde—
pendent legal advocacy group. In .
1994, there were 597 discharges.
The Justice Department is ap—
pealing Nickerson‘s decision, and
the issue is expected to ultimately
be decided by the Supreme Court. _
There are several cases nationwide
challenging the 1993 policy,
adopted by the administration as a
compromise.
The policy bars commanders
from asking service members what
their sexual orientations are. It al—
lows Gay troops to serve as long
as they refrain from homosexual
acts and don‘t reveal their orienta—
tion.
When Nickerson issued his rul—
ing, McCurry said "we continue to
believe the policy is a good one"

and was being implemented satis—
factorily.
McCurry said he had neglected
to mention that Defense Secretary
William Cohen "has expressed
some concern about the implemen—
tation of the law" and had ordered
a review group to study it.
"The bottom line is, the law is
still the law," McCurry said. "We
must continue the work of effec—
tively administering the law and

making sure we do so with the kind
of sensitivity that Secretary Cohen
has said should apply."
"The good news here is that
Mike McCurry, in thinking a little
bit longer about his comments, rec—
ognized that ... there are some
problems with enforcement of this
policy," said Winnie Stachelberg,
legislative director of the Human
Rights Campaign, the country‘s
largest Gay political organization.

Summer Clean—up Sale —
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* Pet Odor Control
Carpeteuaro Avaitasie
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL
LEE WATSON
24 Hour Service
327—6165
Owner
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Purpoi'ted Victim of Anti—Gay ‘Hit‘ Charged with Faking Crime
By MarthaPress
Mendoza
Prather,Newa graduate
student at Pratherdescribedawoman who coerced into doing some things I English departmentat Eastern New
Associated
Writer Eastern
Mexico
University,
was"thesamesizeas
her,her,thesame
shouldn‘t
have done,"sheshouted Mexico University. Berry said
reported
that
she
was
attacked
on
build
as
her,
looks
like
dresses
to
reporters.
none need be concerned.
PORTALES,
N.M.
(AP)
—
At
July—21,
thesame
day
police
found
like
her.
The
only
difference
is
the
Berry
said
Prather
showed
no
Stephen
Duncan,a
professorof
first,
Miranda
Prather
told
police
13
copies
of
an
anti—Gay
flier
in
a
way
she
brushes
her
hair,"
Berry
sign
of
mental
illness.
music
history
whose
name was
two
men
wearingmasks
grabbed
laundromat.
It
listed
eight
people
said.
Pratherwas
held
on
charges
in—
listed,
described
Pratherascreative
her
inaround
her house
and wrapped a identified as homosexuals—start— A 3—inch cut was visible on cluding making a false report and and shy.
rope‘Then
her
neck.
ingwith Prather.Theauthorthreat—
Prather‘s
cheek
astheshecounty
was jail.
led, seven counts ofharassment—one "I don‘t know her real well but
she
said
she
was
attacked
enedto"begin
executingone
queer
handcuffed,
into
forlist."eachSheother
person
on totheeight
"hit pected
this is nothing
I Duncan
would have ex—
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a
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who
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Authorities
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said
her
could
face
up
of
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said.from"I
a
lot
like
herself.
Other
posters
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includingacuton
one
leg,
years
in
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wouldn‘t
have
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this
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policewassayat thePrather,
23, "beat upaqueer," "harass a queer" were superficial.
The people
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list wereinpro—
anyone."
whose
head
ofan
and
"kill
a
queer."
"I
know
the
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I
got
fessors
or
graduate
the
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A videoa woman
surveillance
camera
around
attack
and
recorded
placing
the fli—
was
herselfthe
source
offliers
that
ers
in
the
laundromat.
According
urged"It people
to "kill asurprise
queer," me to the affidavit for her arrest, the
really
doesn‘t
tapeBerry
showedsaidPrather.
significantly.
In
many
cases
I
be—
afrompolicePrather‘s
composite
gin
to
suspect
the
victim,"
police
sketch
drawn
de— .
Capt.
Lonnie
Berry
said
July
23rd
scription
of
the
female
attacker
after Prather‘s arrest.
looked "just like the victim."
One Year After, Survey
Indicates Good, Bad for
Boulder County‘s Gays
By Margaret
biancommunity
in Boulderreported
| |;
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Writer tion,
fewerproblems—with
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hatethan
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and pov—
BOULDER,Colo.(AP)—More
erty
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discrimination
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"There
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grants based on the results of the
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needs assessment survey. The grants ;

will go to organizations serving the

.

county‘s Gay community.

The survey results, Russell said,

"mean we can ask, ‘What can we as

a community create and take on and

—

do that takes us in a truly forward

direction?"
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Tuesday— Darts
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Wednesday— 2 — 4 — 1
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Thursday— Pool _
| $3 Entry Fee — 8 p.m.
Happy Hour Prices for Players

Live — Blue Silk
Everything From 60s
Motown to 90s Pop!
4 —7 Sunday, August 17th
$3.00 Cover
Come Down
Monday — Thursday
1" shift and
Hear BJ‘s B.S.!
Friday— Sunday
You Never Know What She‘ll Wear
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2° Shift
Stumpy
Friday & Saturday
She‘s So Cute!
— Cathy

Friday & Saturday— Beer Bust!
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$49
WeAre
Having
a
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Cook—out!
Salad
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HRC Launches Pro—Disney Campaign to Help Families with Sick Children
WASHINGTON
With
Americans who don‘t want to see
Convention called for a nationwide
Princeton Research Associates and share this belief, while 34 percent
stuffed animals in hand, staff mem—
Disney punished for its equitable
anti—Gay boycott of Disney and all
has a margin of error of plus or do not. Those polling results come
bers of the Human Rights Cam—
policies, to buy gift certificates for
its subsidiaries. Among the factors
minus 4 percent.
from a national survey of 1,007
paign kicked off a nationwide
Disney retail stores, theme parks
contributing to that decision were
Smith also pointed to other re— voters conducted Nov. 5—8, 1996,
effort July 26 encouraging HRC
and movies and donate them to
Disney‘s willingness to allow Gay
cent polls showing that 70 percent for the Human Rights Campaign
members and other fair—minded
children in hospitals nationwide.
people to visit its theme parks, its
of Christians believe Gay and Les— by Greenberg Research Inc. The
Americans to counter the Southern
HRC is making organizing sug—
policy of extending equal benefits
bian people should be protected poll‘s margin of error is plus or
Baptist Convention‘s anti—Gay
gestions available to anyone who
to the domestic partners of its Gay
from discrimination in the work— minus 3.1 percent.
boycott of the Walt Disney Com—
wants to participate in the project.
and Lesbian employees, and its de—
place, compared to 23 percent who
pany by purchasing Disney gift
These materials can be obtained by
cision to allow the star of its ABC
don‘t. Sixty percent of evangelicals
certificates and donating them to
calling the Human Rights Cam—
sitcom Ellen to become the first
children in hospitals throughout
paign at (202) 628—4160 or visit—
lead character on network televi—
the country.
ing its online action center at http:/ sion to honestly acknowledge be—
£555
hwww.hre.org.
"This is an effort to turn some—
ing Gay.
thing negative into something posi—
At the request of HRC Execu—
"We hope HRC‘s effort will do
PYRAMID—REALTORS
tive by countering the Disney
tive Director Elizabeth Birch, HRC
some good while demonstrating
JERRY EVERETT
boycott with the spirit of family,
supporter and financial writer An—
that — unlike the Southern Bap—
REALTOR ASSOCIATE
caring, compassion and commu—
drew Tobias made a $5,000 con—
tist Convention — most Americans
nity," said David M. Smith, HRC‘s
tribution to kick off the effort.
recognize that faith, family and
Pyramid Realty, Inc.
Bus. 901—753—6300
senior strategist.
"The Southern Baptists have a
fairness go together," said Donna
134 Timber Creek Drive
Res. 901—795—8780
Memphis,
TN
38018
Voice
Mail
757—2794 ext. 326
"Our members wanted to be
right to their opinion," said Tobias,
Red Wing, HRC‘s National Field
truly family—friendly by helping
"but somehow I find it hard to be—
Director.
children in need while supporting
lieve that if Jesus were alive today,
A recent Newsweek poll sug—
Disney‘s commitment to fairness."
he would condemn Disney for pro—
gests that most Americans disagree
HRC staffers launched the cam—
viding health care to sick people,
with the Southern Bapusts’ deci—
paign by donating $5,000 worth
or condemn Ellen DeGeneres for sion, with fewer than one in five
MASSAGE
of Disney stuffed animals to chil—
being her loving, funny, honest
people saying that their families
dren in Washington—area hospitals.
self."
would go along with the boycott.
HRC has called on its more than
On June 18 at its annual meet—
The telephone poll of 753 adults
200,000 members, and other
ing in Dallas, the Southern Baptist
was conducted June 19—20 by

Lambda Challenges IRS Anti—Gay
Letter to North Carolina Youth Group
NEW YORK—Lambda Legal
Defense and Education Fund de—
manded July 8 that the Internal
Revenue Service withdraw its anti—
Gay response to a request for non—
profit tax status by the Gay and
Lesbian Adolescent Support Sys—
tem (GLASS) in Greensboro, N.C.
Lambda also asked the IRS to
promptly grant GLASS federal
tax—exemption.
"GLASS is a well—run,
grassroots support group that helps
young people besieged by anti—Gay
bigotry. The IRS response to this
pillar .of the Greensboro commu—
nity is shockingly discriminatory,"
said Lambda Staff Attorney David
Buckel, who made Lambda‘s de—
mand in a letter to the tax agency.
After GLASS asked for tax—ex—
empt status under the Internal Rev—
enue Code‘s section 501(c)(3), the
IRS sent the group a letter last fall
that hinged approval on the follow—
ing: "Please describe in detail the
procedures and safeguards in place
to assure that counsellors (sic) and
participants do not encourage or
facilitate homosexual practices or
encourage the development of ho—
mosexual attitudes and propensi—
ties by minor individuals attending
your programs."
Buckel said, "GLASS‘s very
purpose is to raise the self—esteem
of youth who face harassment and
violence because they are Gay, bi—
sexual, or perceived to be so. As a
non—profit, charitable, and educa—
tional organization that helps se—
_ cure the future for youth, GLASS
is entitled to tax exemption." He
continued, "The IRS should be as
worried about ‘homosexual atti—
tudes‘ as about ‘heterosexual atti—

tudes,‘ namely not at all."
Lambda Managing Attorney
Ruth Harlow said, "The IRS also
needs to guarantee an application
process free of discriminatory re—
quests for information. This pow—
erful federal agency is supposed to
enforce the tax code, not police
people‘s attitudes or sexual orien—
tation. The IRS had better refocus
on its proper role and ensure that
it gives fair treatment to all appli—
cants, including Lesbian and Gay
organizations."
GLASS was formed to meet the
needs of young people facing anti—
Gay bigotry and abuse by provid—
ing support groups, educational
materials and counseling referrals.
It is staffed entirely by volunteers
and has served about 120 youth
between the ages of 15 and 21
since it started in 1994.
In Atlanta, Jane Morrison, man—
aging attorney for Lambda‘s new
Southern Regional Office, said,
"The IRS seems to be hindering
development of important, grass—
roots Lesbian and Gay organiza—
tions that parents as well as young
Gay people desperately want. Even
as support for Lesbians and Gay
people grows in this part of the
country, there still is great need for
organizations like GLASS."
Morrison added, "One North Caro—
lina mother has driven her son 40
miles to this group, and even a so—
cial
services
agency
in
Greensboro‘s neighboring Rock—
ingham County has called on
GLASS for help."
Lambda is the nation‘s oldest
and largest legal organization de—
fending the rights ofLesbians, Gay
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Cabrera GIFTCERTIFICATES
AugustSchedule:
Sundays
Wednesdays:
Summer
@"

men, and people with HIV and
AIDS. With its 25th anniversary in
1998, Lambda is headquartered in
New York, with a Midwest Re—
gional Office in Chicago and a
Western Regional Office in Los
Angeles, as well as a Southern
Regional Office in Atlanta.

Prociaming Gop‘s Love For Aur Prorus

Sunday School, 10:00 a.m.
Worship & Communion, 11:00 a.m.

Positive Thinking, Positive Faith, 7:00 p.m.

Séiturdays;
August 9, Baptism and Pool Party, 6:00 p.m.
August 23, Fellowship of Music, 6:00 p.m.

Vacation Bible School:
August 20—23, for kids of all ages, 7:00 p.m.
Mobile Mammography Unit Saturday, August 16, 9:00 a.m. — 3:00 p.m. You
may be eligible for a free mammogram!! Call the Church Office for more
information or to make an appointment
Horr Trmity Community Cnurcn
1559 Mapison Avenue
MempHms, Tennesses
901/726—9443
E—MAIL; HOLYTRINITYCC@JuNO.COM
Rev. Timomy Meapows, M. Div., Senior Minister
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Brothers and Sisters Plans Move,
Submitted by Brothers and
Sisters Bowling League
"It‘s a long way from the base—
ment of a shopping center to one
of the most modern bowling
houses in the city." Such were the
comments of Bobby Rolland,
president of the Brothers and Sis—
ters Bowling League which is pre—
paring to begin its 12th season of
bowling in just a few weeks.
The Brothers and Sisters,
Memphis‘ only Gay—oriented
bowling league, will begin its
1997—98 activities August 22 as it
moves into the Brunswick Win—
chester Lanes at 3703 South
Mendenhall near Winchester and
Mendenhall. The league is prepar—
ing for 18 four—person teams to fill
its 29—week schedule which will
culminate with an awards‘ ban—
quet at the end of the season when
nearly $5,500 in cash and prizes
will be awarded.
The league begins play in the
modern facilities of Brunswick
Winchester after a journey that
began with a vision of some half
dozen people at the old French
Connection on Marshall Street in
1985. "Some of us were sitting
around and began discussing ideas
of things to do to have an alterna—
tive to the bar scene," Rolland, a
founding member of the league,
stated. "We had a couple of people

who had been involved in bowl—
ing in the past and we decided to
give it a try. That first season we
had six four—person teams and
bowled at Big Daddy‘s, a now de—
funct bowling house in the base—
ment of Poplar Plaza. We really
just had a bunch of people getting
together to have a good time as we
were not even
sanctioned as a
true league."
The following
year Brothers and
Sisters affiliated i
self with the Ameri—
can
Bowling
Congress (ABC) and
the Women‘s Interna—
tional Bowling Con—
gress (WIBC) and
began to really generate
an interest in the Gay and
Lesbian community of Memphis
and the surrounding vicinity.
The members of the league now
come from a wide diversity of all
areas of the community and not
just Memphis, but places such as
Colt, Ark., Horn Lake, Miss., and
Stanton, Tenn. It also attracts
bowlers who are in the early 20s
all the way to the late 60s. And,
it‘s certainly not a professional
type organization as averages in
the league range from 95 to 180
plus.
Some six years ago the league

Registration, and LeaguePlay

Lesbian community," Rolland
Practice for the league nights will
became affiliated with the Interna—
said. "We have also attracted the
begin at 6:45 and bowling will be—
tional Gay Bowling Organization
attention of the business commu—
which represents bowling leagues
gin at 7 p.m.."
nity as seen by the approach of
Registration night is being
from across the U.S., Canada, New
more than one house to solicit our
Zealand, Australia and the Neth—
billed as a "house party," accord—
bowlers‘ business. We are thank—
ing to the league president. "We
erlands. The league created the
ful to everyone who has been a part
felt that since we are moving into
Saint Patrick‘s Invitational Tour—
of
the league and to our Gay owned
a
new
house
we
would
invite
all
nament Committee in 1993 and
and operated businesses that have
sponsored the first local IGBO
our bowling friends to visit and
supported us in the past and who we
have a night of fun." In conjunc—
tournament during
©
hope will continue to support us."
Saint Patrick‘s Day
tion with the staff and management
Others serving with Rolland as
weekend of 1994.
of the bowling center, registration
officers of the league include Vice
(See additional story
will take place from 7—9 p.m. with
President Richard Andrews, Trea—
concerning SPIT on p.
a night of "Cosmic" bowling, fun,
surer Chrystie Hogan, Sergeant—at—
food and fellowship to begin at 9.
3).
Arms Marsha Miller and Public
Following its stint at
Pat Papke, bowling center man—
Relations Director Susan Baldwin.
Big Daddy‘s, the league
ager, has donated the lanes for the
The Secretary‘s position, vacant
moved to Park Lanes for
cosmic bowling and will also be
because of the resignation of long—
several years and has
providing pizza and soft drinks for
time secretary Linda Etherton, will
spentthe past two seasons
the activities. The league has de—
be filled in a special election dur—
at Cherokee Bowling Cen—
cided to have raffle prizes, strike
ing the registration events.
pots and other activities to be used
ter on Lamar.
"We want all our former
Commenting on another
as a fund—raiser for the Saint
bowlers
as well as anyone inter—
Patrick‘s tournament which will be
change of locations for the league,
ested in becoming a part of the
Rolland said, "This is the first time
held in March. A $5 entry fee will
league to join us on Aug. 22 for
our league has had an option of also be charged for the bowling
the food, fun and fellowship,"
with a portion designated as a con—
where to bowl. We actually had
Rolland said.
:
tribution to Hope House. There
two nice centers soliciting our
Registration fee for the league
will also be prizes for the top male
business, and after putting forth the
will be $16 which affiliates each
pros and cons of both places, the
and female bowlers.
bowler with ABC and IGBO. Bowl—
league voted to move to the
Brothers and Sisters has con—
ing fees each week will be $11.
Brunswick Winchester location, a
tinually shown an increase in in—
Further information concerning
modern facility which offers a full
terest since its inception. The
the registration events or the league
league sanctioned more than 100
bar, great food and a well—stocked
may be obtained by contacting
bowlers this past year at Cherokee
pro shop. A contract has already
Rolland
at
870—238—5447,
been signed and after the night of Lanes. "We feel that we have to—
Andrews
at
465—4371
or Baldwin
festivities for registration, we will
tally come out of the ‘closet‘ and
at 375—1530.
become a vital part of the Gay and
begin our actual season on Sept. 5.

Harbor

Safe

Metropolitan

IN

Worship:

World for Jesus!

e

PO Box 41691, Memphis, TN
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10:00 AM, 6:00 PM

2117 Union Avenue (Union Ave, UMC, Chapel)
(Corner of Union Ave. and Cooper)

Prayer & Potluck:

Reaching Memphis,
America and the

Church

11:00 AM, 7:00 PM

Christian Ed:

Meets at:

Community

Weds @7:00 PM, callfor directions.

Concert:

Karen Aun Edwards

When:

August 15 at 7:00 PM

Where:

Grace — St. Luke‘s Episcopal Church.

—

(Corner of Peabody and Belvedere)

—

Admission:

+

Free, a love offering will be recieved.

Phone: (901) 458 — 0501

e

E—Mail: safehmcc@aol.com

SPIT Officers Electe
d
Submitted by SPIT

Officers for the 1997—98 Saint
Patrick‘s Invitational Bowling
Tournament committee were re—
cently elected at a meeting held at
Cherokee Bowling Center.
Following a year‘s "vacation"
Andy Cain was once again elected
director of the tournament which
is held Saint Patrick‘s Day week—
end and attracts bowling partici—
pants from across the country for
a weekend of fun, fellowship and
bowling.
"This will be our fifth annual

MTGLA

—

tournament and we are certainly
hopeful it will be the biggest and
best yet," Cain said as he an—
nounced plans to begin negotiat—
ing for the tournament‘s bowling
center, host hotels and bars and
hopefully a corporate sponsor to
aid in the festivities which culmi—
nate with an awards‘ banquet at
which time more than $10,000 in
money and prizes are awarded.
The tournament is a sanctioned
American Bowling Congress event
affiliated with the International
Gay Bowling Organization. It is
sponsored locally by the Brothers

to Sponsor

Gay Camp

‘97

Middle Tennessee Gay and Les—
bian Alliance (MTGLA) of
Cookeville is proud to announce
its annual Gay Camp will be held
at Fall Creek Falls State Park Oct.
17—19. All are welcomed to come
and enjoy the peak of the fall col—
ors and other activities scheduled
for the weekend.
Participants can arrive anytime
during Friday after 10 am for a
weekend of fun.
Entertainment is scheduled for
Friday and Saturday nights. The
activities will be topped off with a
massive Halloween Party on Sat—
urday night with prizes awarded
for the best costume.
Daily activities include hiking,
canoeing, volleyball, and seeing
the biggest waterfall east of the
Mississippi River.
Randy Dowdy will DJ for the
weekend festivities.
Participants may choose to stay
either in a cabin or tent for the
whole weekend. Cabins are sum—
mer type of a rustic nature that
sleep four to six people. There are
three groups of cabins with a bath—

house centrally located in each
area. Showers have curtains and
are semi—private.
Pets are to be kept on a leash or
kept in a cabin or tent at all times.
Prices for the event are as fol—
lows:
Cabins: Couple $40
Single $25
Group Rates for a Cabin:
4 people— $70
6 people— $100
Tents: $15
Those that choose not to camp
or stay overnight but attend daily
activities or the Halloween Party —
will be charged $5. Reservations
can be made by mailing a check or
money order made out to: MTGLA
Reservations can be made un—
til Sept. 30. Send to 240 East 13th
St. Apt. 1, Cookeville, TN 38501.
Call 615—372—8073 for more infor—
mation after 4 p.m.
Campers are responsible for
their own food, but there will be
concessions sold. A portion of the
proceeds will go to the local AIDS
support group called Circle of
Friends.

and Sisters Bowling League.
world for Gay—oriented activities.
Brothers and Sisters joined IGBO
Joining Cain as officers for the
in 1993, Cain stated, "and we held
upcoming year will be Co—Direc—
our first tournament in 1994. It was
tors Bobby Rolland and Ronald
and still is a big event in the Mem—
Johnson, Secretary Richard
phis Gay and Lesbian community. Andrews and Treasurer
Don Mor—
and, although a great deal of time
gan. Chairmen for various commit—
and hard work must go into it, it is
tees will be named at a later date.
always a fun—filled weekend."
The committee has already be—
SPIT, as the tournament is
gun work on fund raising activi—
known across the country, is one
ties and ideas for the tournament
of some 75 events held in conjunc—
to make it bigger and better. Fund—
tion with IGBO during the year.
raising activities will be scheduled
IGBO is represented by bowling
during the upcoming Brothers and
leagues and individual bowlers
Sisters League bowling season and
from across the country as well as
the group also hopes to have some
in Canada, New Zealand, Austra—
type of activities at local bars or
lia and the Netherlands. The orga—
other Gay—owned and operated es—
nization is one of the largest in the
tablishments.

Safe Harbor to Hold
September Revival
Safe Harbor Metropolitan Com—
travels primarily in the United
munity Church will hold a week—
States but also in Canada and the
end of Revival and Healing Sept.
European District. In 1998 she will
19—21.
f
begin a new ministry by traveling
This will be a special time of from church
to church in her new
spiritual hope and healing for the
motor home: the Patsy Cline.
Memphis area.
Rev. Harvey has an incredible
Safe Harbor invites all people
healing ministry and hers is a high—
to this time that will be exciting
light service of the General Con—
and uplifting. The evangelist will ferences of
UFMCC. She uses lots
be Rev. Elder Jeri Ann Harvey.
of humor in her preaching and al—
Rev. Elder Harvey has been in
ways carries a picture of the
the Universal Fellowship of Met—
Laughing Christ who she feels in—
ropolitan
Community
spires her sermons.
Churches (UFMCC) since 1971
Rev. Harvey is Native Ameri—
pastoring in Oklahoma City, Hous— . can and Scotch—I
rish. She was born
ton, Texas, and was the first
in Oklahoma and graduated from
Rev. Jeri Ann Harvey
woman to pastor the "Mother
Oklahoma University.
Church" of UFMCC in Los Ange—
les (MCC—LA) from 1978 to 1986
when she left to go into fulltime
evangelism. She has lived in LA
since that time, traveling as many
as 40 weeks out of the year. She

Mr. Gay America
Set for November
Submitted by
Mr. Gay America Pageant

Billed as the most prestigious
male pageant in the country, Mr.
Gay America is about to stage its
10thcontest.
Produced under the careful di—
rection of Mr. Bill Parker, this
event will feature dozens of the
hottest and most talented Gay men
in America.
This year‘s landmark competi— 3
tion will be a fund—raiser to ben—
efit PWAs.
Expected to draw hundreds, the
show will keep tradition and sport
a full cast of entertainers that will
perform between segments of the
program.
Since 1977 this pageant has fea—
tured many memorable names and
faces. A few to mention from the
past are Charlie Brown, Rick

Camp, Lady Baronessa, Wayne
Nidiffer, Miss "P" and Billy
Boots.
Although sure to offer a healthy
supply of toned and trim bodies,
this is more than just a beefcake
pageant. Contestants will be
judged on the basis of formal
wear, swimwear and personal in—
terview segments.
In addition, a "Do Your Own
Thing" talent contest is bound to

"We have always had good sup—
port from our bars and other busi—
nesses," Cain said. "And we hope
this year will be no exception. We
will be making ourselves known in
the local community so that when
our friends from across the coun—
try come to Memphis they can en—
joy the city as well as the many
Gay—friendly establishments."
Further information concerning
the tournament or to volunteer to
aid in the activities and the tour—
nament itself can be obtained by
contacting Cain at 901—393—7500
or Andrews at 465—4371.

852 S. Cooper Memp
his TN 38104
(901) 272—2853
You can get all your floral
needs met
here at Lavender Earth.

—

yield some head—turning perfor— ©
mances. This is a treat you will not
want to miss!
The 10th Official Mr. Gay
America Pageant will be presented
on Nov. 9. This year‘s host hotel
is the Adam‘s Mark Hotel located
‘directly on the boardwalk in
Daytona Beach, Fla. Be sure to
check advertisements in local and
national publications for further
details or call (404) 875—1927.

Care for some
Grand Marnier Cranberry
Marmalade?
Come in and check out our
fancy foods
from Stonewall Kitchens...
‘_

Watch for us on the internet
!!
We will be there soon!!

—GAYVON

BY DOS AMIGOS—MEMPHIS
—

(901) 388—9986

Affordable Gifts That
Come to You!

Tues-Sat.
Sun
10am—6pm 1pm—5pm
Visa/MC/Disc/AE

Caps, Cards, Ts, Buttons, Jewelry
| 3
& Much, Much More!
‘ox
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According to The American Heritage

* Brunswick Winchester‘s newer

Dictionary,* "hype" is "something

equipment will save time — with

deliberately, misleading; a deception..."

less equipment malfunctions — not
to mention an estimated 20 minutes

A LITTLE BACKGROUND

per night saved by the newer ball
returns alone.

Brothers & Sisters Bowling League

* We will be secure. The

started in a run—down basement.

management assures us that the

Now, after twelve years‘ hard work

security staff are off—duty Sheriff‘s

and dedication, we‘ve grown to over

deputies, who won‘t be sleeping in

100 regular and substitute members.

a vehicle while one of our brothers

And, we‘re sought after by two

is robbed at gunpoint.

bowling establishments who wish to

* Further, we will begin bowling

host our league.

at 7:00 p.m., as we have for the

After some thoughtful consideration,

last twelve years.

the League membership voted to
move from Cherokee Lanes on Lamar

DONT BE FOOLED

to a state—of—the—art, modern house

Bowling is fun. Fun is why Brothers

with more amenities.
This is a definite improvement.
And, a smart move for the league,
which is interested in growth and
continued success.
As in any democracy, majority rules.

SEEK THE TRUTH

to join us for these upcoming events
* At Brunswick Winchester, our
and have served us well during

Cosmic Bowling "Get Acquainted"

the 1996 and 1997 St. Patrick‘s _

Party and League Registration

Invitational Tournaments.

St. Patrick‘s Invitational Tournament
and Brothers and Sisters League will

*e We‘ll have access to full facilities,
including the usual refreshment

benefit of the league.

center and pro shop, in addition
to a cocktail lounge, and a day—

DISSIDENTS & DEGENT

at Brunswick Winchester Lanes:

hosts are very accommodating,

Although some bowlers didn‘t want
to move, they agreed to do so, for the

& Sisters was formed. We‘d like you.

care facility.
A small group of former Brothers &

host this evening‘s events, August 22.
League registration: 7—9 p.m.; Cosmic
Bowling begins at 9:30, featuring
black lights, music, free pizza, soft
drinks, and special raffles. $5
admission. ($1 will be donated to

Sisters members have gathered

local AIDS organization.)

against this move, and wish to split
the league into two, separate,

IT"S OFFICIAL

competing leagues. In their efforts
they haven‘t disclosed all of the facts

First official night of League

to their prospects.

Bowling September 5, 7 p.m.

MEMPHIS‘ ORIGINAL GAY AND LESBIAN BOWLING LEAGUE

A SPLIT SHOULD

BE SOMETHING SEEN BETWEEN TWO

PINS...NOT BETWEEN FAMILY.
*The American Heritage Dictionary is a trademark of Forbes, Inc.

SHOWTIME

SUNDAY
11 P.M.

Amumn St. n,
1349 Autumn 274—8010

b

Open Wed.
through Sun.
1 p.m. to 3 a.m.

DAYTIME — 1—7 p.m. HARASS NANCY and Enjoy Happy Hour
Prices
Party With Our NewNight Bartender "Kirk"
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
7 p.m. to Close
7 p.m. to Close
‘"Long Island Iced Tea" pARTENDER‘S Pick
Party Night
Special Drink
in_ _

our new 18 oz. Glasses

_ Plus Special Price

Special Price

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
AU Domestic Beer

$1 25
7 p.m. to 3 a.m.

SUNDAY NIGHT — NO COVER
with D.J. for Dance Party follo wing Sh
ow
SHOWTIME 11 p.m.
eS)
‘a O*"
"at
iS"
ewe"
MEPliny
CY
_.,
re" gee
gom®

"ite
o

o
24 Pen
Nor,
I‘s

Happy Hour Daily Except Sunday 8 a.m.
to 7 p.m.

Sunday Happy Hour Noon to 7 p.m.
NIGHTLY $3" OPTIONAL BEER BUST 3 TO MIDN

IGHT

nggtyxléME 2% ‘
f
ALEx1S rG

—FRIDAY—

1:30 A.M.
Goya

yon

3 GUEST

—SATURDAY—
2:30 A.M.
0°“

AUGUST 30 — 11 P.M.
MISS RIVER CITY PAGEANT
Applications available now at J—Wag‘s, Autumn St. Pub, Sip & Dip and Star Search Video
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~PFLAG

Receives

Biennial

Human

Rights Award

at

Gay Spirituality Conference
and seminars explored Gay sexu—
Rev. Troy D. Perry, UFMCC mod—
Nancy McDonald, president of
ality, spirituality, activism, Gay
erator. "We are pleased to salute
the board of directors of PFLAG,
parenting,
outreach to the g/l/b/t/
PFLAG‘s ongoing, three—fold
accepted the award in Sydney. A
communities,
addressing the faith
commitment to support families,
mother
and
grandmother,
concerns
of
the
Gay community,
educate the public and advocate on
McDonald is a long—time commu—
AIDS ministry in a new era, and
behalf of equal rights. PFLAG has
nity activist and educator who en—
the use of technology on behalf of
combined the work of social jus—
visions "a time in which all
Gay spirituality.
tice with a spirit of love and com—
children are treated equally, and all
The international theme of
passion that is helping to transform
people can respect each other‘s
UFMCC‘s General Conference
our world one family at a time,"
differences."
XVIII was taken from the words
Perry added.
UFMCC also presented an
of
Christ, "You are the light of the
This year‘s UFMCC General
award to salute the pioneering
world."
Conference XVIII featured a pub—
work of PFLAG Australia. Heather
UFMCC was founded by the
lic rally at Sydney‘s historic town
Horntvedt, vice president of
Rev.
Troy D. Perry, who serves as
hall, keynote addresses by interna—
PFLAG Australia, accepted the
moderator
of the fast—growing de—
tionally recognized human rights
award on behalf of the Australian
nomination.
A frequent interna—
activists and theologians, business
organization. Horntvedt was in—
tional speaker at churches,
and
planning
sessions,
and
an
ex—
strumental in lobbying the West
universities, and conferences,
tensive list of social and
Australian Parliament to enact
Perry
has appeared on 60 Minutes,
sightseeing options. Workshops
Gay—rights provisions into its laws.
"We recognize the invaluable
contributions of PFLAG in
Prosecutors Proceed with
strengthening the cause of human
rights for Gay, Lesbian, bisexual
Charge Against PWA
and transgendered persons, said the

International
WEST HOLLYWOOD — Par—
ents, Families and Friends of Gays
and Lesbians (PFLAG) has been
named the recipient of the 1997
Human Rights Award presented by
the Universal Fellowship of Met—
ropolitan Community Churches
(UFMCC). The announcement
was made by the Rev. Troy D.
Perry, founder and moderator of
UFMCC.
The international award was
presented on July 20 in Sydney,
Australia, during opening ceremo—
nies for UFMCC‘s General Con—
ference XVIII. UFMCC‘s Human
Rights Award is presented bienni—
ally to organizations and individu—
als who have furthered the cause
of social and political justice. Pre—
vious recipients of UFMCC‘s Hu—
man Rights Award have included
Amnesty International and the In—
ternational Lesbian and Gay Asso—
ciation.

By Justin Hyde
Associated Press Writer

SECRETS

1528

Madison

Memphis,

TN

901—278—9321

ROMULUS, Mich. (AP) —
Peter McWilliams says the seven
marijuana cigarettes he was alleg—
edly caught with at Detroit Metro
Airport last December were part of
his treatment for cancer and AIDS.
Prosecutors in Wayne County
were thinking of giving the Los
Angeles man a break, believing he
wasn‘t aware of Michigan‘s laws
on marijuana, and that he was us—
ing it under his doctor‘s care.
But on July 18, they decided to
try McWilliams on one count of
marijuana possession. The reason:
A previous conviction for mari—
juana possession, from when he
was a teen—ager in 1968.
"I‘d said we review it, but when
I found out (his record) ... that
changed things," said Richard
Padzieski, of the Wayne County
prosecutor‘s office. "It‘s not like
the doctor gave him this stuff and
he went to a state where he didn‘t
know the law."
McWilliams convinced a judge
to postpone the trial until Sept. 19,
but said he was willing to go to jail

a

reg

ant C

Phil Donahue, Tomorrow with
Tom Snyder and The Mike Douglas
Show. UFMCC‘s story has ap—
peared in virtually every interna—
tional news magazine. Perry is the
recipient of awards from the
American Civil Liberties Union,
the Human Rights Campaign and
the Gay Press Association.
UFMCC is composed of more
than 300 local congregations in 19
countries. With a combined bud—
get in excess of $10 million, the
UFMCC churches comprise the
largest predominantly Gay organi—
zation in the world. Safe Harbor
MCC, of Memphis, is a member
congregation of UFMCC, and has
experienced rapid growth in min—
istry.
Marijuana

to make a point about using mari—
juana to treat illnesses.
McWilliams was stopped by
airport security Dec. 12 as he was
leaving Detroit. After being se—
verely ill with AIDS and non—
Hodgkins lymphoma, he had
recovered enough to travel and
visit relatives "to prove I was still
alive," he said.
A guard asked McWilliams if
he had any contraband, and —
McWilliams showed him the seven
marijuana cigarettes in a gold and
silver case.
"While I was getting chemo—
therapy, it made life worth living,"
McWilliams said. "Now I take it
because the AIDS drugs I take
causes nausea. A few puffs of mari—
juana, and my nausea isn‘t there and
I can go about my business."
Earlier this year, Assistant Pros—
ecutor Marie. Petito asked
McWilliams to provide proof he
was using marijuana for medical
reasons. California law allows doc—
tors to recommend marijuana, but
not prescribe it. Michigan law al—
lowed marijuana for medical pur—
poses from 1979 to 1987.
In the letter, McWilliams‘ doc—
9s

for 7 years! Please call me
when you are ready to cett
or to purchase a home. ?
waut to be your neal estate

Now Under New

Management
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tor says the drug is "medically ap—
propriate" to help the nausea. That
wasn‘t enough for Wayne County
officials, who told McWilliams
they would not drop the charges.
"While your doctor thinks that
the use of marijuana may alleviate
some of your symptoms, he does
not indicate that the marijuana is
being prescribed as medicine in
your condition," Petito wrote to
McWilliams last month.
McWilliams argued the differ—
ence was a semantic one, and asked
for more time. A few days later,
the prosecutor‘s office told him to
get ready for trial.
McWilliams‘ previous arrest
came in 1968, when he was 18. He
said his father caught him with
marijuana in the basement of their
home, and called a friend who hap—
pened to be a policeman.
McWilliams said his father just
wanted to scare him, but the
policeman‘s partner arrested him.
McWilliams was convicted and
sentenced to two years on proba—
tion. He said the arrest tore his fam—
ily apart.
"It was just because police —
they‘re used to dealing with real
criminals, people with guns and
knives," McWilliams said. "The
only choice they have is to put
people in jail."
That‘s a possibility with the
current misdemeanor charge,
which carries up to a year in jail
with a conviction. And while his
cancer is in remission and new
AIDS drugs keep the HIV virus at
bay, McWilliams worries about
what could happen if he‘s in prison
and the diseases come back.
But McWilliams said he thinks
a jury will see his side and agree.
"I think the legislators and the
enforcers of law are way behind
the will of the people," he said.
"I‘ve no desire to be famous from
this. This is something to make a
point."

rommmm.... — ——

———

Couples Seek To Overturn Gay Marriage Ba
n in Vermont
By
Ross
Sneyd
der.
"The
Legislcanature hasdone noth— . Vermontstatutes describe mar— legal protections," Bonauto said.
Associated Press Writer
"We
walked
outof
thatconfer—
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Research Confirms HIV
_ Spurs Own Reproduction —
WASHINGTON (AP) — Scientists have proved a long—expected trait of the AIDS virus: It pro—
ducesThe
aprote
proteinin that stimulates cells to enhance its deadly reproduction.
ddesTat,a and researchers from the Dana—Farber Cancer Institute reported July 22
that it essentiallisy calle
provi
wake—up call that renders slumbering immune cells susceptible to HIV
infection.
HIV, works best in active immune cells, not quiescent ones. So for HIV to sustain its killer viral
levels
must continually replenish the active cells it kills, Dana—Farber research Chiang Li writes in
theTatProcit eedi
ngsfrom
ofthinfec
eNattedionalAcademy ofSciences.
.
secre
ted
in aLiseries oftest—tube studies.cells enters r.esting neighbor cells and "activates" them, Li discovered
nfidenwith
t existe
d that they already had hunted
drugs toprovattaced kanTat,HIVsaidpathDr.wayAnththatonyscienFaucitists, anwereAIDsoS coexpert
the
Natio
nal Institutes ofHealth.
Soforfar, that research "didn‘t work, to the point that at leastone company hasab
andoned its endeav—
ors
Tat inhibitor," Fauci said. But "that doesn‘t mean that somebody won‘t now,
with this more
confirmaa tory
evidence, try another approach to blocking Tat."
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Parents Upset Over Poster About Homosexuality in Indiana
"I think it‘s more about being
school," he said.
CHESTERTON,
Ind.
(AP)
—
‘kind
to people and evaluating them
The poster hanging in Bonney
it Leckie‘s
whether
reviewing
Acommittee
on
legitimate
qualities," Leckie
classroom includes pho—
posterpro—
to hanga
isappropriate
said. "And I think that is incred—
tographs
of
Errol
Flynn,
and Les— Michelangelo, Eleanor Roosevelt
forGays
motin8tolerance
ibly important."
bians
in an English
classroom
will
Cathy Podguski said their ob—
and other historical figures. The
by ideology, amem— text
notbeswayed
. ber
jection
is not directed against the
reads, "Sexual orientation does
said.
Gay
community
or the teacher, just
not determine a person‘s ability to
The
Duneland
School
Corp.
the
poster‘s
educational
relevance.
make a mark in the world, let alone
committeeonwill
probably
make
a
"I‘m just asking where it meets
after history."
poster‘ssaidfate John
themeeting,
decision
the objectives of the curriculum
The poster was commercially
7
anCorso,Aug.a memberofthecurriculum produced
and where it fits in;" she said.
for a Gay and Lesbian
Leckie countered that teaching
group, Corso said. He could not
committee.
_
goes beyond verbs and adjectives,
the group.
"Our committee isbutnotwhether
here to identify
and the school is supposed to pre—
The
Materials
Reconsideration
ideology,
about
talk
pare students for life. The reality
this poster has merit to be in the Committee agreed to review the
Board Not to Join
Leader of Alrllnes Gay Group Asks
decision to file a lawsuit even af—
board on July 7.
SAN
FRANCISCO
(AP)
—
ter the city had offered to waive
United and the board are atodds
boycott
ofUnited
Airlinesover
its
domestic partner requirements for
refusal to offer domestic partner over a requirement that companies
poster after a parent complained.
About 50 people showed up at a
meeting, but only the teacher and
parent were allowed to speak.
"I just don‘t think it‘s proper
material that belongs in an English
class," said Cathy Podguski, who
objected to the poster after review—
ing the school‘s English curricu—
Jum with her husband, Walter.
But Leckie said she put the
poster up in 1991 to encourage tol—
erance, not promote Gay or Les—
bian lifestyles. Children can be
unkind and even cruel toward
people who are different, she said.

benefits has found an unexpected
foe: the founder of United‘s Gay
employees group.
"United Airlines, by no means,
has a stellar past when it comes to
human rights issues.... Yet in spite
of all this, we are concerned about
the far—reaching effects a boycott
might have on all employees at
United Airlines, especially Gay
and Lesbian employees," said
David Tomb, who heads United at
United.
Tomb is asking the San Fran—
cisco Board of Supervisors to kill
legislation that would prohibit city
employees from flying United on
official business, unless no other
viable alternative was available.
"The boycott will have a nega—
tive impact on those you are actu—
ally trying to help," Tomb told the

doing business with San Francisco
mustoffer benefits to the registered
domestic partners ofits employees
— Gay or straight.
The Gay boycott, led by the

Harvey Milk Democratic Club,
stems from United‘s participation
in an industry lawsuit to overturn
the city ordinance. The Air Trans—
port Association, which filed the
lawsuit on behalf of 25 major air—
lines in May, contends that cities
do not have the right to force regu—
lations on airlines, which are fed—
erally regulated.
Supervisors Tom Ammrano and
Leslie Katz — both sponsors of the
domestic partners law
downplayed Tomb‘s comments.
"It‘s not just about those em—
ployees, unfortunately. It‘s about
the city‘s right to expect certain

standards from firms it does busi—
ness with," Ammiano said.
Katz added, "We don‘t want to
hurt employees. The goal of our
leglslatron is to help employees."
But, she said, United had failed

to negotiate in "good faith" with
the city. United, she said, made the

two years.
Meanwhile, United spokesman

John Kiker acknowledged that the
airline had hired Window Corp. to
market United to the Gay and Les—

Classroom
of life is that homosexuals contrib—
ute to society, she said.
"Education is about teaching
young kids to live in the world,"
she said.
In 1995, a parent objected to the

use of Wizard in the Tree in the
elementary school because the
book contained the words "slut"
and "damn," Corso said. The com—
mittee voted to keep the book, and
the school board upheld that deci—
sion, he said.

Boycott
bian
community.
Theuppublic
rela—
tions
firm
is
headed
by
nation—
ally
known Gay
activistsMixner.
William
Waybourne
and
David
the outreach
effort
wasKiker
not insaid
response
to the boycott.

man Behind Disney Boycott
Takes Action at Disneyland
founder
passed away.
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — A
The
boycott,
spurred
this sum—
clergyman who spearheaded the
mer
by
Drake,
was
triggered
be—
Southern Baptists boycott of Walt
cause
Disney,
like
most
Disney Co. went to Disneyland
studios,offers
benefits
July 12 to ask visitors to abstain
forHollywood
same—sex.
couples.
Drake
also
from buying any Disney products.
objects to the content of some
The Rev. Wiley Drake said he
Disney entertainment.
talked to several hundred people as
Clergy

they entered Disneyland. About six
others helped him hand out boy—
cott fliers.
"I felt that afterwe began our

boycott we should do something at
the heart of the whole issue, i.e.
Disneyland. Walt (Disney) used to
walk the property and his whole
persona was here," Drake said by
telephone.
The pastor of the First South—
ern Baptist Church of Buena Park
contends Disney has changed its
family—oriented image since its
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San Francisco Hosts Second
Annual Gay Youth Conference
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Ketzia Walsh‘s mother did not take
it well when her daughter told her
she was Gay just before last year‘s
National Coming Out Day.
"She freaked out," said Walsh,
. 18, who describes herself as a lip—
stick Lesbian. "It was really tense
at first. It took her a few months to
get adjusted.
"Now my mom says she loves
me for who I am, but says she still
can‘t accept that I like girls,"
Walsh said. "She said my coming
out shattered her dream of me get—
ting married and having kids."
Walsh, of Novato, was among
500 people from across the United
States and other countries partici—
pating in a weekend conference for
Gay, Lesbian and bisexual youths
under age 25.
She said the conference allows
them to share strategies on com—
ing out and handling negative re—
actions.
"Youth need to support other
youth," Walsh said.
The focus of this year‘s conven—
tion was community activism. The
second annual "Young, Loud and
Proud" conference offered 70
workshops and discussion groups
on topics such as gender roles,
fighting homophobia and safe sex.
Workshop titles included
"Starting a Gay—straight student
alliance," "Gender as Play—Doh"

and "Queers in Cyberspace." Gay
and Lesbian literature also was
available, with titles including
Fifty Ways to Tell Your Mother,
Coming Out and The Last Closet.
Project coordinator Joseph Rios
said the conference drew youths as
young as 13 from the San Fran—
cisco Bay area, Seattle, Los Ange—
les and Boston. Some came from
as far as England and Ireland.
Volunteer Dax Valdes said or—
ganizers hoped to provide a safe
place for youths to educate and
learn from one another.
"It‘s important for young
people to know they have the abil—
ity to make positive social
change," Valdes said. "Hopefully,
the conference will allow youth to
«develop skills needed for roles as
activists, advocates and educa—
tors."
One of the youths who attended
the conference was BJ Hamilton,
who endured harassment from
classmates when he announced his
homosexuality two years ago.
A year later, after transferring
high schools, Hamilton formed the
first Gay and Lesbian youth group
in his hometown of Aloha, Ore.,
about 20 miles west of Portland.
"I came to learn to fight harass—
ment and to help start community
centers in other areas," said
Hamilton, 18.

Britain Will Concede Court Battle on
Gay Age of Consent
By Audrey Woods
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) — Reversing
Britain‘s policy, Prime Minister
Tony Blair‘s government said July
14 it will not contest a European
Court case that claims Britain‘s
higher age of consent for homo—
sexuals is discriminatory.
Blair will allow his Labor Party
legislators in Parliament to vote
with their conscience on legisla—
tion that would make 16 the age
of consent for homosexuals — as
it already is for heterosexuals.
The homosexual age of consent
now is 18.
In 1994, Blair — then an op—
position legislator — was among
those who voted to lower the ho—
mosexual age of consent from 21
to 16, but lost to those who fa—
vored 18 instead.
Briton Euan Sutherland was 17
in May 1996 when he put his case
to the European Court of Human
Rights, arguing that Britain‘s
higher age of consent for homo—
sexuals violated his right to pri—
vacy and was discriminatory.
"There can be no justification
for criminalizing the lives of 16
and 17—year—old Gay men," said
Peter Tatchell of the Gay rights
group Outrage! "That isn‘t protec—
tion. It‘s persecution."
Blair‘s office said that lawyers

advised the government it was
going to lose the case and sug—
gested there was no point in pur—
suing it.
If the European Court had ruled
in Sutherland‘s favor, Britain
would have been obliged to change
the law. The decision to settle the
case out of court appeared to indi—
cate the new government did not
feel strongly enough about the
principal to fight it.
The government said it would
not push the case for a change in
British law, but would remain neu—
tral ifan individual lawmaker in—
troduced the legislation, a
spokesman for Blair said on tradi—
tional condition of anonymity.
No date has been set for intro—
duction of legislation, but it would
be unlikely before the fall. Labor‘s
huge majority in the House of
Commons and its past voting pat—
terns suggest it‘s likely that 16 will
become the age of consent for all.
"We were always very hopeful
that a new Labor government
would concede the principle of
equality and it looks as if this is
going to happen," said Angela
Mason, spokeswoman for the Gay
activist group Stonewall.
Meanwhile, Gay activists ac—
cused the Church of England‘s hi—
erarchy of hypocrisy as the church
itself began a debate on homo—
sexual priests.

The Lesbian and Gay Christian
Movement published a survey in—
dicating about half the church‘s 44
diocesan bishops have knowingly
employed, licensed or ordained
actively Gay priests.
"This is contrary to the formal
_ policy of the church," said the Rev.
Richard
Kirker,
the
Gay
movement‘s general secretary. "It
is hypocrisy and double standards.
"It‘s obvious that the church
now has no option but to drop the
damaging and dishonest pretense
that it is not ordaining practicing
homosexuals in considerable num—
bers," Kirker said.
The church accepts Gay priests
who are celibate.
R
At a meeting in York, the gov—
erning General Synod of the
Church of England debated the
1991 Bishops Report on Human
Sexuality, which argues that lay
Christians can be homosexually .
active but the clergy cannot.
Last year, the former Arch—
bishop of Canterbury Robert
Runcie, who was spiritual head of
the church for 11 years, said he had
ordained homosexuals — but not
if they told him about it.
Runcie said church policy was
"ludicrous" in allowing Gay rela—
tionships among lay people but
ruling that practicing homosexuals
may not become priests.

DISCOUNT GAY VIDEO!
Experience gay cinema from around the world! A
grand selec tion of rare underground classics, campy

comedies, unique foreign imports & cult favorites start—
ing at $10! Fast, discreet service!
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J. Kyle Dearen, Pastor
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340 N.OGarlando
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Phone 276—0577
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For me Worp tat Gon speaks is Auve AND Full OF POWER
Feast for Friends is a service of Friends for Life to the HIV infected and
affected community including people living with HIV or AIDS, their
friends, caregivers, family and friends. While the dinner is free, those who
are able are requested to make a donation to offset expenses.
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Michigan Womyn‘s

Music

What is the history of the with a crafts bazaar and an inter—
Michigan Womyn‘s Music Fes— national film festival. The festival
tival?
models itself as a prototype of a
TheMichigan Womyn‘s Music nurturing community — how the
Festival has become a part of the world would be if women got to
calendar‘s rhythm for thousands of design it. As such, a complex ge—
Lesbians and other women who ography of care has developed.
gather each August at a secluded "The Womb" attends to festival—
campsite outside Grand Rapids. goers‘ physical needs (sunburns,
The festival has achieved mythic especially) while "The Oasis" at
status in Lesbian communities both tend to their emotional needs.
for its empowering and liberating There is a camp for girls on—site,
affect on its participants — and for and sons of participants who are
thecontroversies that have arisen under 10 can attend Brother Sun
year after year over its rules and Boys‘ Camp. More than a dozen
boundaries.
sign language interpreters provide
In recent years, "Michigan" (as a connection to the music and
many of its attendees lovingly re— workshops for hearing impaired _
fer to it) has drawn between 6— women, and three vegetarian meals
8,000 women to a 650—acre forest are provided daily.
campground in which the action on —
And even in 1997, no woman
the various sound stages — by pays more than $300 to stay for up
many of the biggest names in to six days.
women‘s music — is just one of a
From its beginnings on a 20—
whirlwind of activities. Dozens of. acre site rented for $400 in the
workshops — from drumming to summer of 1976, Michigan has
signing to spirituality — coincide been a communitarian venture. All

Festival

participants sign up for two four—
hour work shifts — from helping
with childcare to maintenance to
cooking.
The mid—70s, when Michigan

decks is forbidden on the festival
grounds.
In its second year, the festival

was founded, was a period of ex—
plosive growth in women‘s music.
The women whostarted the festi—
val had attended other similar
events in 1975 and wanted to start
their own in Michigan. They chose
the spelling "womyn" to make it
clear that their venture would rely
not at all on men — and that ap—
proach has been adhered to strictly
for two decades. Even listening to
"male music" on radios or tape

women braved a near tornado. In
the early years, threatened inva—
sions by hostile local men were a
recurrent problem, although no
actual violence occurred. Several
of the organizers felt a permanent,
owned site was essential, and in
1982 the current parcel was pur—
chased. Because the current site is
surrounded by a quarter million
acres of the Manistee National
Forest, many festival—goers attest

Softball Tournament Scores a HOME

By Chuck Saylor
The first Battle on the Bluff
softball tournament was a huge
success. A total of 22 teams from
Norfolk to Atlanta, Memphis and
cities in between converged July
4th weekend for non—stop action on
the softball fields. The weather
being most cooperative the entire
weekend added to the success.
Plenty of local spectators flocked
to the field to watch the action both
on and off the field.
Play began on Friday afternoon
with each team playing two games
that day and continued on Satur—
day morning after each team was
‘seeded‘ according to the team‘s
play the previous day. Four
women‘s teams were in the tour—
nament as they began their round
of "pool play" games on Saturday
also. The 18 open teams by the end
of Saturday‘s play would be di—
vided into three separate divisions,
those being Competitive Division,
C, and C Recreation. Each division
in theory, should have approxi—
mately the same level of talent
. along with other teams in the divi—
sion, so no one team could domi—

nate the other. This format was a
first and well—received by the
teams attending.
Sunday‘s games were serious
business with all teams still in the
hunt for some trophies to take back
to their sponsors and some bragging
rights. After all the dust had settled
and the last fly ball was caught, the
final results are as follows:
Overall Division Competitive
1st — Autumn St. Haze —
Memphis
2nd — Atlanta Cocks —
Atlanta
3rd — Music City Sounds —
Nashville
4th — Vieux Carré Saints —
Huntsville
C Division
1st — Quest Cubs —
Birmingham
2nd — Heretic Saints —
‘_
Atlanta
3rd — Atlanta Thunder —
Atlanta
C Recreation Division
Ist — Wildcats — Nashville
2nd — Music City Chuters —
Nashville:
3rd — Cole HaystenClippers —
Memphis

Softball League Standings

moved to a larger, rented site in
Oceana County, Mich., where the

RUN

Womens Division
1st — Lil‘ Devils —
Birmingham
2nd — Backstreet Blaze —
Atlanta
3rd — Avengers —
Birmingham
Other teams
from Memphis
which made a
good showing in
the tournament
and were fighting
till the end were:
J—Wag‘s Jaguars,
4th place in C Di—
vision — Amnesia
5th place C Divi—
sion — Mid—South
Vision Center
Peepers, 4th place
C Recreation Di—
vision.
A
special
thanks to our
tournament spon—
sor Miller Lite for
helping to make
this a great week—
end. James Will—
iamson, tourna—

ment director, put forth a lot of
work and effort into making this a
reality for Memphis and the many
sleepless nights have paid off by.
teams saying they plan on making the most wrenching — major de—
bate has been over the participa—
a return trip next year.
The special events committee tion of post—operative male—to—
also did a great job in planning and female transsexuals at the event.
organizing activites off the softball One such transsexual, Nancy
fields. To everyone involved in Burkholder, participated clandes—
any way with the tourna— tinely at the 1990 festival. But the
ment — scorekeepers, next year, when she began to share
field hands, shuttle her history with other participants,
drivers,
Cole security guards escorted her from
Haysten Clippers the premises — despite her offer
for sponsoring a to "drop her drawers."
By 1993, the "womyn—born—
great registration
womyn—only" policy was a source
party, and those
whom we forgot of significant controversy. A
to mention — a "Camp Trans" was set up outside
hearty thank— the gates of the Festival to protest
you We could the exclusion of "men—born
not
have womyn," and several opponents of
. done it with— the policy wore "Friend of Nancy"
out you! buttons. But the Festival organiz—
I ~* Look .for ers, and many participants, insist
G
bigger and that by excluding anyone born as

better
things
n—e x t
year.

Watch the Teams Play

Thru Sunday, July 27
Sunday Afternoons
Team
Won/Loss
Autumn St. Haze
12—0
J—Wags Jaguars
7—4
Cole—Hayston Clippers
7—5
Mid—South Vision Peepers
6—6
Amnesia
4—7
Arizona Coyotes
3—9
Dabbles Hair Dabblers
2—10
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Tobey

they have never felt safer or freer.
Indeed, clothing is optional
throughout the festival.
The first ofthe many Michigan
controversies centered over
whether participants could bring
their sons. Despite official rules
against it, in the first years, some
women brought boys as old as 14,
some of whom felt so disoriented
by the female—privilege society that
they picked on some of the
younger girls. The current strict
policy of no boys over three on the
main festival grounds, and no boys
over 10 at the festival at all, devel—
oped as a compromise, although it
left some mothers unhappy.
Another point of controversy
has been sadomasochism. In the
late 1970s and—early 1980s, a sub—
set of the Lesbian community be—
gan openly embracing leather—
dyke identities, to the horror of
women who identified violence
with:maleness. For the 1980 Fes—
tival, public sex. and open displays
of sadomasochism were banned,
creating a furor among women
who felt nobody‘s sexuality should
be restricted. Eventually, a com—
promise was reached where a sepa—
rate "Twilight Zone" was set up for
the leather set.
The most recent —and perhaps

Park

(Hollywood & Central)
©4145 p. m.
League Sponsoredby
Budwelser

a male they are creating a uniquely
safe and affirming space for the
thousands of women who partici—
pate. Or, as one woman put it, "it‘s
the dick in their heads I don‘t want
here."
Although the controversies

have provided for hours of debate
for women both during Michigan
and the other 51 weeks of the year,
many festival—goers have grown
tired of each new issue and simply
want to enjoy the festival for its
scenery, its sense of community,
and, of course, its music.
David Bianco, M.A., is the au—
thor ofModern Jewish History for
Everyone. He can be reached care
of this publication or through his
E—mail address: AriBianco@
aol.com.

Gays & Straights Seek to
by Ira L. King
On Sat., July 12, 1997 approxi—
mately 150 men and women met
at Calvary Episcopal Church in
downtown Memphis. These men
and women were Gay and straight,
black and white, blue collar and
white collar, and of varied back—
grounds, socio—economic status
and religious affiliations.
With ethereal music playing in
a haunting rhythm in the back—
ground, Len Piechowski unfolded
to this group the enrapturing story
of a parallel universe where all the
normal people were homosexual
and all the straight people were
viewed as an abomination to all
that was right and holy. We were
swept into a land where "breeders"
were outcasts and had to form their
own clubs and churches, where
Gays and Lesbians controlled the
government, the schools, the social
environment, and yes, even the
churches. In the words of the
‘_ Wicked Witch of the West: "What ,
a world, what a world."
This symposium was put to—
gether by the Coalition for Gay and
Lesbian Religious Affairs, whose
founder is Len Piechowski.
The Coalition was born in De—
cember 1996 as a result of Len
Piechowski‘s recognition of an
alienation between clergy and ho—
mosexuals. The Coalition is a
"grassroots" effort of both homo—
sexual and heterosexual citizens. It
is not a part of any one religious
group and it is non—political.
In the words of Timothy Mead—
ows, Senior Pastor of Holy Trin—
ity Community Church, "the Gay
churches across America are filled
with walking wounded." For those
of us who have an earnest desire
to be true to our God, true to the
Christ who loves us, and true to
ourselves regarding our God—given
sexuality, this meeting was a sin—
cere exercise in understanding.
From the opening words by
Rev. Doug Bailey of Calvary Epis—
copal Church, a conciliatory theme
of understanding was set and ad—
hered to. In Rev. Bailey‘s words,
we were gathered to "seek the
truth."
Perhaps one of the more amus—
ing yet important aspects of the
symposium was the moderating.
Rev. David Fykes, in drill ser—
geant— like fashion, kept us on time
and help us to stay within the pa—
rameters of the topic at hand. He
was assertive when necessary and
always kind. He made us all feel
right at home in Calvary
Episcopal‘s beautiful and cavern—
ous sanctuary. He reminded us of
that portion of the prayer of St.
Francis which admonishes us to
"seek not so much to be understood
as to understand," and that we
should for the duration of the sym—
* posium, strive to respect the dig—
nity of every human being.
The keynote speakers, Len

Piechowski, Dr. Brooks Ramsey (a
former Southern Baptist minister)
and John Smid (executive director
of Love In Action), shared with us
their life‘s journeys and the cir—
cumstances that brought them to
where they are today in the quest
to reconcile their spirituality and
their sexuality. The audience was
literally mesmerized by the events
that molded these men into the
spiritual and sexual personalities
they are today.
Tales of Catholic school up—
bringings, unidentifiable teenage
feelings and cravings, denials as
young adults, marrying to escape
reality and conform to the image
the religious community in
America was painted for us, dat—
ing members of the opposite sex
just to appear "normal" to friends
and co—workers, the witnessing of
Gay bashing by Memphis City po—
licemen in Overton Park. These are
but some of the circumstances the
audience found itself identifying
with.
As I listened attentively, I
couldn‘t help but think "this place
should be packed with both Gay
and straight people." There is not
a citizen in Memphis who doesn‘t
need to hear the anguish and heart—
ache that comes with the reality of
being a homosexual. Indeed, every
person in America needs to know
that according to a report published
by the Bush administration, 30 per—
cent of all completed teenage sui—
cides in America are Gay related.
People need to know that prayer
and fasting are not a cure for ho—
mosexuality. They need to know
that homosexuality is not a disease,
but a desire and an innate part of
human sexuality. They need to
know that being Gay is not some—
thing that happens "only in the bed—
room." As Piechowski pointed out
so poignantly, "Even when I‘m not
© having genital relations, I am still
a homosexual."
Along with the keynote speak—
ers there were panelists who pro—
vided sketches of their spiritual and
sexual journeys and addressed
questions and concerns from the

Humbly with Your God

audience. These panelist included
Vincent Astor (community leader,
activist and entertainer, and found—
ing board member of the Memphis
Gay and Lesbian Community Cen—
ter and Memphis Pride, Inc.), Dr.
Joel W. Chapman (clinical psy—
chologist), Rev. Cheryl Cornish
(senior pastor of First Congrega—
tional Church UCC), Scott Howell
(director of Congregational Life at
First Congregational Church
UCC), Rev. William Randall
Johnson (director of Adult Minis—
tries at Central Church), Dr. Re—
gional Mebane (adjunct faculty
member at the University of Mem—
phis) and Rev. Timothy Meadows
(senior pastor at Holy Trinity Com—
munity Church).
Perhaps this is a fitting place to
give a special thanks to Rev. Wil—
liam Randall Johnson. Rev.
Johnson was literally jumping out
of the frying pan and into the fire
by attending this symposium. As
many of us know, Central Church
has a ministry called Restoration.
According to Rev. Johnson the
purpose of this ministry is to help
people who are struggling or un—
happy with their homosexuality.
He claims the ministry is not a
deprogramming effort. When I
asked him point blank what right
did Central Church or any church
for that matter, have to try to take
away from me a gift that was given
by God, he answered as honestly
and sincerely as he knew how. He
did not skirt the issue, but he did
not address it forthrightly either.
He was, however, genuine and
kind. He maintained that kindness
for the duration of the symposium
and really appeared to be trying to

speak for God, but foritself. Some—
times, the church decides what it
wants God to mean to us. Some—
times the church wants it‘s pres—
ence on earth to be more real to us
than the Jesus it is supposed to
serve and adore. Sometimes, the
church rapes us of our right and
privilege to think and reason for
ourselves. Sometimes we allow the
church and it‘s clergy to get away
with this behavior. We need to take
responsibility for who we are spiri—
tuality and sexually. We need to
realize that our sexuality is not a
hindrance to our being deeply
spiritual beings. We need to know
that it is all right to be Gay and love
God. We need to learn to hold the
church responsible for what it

teaches us, and when it wounds us ‘
we should be very vocal about it.
We need to call the church on the
carpet for abusing us. The church
was not given to us as the ultimate
authority. The ultimate authority
always has been and always will
be Jesus Christ. The church‘s role
is to act as Christ is agent for spiri—
tual maintenance, growth and ma—
turity. This it must do regardless
of the sexual orientation of its
members.
leave you with this truth from
the old testament: Micah 6:8 — He
has told you what is good. And
what does the Lord require of you,
but to do justice, love kindness, and
walk humbly with your God.
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understand.
Some of the salient truths to
come out of the symposium were
voiced by Dr. Brooks Ramsey.
Those truths are: (1) Not all homo—
sexual/heterosexual acts are sinful.
(2) Not all homosexual/hetero—
sexual acts are blessed of God. (3)
God does not come down on us the
way the church comes down on us.
Some thoughts to take with you.
Sometimes, the church does not
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Sad to say... The Centers for Dis—
ease Control estimates there are any —
where from 600,000 to 900,000
‘_ people in the U.S. who are infected
with HIV.
Happy to hear... The number of
_ AIDS deaths in the US declined by
19 percent in the first nine months of
1996 compared to the same time pe—
riod in 1995, and the trend is expected
to continue! The death rate dropped
to 30,700 from 37,900 in those time
frames. The new drugs and greater
access to medical care are credited
with the overall decline.
Sad to say... A side effect of all
the good news we‘ve been hearing is
that HIV/AIDS agencies across the
country are reporting a decrease in
donations. The sense of urgency has
diminished among the public, but
people fail to realize that with longer
life expectancies, those infected/af—
‘fected by the virus need services
longer. And new cases continue to
add to the already overburdened
agencies. The need is as real, as large,
and as important as ever.
Happy to hear... Our Fifth Anni—
versary Dinner for Feast For Friends
was very successful. We received
$7,350 in pledges, overwhelmingly
beating our goal of $6,000! This will
go a long way in continuing to pro—
vide nutritious, restaurant—caliber
food to those infected/affected by
HIV/AIDS, their families and
caregivers. A program of this caliber
requires about $10,000 a year, so we
are still in need of donations. If you
or your group missed the celebration

signature numbers, and raised a
whopping $4,200! Somebody needs
to bring back real afternoon Tea
Dances!!
Sad to say... As reported to you
in the May issue, I gave birth to a
kidney stone in April, a side effect
of Crixivan. I wasn‘t on Crixivan
long enough to have a viral load test
but are interested in making a dona—
done, so we don‘t know how well I
tion out of the goodness of your heart,
was doing otherwise. After a long
please contact me at Friends for Life
time on Saquinivir, my viral load
(272—0855).
crept up from clinically undetectable
Happy to hear... July 19—20 was
to 18,800. FYI: the marker to recon—
a weekend of FUNd—raising for
sider drug therapy is 5,000.
Friends for Life, with a good time had
Happy to hear... Talk about per—
by all while raising some serious
fect timing...1 was one of the first in
money for the agency. Saturday night
Tennessee to receive Viracept, the
featured a special 11:30 performance
latest protease inhibitor. It‘s easier to
of the Playhouse on the Square‘s
take than Crixivan in terms of the
Rocky Horror Show that netted about
time schedule and meals. But...
$3,800. This very gifted cast donated
Sad to say... It is very hard to
its time and talent for this special
swallow as it is very chalky. The side
showing that followed the regular en—
effects are minimal, but watch out for
ergetic performance, but they got re—
the intestinal action, especially the
energized and really got down and
morning after a few cocktails. Oth—
dirty. The enthusiasm of the almost
ers I have talked with who are on this
sold—out audience provided the incen—
new drug agree when I say you can
tive for the cast to provide hilarious
say goodbye to good old fashioned
improvisations, delicious mayhem,
farts. They definitely can lead to big—
and deliveries and movements not
ger things. ©
seen by other audiences. On Sunday
Happy to hear... The test results
afternoon, The One Night Only Girls,
are in, and they are good. My viral
organized by Sandy Kozik, brought
load is down to 550, and the ole T—
back the happy—go—lucky good times
Cells are up to 411! Yeah folks...I‘m
of the old George‘s on Madison with
still kickin‘ and grinnin‘.
a genuine Tea Dance and show from
Sad to say... It‘s old news now
4—7. Amnesia was packed by those
that the Southern Baptists are target—
of us who had so much fun during
ing Disney and its subsidiaries, and
those times and have fond memories
you would think any organization
of the old shows, and by many who
with 16.5 million members would
never had the opportunity toexperi—
have a major impact.
ence what a really good time can be _.
Happy to hear... Their efforts
had on a Sunday afternoon. Ahh
will fail! SB‘s at all levels, from
yes...beer bust at 4, show at 5, buzzed,
President Clinton to clergymen to
home and in bed by 9, feeling good
laypersons, have indicated they
on Monday morning. The absolutely
would not follow the boycott. Even
wonderful performers honored the lo—
Bellevue Baptist Church‘s Dr. Adrian
cal drag stars of the 70s who are no
Rogers, who voted for the action, will
longer with us by performing their
ignore the boycott when it‘s an in—

Aids Mastery Workshop
Aug. 15,16 & 17
THIS WORKSHOP IS JUST WHAT YOU
NEED IF YOU ARE INFECTED OR
AFFECTED WITH THE CHANGING AIDS
EPIDEMIC. LEARN BETTER WAYS TO
COPE AS WELL AS GET SUPPORT,
cOMFORT AND IDEAS ON HOW TO LIVE
BETTER WITH THIS DISEASE.
ITS GOOD FOR YOU AND IT
pOESN‘T HURT OR TASTE BAD !

convenience to him. Broadcasts of
Bellevue‘s weekly sermon will con—
tinue to run on WPTY—24, an affili—
ate of the Disney—owned ABC
network. His reasoning? WPTY is
owned by Clear Channel Communi—
cations, not ABC or Disney. Plus they
get a good deal for the air time. As
the Church Lady would say, "How
con—VEEEN—y unt."
Sad to say... As we all know,
many religious groups enjoy using
the Bible against Gays, justifying
banning same—sex marriages and the
ordination of Gays. Nothing like
Gay—bashing to rally the Bible—
thumping Religious Righteous Won—
ders around the pulpit.
Happy to hear... As 1 have said
repeatedly, until homosexuality
makes the Top Ten...the Ten Com—
mandments (supposedly God‘s
words to Moses, and he didn‘t men—
tion "Thou shalt not commit
homosexuality")...the Religious
Righteous Wonders need to leave us
alone and spend their energy fight—
ing the real evils, i.e. adultery. An
article in Newsweek (July 28) titled.
"Sex, Morality and the Protestant
Minister," reports that the divorce
rate is rising among the clergy, as
well as adultery. In a 1988 survey by
Leadership magazine, 12 percent of
nearly 1,000 Protestant clergy admit—
ted committing adultery... ADMIT—
TED is the key word here, folks. In
1993, the Journal of Pastoral Care
reported a survey of Southern Bap—
tist pastors where 14 percent ac—
knowledged they had engaged in
"sexual behavior inappropriate" to a
monster....OOPS...1 meant minister.
Get the broom out...glass houses can
be very messy.
Sad to say... On top of all the pub—
licity with the boycott, we had a crazy
queer killing people all over the
place. Andrew Cunanan, noted in his
yearbook as "Most Likely To Be Re—
~ membered," killed five people in four
states, including two men he had been
involved with, and skillfully eluded
authorities. Authorities believe the
very cunning Cunanan may have con—
tracted AIDS, and was on a mission
to "take out" as many as possible. We
may never know all the answers as
he took the easy way out by killing
himself.
Happy to hear... Says his mom,
"He‘s a high—class male prostitute."
A son a mother can be proud of.
Sad to say... The Supreme Court
recently ruled that the Constitution
does not guarantee Americans the
right to commit suicide with the help
of a physician. This affects a doctor‘s
. participation or active role in bring—
‘ing about a patient‘s death by lethal
injection or other means.
Happy to hear... The ruling has
no affect on existing laws regarding
_a patient‘s right to refuse extreme
measures, such as artificial feeding,
etc. It also allows states to decide the

issue individually, such as Oregon‘s
first in the nation and newly enacted
assisted suicide law. In an important
concurrent ruling, Justice Sandra Day
O‘Connor left open the possibility the
Court could "someday find that cer—
tain individuals who are particularly
suffering could have an individual
right to assisted suicide."
Sad to say... As reported here in
earlier columns, the military‘s "Don‘t
Ask, Don‘t Tell" policy has resulted
in a higher discharge rate for Gays.
Military Gays serve their country
well, with many receiving decora—
tions and special recognition. But if
they utter those three little words...
"I am Gay"...they are history.
Happy to hear... Hear Ye, Hear
Ye, Hear Ye... While the First
Amendment‘s guarantee of free
speech had minimal effect on the
policy in the courts, a federal judge
ruled the policy violates Gays‘ equal
rights to equal participation in the
military. The policy infringes on the
Fifth Amendment‘s due process
clause by subjecting Gays to a sepa—
rate, discriminatory set of regula—
tions. This makes perfectly good
sense to sensible people, but U.S. At—
torney General Janet Reno, of all
people, says the administration will
appeal. For what reason, I don‘t
know. Go figure.
Sad to say... It has been debated
for years whether HIV can be passed
from one to another through deep
kissing. Now it‘s finally been docu—
mented, and the headlines have set
off a wave of hysteria. A closer look
into the circumstances are necessary.
A woman who had gum disease and
poor oral hygiene became infected
from a deep kiss with a man who had
bleeding gums and canker sores.
Yuck! Who would want to kiss a
mouth like that anyway?
Happy to hear... The method of
transmission was blood, not saliva.
There are no reported cases of people
becoming infected through saliva. So
don‘t panic. It‘s alright to swap
spit, but don‘t deep kiss anyone if
either has had recent dental work or
has sores in the mouth.
Sad to say... Did you see the pic—
ture of Evander Holyfield‘s ear that
was bitten by Mike Tyson during
their recent heavyweight title boxing
match? A big ole chunk of it was bit—
ten off and found on the floor of the
ring. The dismembered part was
transported to the hospital, but alas,
it was too late for it to be reattached.
Ear today, gone tomorrow.
Happy to hear... Beside the big
bucks, why do boxers do what they
do? Well, as my friend "Big" Ben
Wilkinson explains, there are several
good reasons: they get to dance
around the inside of a ring, they get
to wear gloves and silk shorts, they
fight for a belt, and the winner takes
home ‘a purse.They box for the
accessories.

Tuition is $100.00 for those working.
Payment plans are available.
Scholarships available for those in need.

I
WILLIAM N. CASTLE, D.D.S.
General Dentistry

Call Ronnie Gardinoe @ 767—2182 to
register or for more information.
Mid—South Aide Mastery Foundation
A non—profit SO1l(c)2 organization
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§C)ence
By Simon LeVay, Ph.D.
In connection with the manhunt
for alleged Gay serial killer An—
drew Cunanan, a reporter called
me to ask whether there was any
evidence linking male homosexu—
ality and violence. This struck me
as one of the more fatuous ques—
tions I have been asked over the
years, but I politely mentioned a
couple of studies that have looked
at the issue. These studies found
that, au contraire, Gay men are less
disposed to violence than are het—
erosexual men. The reporter
seemed disappointed; probably he
had wanted some scientific evi—
dence to back up his notion that
your average homo is a budding
ax—murderer.
One of the two studies was con—
ducted by sociologist Lee Ellis and
his colleagues at Minot State Uni—
versity in North Dakota. A large
number of men and women were
asked about their sexual attrac—
tions, their history of criminality
and violence, and their propensity
to react violently to a number of
hypothetical situations. The Gay
men reported significantly fewer
lifetime episodes of violent or
criminal behavior than did the het—
erosexual men (except in the cat—
egory of drug offenses, in which
they reported more episodes).
The other study, by psycholo—
gists Brian Gladue (of North Da—
kota State University at Fargo) and
Michael Bailey (of Northwestern
University), looked not just at ac—
tual physical aggression but also at
verbal aggressiveness and— com—
petitiveness. With physical aggres—
sion, Gladue and Bailey replicated
Ellis‘ findings: Gay men were less
aggressive. But with the other
forms of aggression, Gay men
were the equal of their hetero—
sexual peers. These findings under—
mine the notion that Gay men are
more inspired with brotherly love
than straight men: they may just be
more scared of getting beaten up.
That could be a hold—over from
childhood, for a reluctance to get
involved in play—fighting is oneof
the strongest indicators that a boy
will grow up Gay, according to
several retrospective studies.
With respect to women, the two
studies are in disagreement. In
Ellis‘s study, the bisexual or Les—
bian women reported having en—
gaged in more incidents of
violence or criminality than the
heterosexual women, but Gladue
and Bailey found no differences in
any of their categories. Given the
prominence of Lesbians in some
sports, one might imagine that
there is a sub—group of Lesbians
who are more competitive that
most heterosexual women, but if
so, that doesn‘t translate into a safe

generalization about the "average"
Lesbian. As with so many other
traits, Lesbians seem more diverse
and harder to categorize than Gay
men.
The lower physical aggressive—
ness of Gay men is another ex—
ample of a sex—atypical trait
associated with homosexuality, for
hundreds of studies, across many
cultures, have documented that
men are generally more aggressive
and more criminal than women. In
my view, it fits well: with the no—
tion that sexual orientation, in men
especially, is part of a package of
traits that are influenced by sex—
atypical biological processes. This
supposition is bolstered by animal
experiments: both decreased ag—
gressiveness and same—sex partner
preference can be induced in male
animals of several species by treat—
ments that influence the prenatal
sexual differentiation of the brain.
But others may see the connection
as a consequence of complex so—
cial interactions during childhood
and later.
As to whether the lower aggres—
siveness of Gay men is a "good
thing" or a "bad thing," that de—
pends very much on circum—
stances. If it promotes peacable
living and cooperation, fine. If it
causes us to let our rights be
trampled on, not so fine. The de—
bate surrunding these issues in the
Gay male community replicates a
debate that has occupied feminists
for decades. But in the Gay male
community, there‘s an added
wrinkle, because becoming
stereotypically masculine is often
seen as a means of attracting other
Gay men. Aggressiveness, in our
community, is something we both
love and hate.
There is one kind of violence
where there may be a real connec—
tion to male homosexuality, and
that is sexual homicide — killing
a person during or immediately
after sex. According to one study

conducted in the 1970s, this very
rare crime involves two men about
as often as it does a man and a
woman — more often, in other
words, than the overall prevalence
of homosexuality would predict.
One could speculate that the
perpetrators of such crimes are
men who are in extraordinary con—
flict about their same—sex urges.
One incident that I experienced,
many decades ago, bolstered that
belief for me: a man I had picked

HIV—Infected

up threatened me with a knife im—
mediately after we had sex, while
declaring over and over again that
he wasn‘t Gay. A quick 911 call
sent him running, but the incident
helped teach me the advantages of
monogamy. Gay sexual homicide
should teach us all the importance
of overcoming homophobia, in—
cluding the homophobia lurking
within some Gay people.
Simon LeVay, Ph.D., is well—

Man With

Bleeding Gums

infects Woman Through
By Tara Meyer
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — Govern—
ment scientists reiterated their warn—
ing that HIV—infected people should
avoid deep kissing after a report that
a man with bleeding gums appar—
ently transmitted the virus to a
woman through a kiss.
It was the first reported case of
HIV transmission through a kiss, but
the CDC emphasized that the virus
was transmitted via the man‘s blood,
not his saliva. There are no reported
cases of people becoming infected
with the AIDS virus through saliva.
The CDC said the case is the very
reason why, beginning in 1986, they
started cautioning couples against
deep kissing if one of them has the
AIDS virus. Scientists are mostly
concerned because of the possibil—
ity of bleeding gums — not saliva.
"It‘s not likely, but we believe it
can happen and that is the impor—
tance of this case," said Dr. Scott
Holmberg, a CDC medical epidemi—
ologist.
The man and woman had gum
disease and poor oral hygiene. He
had bad breath and hairlike growths
on his tongue, a symptom that some—
times plagues people with the AIDS
virus, the CDC said. Her gum dis—
ease had weakened and thinned her
gums, making it easier for the virus
to get into her blood.
The man‘s gums often bled when
he brushed his teeth. The couple usu—
ally had sex and kissed at night after
hebrushed, the CDC said.
The couple said they always used
a condom during sex. They said it
tore once, but that was before the
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Kiss

Deep

period the CDC believes she was
infected. The couple also had oral
sex but denied having contact with
blood or semen.
"We think it‘s highly unlikely
that‘s how it was transmitted, but we
cannot rule it out," Holmberg said.
Researchers have found a protein

in saliva that keeps the virus from
infecting white blood cells.
Dr. Jerome Groopman said he
encourages patients to restrict them—
selves to hugging and cheek—kissing.
"Deep kissing is problematic,"
Groopman said. "Given this report,
there should be some real caution."
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known for his research on the
"Gay brain." He is the author of
The Sexual Brain, City of Friends
(with Elisabeth Nonas), and Queer
Science (MIT Press, 1996), and the
biomedical thriller Albrick‘s Gold
(Richard Kasak Books, 1997). He
is also a co—founder of the Insti—
tute ofGay and Lesbian Education
in West Hollywood. He may be
reached care of this publication,
or at SLeVay@aol.com.
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by Vincent Astor
Thanks to all our well—wishers;
it is very moving to know how
much people care.

Passages
Veronica York (Charles Bland
King) died in July. Veronica, a
former Miss Gay Memphis, had
held a number oftitles besides. Her
career was long and went from
George‘s on Marshall St. all the
way to guest appearances at Am—

with accounts of the fun and games,_
but were we fooled? Horrors, no!
It came to our attention that
Madame President came down
with a combination neck spasm
(from too much craning) and an
acute case of gout (due to her ad—
vanced years) and spent the run flat
on her back (alone, mind you).
Room service finally cut her off
about 9 a.m. (daily) which forced
her club sister (yes, that was sin—
gular) to break her busy schedule
of shopping the chain discount
stores and yard sales in all the
wrong neighborhoods to bring her
a chili cheese burrito (with onion)
twice a day and then telling her all
about life in the outside world,
much to her chagrin. The low bitch
was fit to be tied and no one could
be coerced with threats or cash to
even do that. Room service came
close to gagging her but the excite—
ment only caused her to spasm
more, and they thought better of it.
We understand that she is actu—
ally so allergic to olives that when
she viewed the famous jar of ol—
ives from the Titanic she devel—
oped a severe rash even with thick
plexiglass between her and the 85—
year—old olives. Maybe she felt
some affinity. She even has to send
her evil spinster sister—in—law to the
pickle aisle for kosher gherkins.
We imagine that she has re—
turned to Bna‘i B‘rith by now and
cannot wait to see her again. Es—
pecially after this account comes
out.
4
Oh, by the way, thanks for the
thought, deah. —
Oh, Yes. News!
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center‘s library has
been removed to new quarters at

The Cari ng Center
Tuesday Nights 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
As other denominations

located at First Congregational Church

tell you "No,"

Watkins at Eastmoreland one block south olUnlon

we continue to proclaim

Theraputic Touch Services to the HIV/AIDS
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community, those with catastrophic iliness,
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Bill Kendall, who has been hon—
ored as a pioneer in art cinema and
a pioneer in the Gay and drag com—
munities, has embarked on a
project to transfer three 16mm
films of drag pageants from the
very early 70s to videotape to pre—
serve them and make them avail—
able for collecting and viewing. A
previous (rather lenghthy) video of
his years at the Guild Art Theatre
(now Circuit Playhouse) included
a segment on the Gay—themed films
shown during the early—to—mid 70s.
I will be happy to pass on infor—
mation about this project to all in—
terested parties and I am in hope
that the original film footage will
someday pass into the hands of the
Mid—South Archives. Itis fartoo 4-31”
easy for an accident orillness to
make such memorabilia vanish for—
ever. I hope to see a showing of
the films themselves as a
fundraiser to raise the money for
the transfer to videotape.

Those who would like to be in—
volved with Memphis Pride should
watch for the September meeting
date at which new board members
will be elected. It is heartening to
note that there are a lot of new
faces and enthusiasm showing up
both for Pride and the MGLCC.
Events for National Coming Out
Day in October are also in the
works.

MACKENZIE

and the sacred value of every human life

days at 9:00 & 10:30 am; Wednesdays at 6:00 pm

Holy Trinity Community Church." <©
It is still in the process of being set
up and many new donations cata—
logued. The Mid—South Archives
has received two large memora—
bilia donations and those have been
carefully stored awaiting display.
MGLCC elected a new boardin
July. President Brian Pera and
Treasurer Chet Overstreet will re—
main another year with other new
officers Mark Jones, vice—Presi—
dent; Ron Akanowicz, secretary;
and Melissa Blankenship member—
at—Large. Goals are to increase
events and awareness of the Cen—
ter, maintain and staff the Switch—
board, and continue to build the
resources and collection of the
Center and preserve Gay/Lesbian
history locally.

Three club nights will be held
at the Pipeline in August. All are
on Saturday evenings, Tsarus on
_ the 2nd, Blue Max on the 9th and
Alliance on the 16th.Miss River
|_ City will be held at J—Wag‘s on
Sat., Aug. 30.

_

.

Congratulations
Shari from the Other Side bar
in Jackson, TN, has become a
grandmother. Her granddaughter‘s
name is Rian and both of them like
to see their names in print. So,
good faeries grant wishes, that‘s
what we‘re for.
Over $3,800 was raised by the
cast of The Rocky Horror Show at
the benefit performance on July 19.
The money went to Friends For
Life, and it was just about the best
evening of the entire run. Thanks
go to everyone involved and espe—
cially Bill Andrews, Mark Cham—
bers and the management of
Playhouse on the Square.
The next day, the combination
Anniversary Tea Dance and One
Night Only show raised $4,200,
also for Friends For Life.

nesia, Memphis. During hersexual
reassignment surgery she was fea—
tured in a special aired on Channel
10 called What Sex Am I? which
was the story of her experiences as
a transgender. It also featured the
late Renée Williams as her room—
mate (which she actually was) and
who had al—
ready had her
surgery. She
was one of the
ultimate im—
personators
who
could
pass as female
even before
her long road
to a female
body.
Others who
died in July:
Larry Weaver,
former mem—
ber and royalty
of the Queen‘s
Men and brother to Harold
"Granny" Weaver; Richard
"Tricky Ricky" Husband, well
known to bargoers for many years;
Red Ford, active in Memphis‘ first
MCC and in the Black Gay com—
munity; and Al Reed, also known
as Anita Blackman, who appeared
in many fundraisers for the Mem—
phis Lambda Center. And so, fare—
well.

Miff of the Month
a la Lady A.
It was entirely too kind of Ma—
dame President of GHOUN
(Germantown Housewives of Uni—
form Naugahyde) to send us a blow
by blow...er...play by play...no, that
doesn‘t sound right either...
um...detailed account of their run,
Vespa Vapours 10. Finally, after
ignoring the
event alto—
gether for
years, we re—
ceived a let—
ter informing
us that we
were to pick
up our com—
plimentary
tickets to a
week in San
Francisco
(first class,
hes
no less) on
June 8. The
letter
was
postmarked
June 9. We do realize that the best
of intentions aft gang aglay but we
were not born yesterday, nor the
day before. That subject, including
how many decades before us Ma—
dame President (whatever the
bitch‘s name is) was born, will be
the subject of a future column.
The run consisted primarily of
Martini tastings, Martini olive
tastings, neck craning, futile at—
tempts to pick up a trick, and the
few minutes almost every day it
took to dash off all of those won—
derful postcards and greeting cards
(all of which, come to think of it,
were on the sale table when Encore
Cards and Gifts went out of busi—
ness years ago). We were regaled

Memphis, Tennessee 38103
901—526—0809

Final Round
I promise, no matter what the
Associated Press style book says
and no matter what common de—
nominator is generally used, in
these. writings there will be as
many Lesbian references as Gay
~ones, mostly linked together. It
may be more than a mouthful but
the end result is worth the trouble.
If you want Lesbian support, call
them by their name.
Ta, ta.
V.A.

Media Watch:
McDonald‘s
Decides to
Value Families
On July 15 , Valuable Families,
—a Northampton, Mass. organiza—
tion for Lesbian and Gay parents
and their children, finally held a
fundraising dinner at their local
McDonald‘s.
GLAADLines reported that
_ McDonald‘s had banned Valuable
Families from participating in a
national fundraising partnership
initiative because their group was
"too controversial."
At a press conference held on
July 10 outside the McDonald‘s,
Valuable Families announced their
victory, having regained the
fundraising dinner from which 25
percent of the proceeds will be do—
nated to the group. ©
In addition, Kim Hennig, re—
gional marketing manager for
McDonald‘s Corporation, stated
that McDonald‘s has a "zero—tol—
erance policy towards discrimina—
tion based on sexual orientation."
Tear Gas Bomb
Hits D.C. Gay Bar

GLAAD Alert
"Were these investigators so
laggard in their understanding of
American politics that they thought
that demonstrating—or perhaps
threatening to demonstrate—that
the president had hired openly Gay
and Lesbian employees would
somehow give you leverage over
him?" Frank asked Starr in a let—
ter.
?
Frank said "The implicit big—
otry which this displays is one
more reason why it is clear that the
time has come for Mr. Starr to wrap
up his unsuccessful investigation,"
accusing Starr of "insensitivity and
incompetence."
Outfest ‘97
Spotlights
Gay Directors

On July 16, GLAAD and Hol—
lywood Supports co—sponsored
"Sense and Sensibility: The Chal—
lenge for Gay and Lesbian Direc—
tors," as part of OUTFEST ‘97, the
15th Los Angeles Lesbian and Gay
film festival, which ran through
July 20.
Featuring eight major directors
who are also Gay and Lesbian,
panelists discussed the roles and
responsibilities of openly Gay di—
rectors in fostering diverse images
of Gay men and Lesbians. Panel—
ists included Paris Barclay (Don‘t
Be a Menace to South Central...),
Clive Barker (Hellraiser), Nicole
Conn (Claire ofthe Moon), Marita
Giovanni (Bear Girls) and Randal
Kleiser (/t‘s My Party), among oth—
ers.
:

On July 12, a tear gas bomb
was thrown into Remington‘s, a
Gay bar in Washington, D.C., and
though no one was seriously in—
jured, some patrons reported that
paramedics and police on the scene
did little to investigate and admin—
ister emergency care.
Several Marines, possibly from
a nearby base, were seen outside
the bar, but no arrests have been
GLAAD
~made.
GLOV (Gay Men and Lesbians
Commends Set It
Opposed to Violence) scheduled a
Off Winners in
meeting on July 21 to gather eye—
witness testimony and provide
Black Film
counseling to victims for post—trau—
matic stress.
Awards
"It is our understanding from
At honorsceremonies held dur—
community members that police
ing the first annual Black Film
did not respond appropriately to
Awards, 1997 GLAAD Media
this incident, either by collecting
Award nominee Set It Offgarnered
evidence or interviewing wit—
three awards. Queen Latifah won
nesses," said GLOV Chair Darryl
Best Actress for her performance
Cooper.
as a bank robbing Lesbian, while
"GLOV will scrutinize police
F. Gary Gray won Best Director.
conduct very closely to ensure that
The film also received the Best
they institute an effective and thor—
Soundtrack award. "It is wonder—
ough investigation."
ful to see such a Lesbian—inclusive
film being recognized by the Black
Film Awards," said GLAAD En—
Whitewater
tertainment Media Director Chas—
Counsel Starr
tity Bono.
"GLAAD congratulates Queen
Questioned For
Latifah and F. Gary Gray on re—
ceiving this recognition for this
"Implicit Bigotry"
significant,
engaging and provoca—
Rep. Barney Frank (D—Mass.)
tive
movie."
has called for an end to the
Whitewater investigation after
openly Gay former White House
liaison for the Interior Department
Bob Hattoy reported that indepen—
dent counsel Kenneth Starr repeat—
edly asked him if he tried to place
Gay people in high—ranking jobs
with the Clinton administration.

by a Texas appeal court, same—sex
co—parents of children have the:
right to seek visitation rights.
The Third Court of Appeals
found that Lisa Ann Fowler had the
right to seek visitation of her son,
regardless of her biological status
with the child, based on a state law
saying visitation can be legally
sought by a person "who has had
actual care, control and possession
of the child for not less than six
months preceding the filing of the
petition."
"From our perspective, it‘s na—
tionally significant that a Texas ap—
pellate court would not get caught
up in the issue of sexual orienta—
tion but in fact would look at the
reality of the relationship between
Lisa Fowler and her son," said
Kate Kendall, executive director of
the National Center for Lesbian
Rights (NCLR).
"The most important fact is that
she, with her partner, raised a child.
The child viewed both of them
equally as parents."
CDA Ruling
Raises New
Internet Questions
As the Gay and Lesbian Alli—
ance
Against
Defamation
(GLAAD) joins civil liberties and
free speech organizations in ap—
plauding the Supreme Court‘s de—
cision that found the vaguely—
worded Communications Decency
Act (CDA) unconstitutional,
Internet filtering software and rat—
ing systems are now posing a

greater challenge for the Gay, Les—
bian, bisexual and transgender
community.
In an effort to regulate the
Internet, filtering software has be—
come a standard feature on tech—
nology platforms.
As new companies form to meet
the need of regulation, anti—gay fil—
tering is starting to crop up. Re—
cently, GLAAD found that the new
Sega Saturn game console uses an
anti—Gay content filter through its
PlanetWeb browser.
At the same time, Internet rat—
ing systems are also being created
in an effort for consistent regula—
tion. "GLAAD is here to work with
companies to educate on the im—
portance of keeping Gay, Lesbian,
bisexual and transgender educa—
tional and support resources open
and available," said Loren Javier,
interactive media director for
GLAAD.
Studies Show
Advances And
Challenges To
Gay Civil Rights
Two studies released by People
for the American Way (PFAW)
and the National Gay and Lesbian
Task Force (NGLTF) reveal that
while much progress has been
made during the 1990s towards
government protection against
anti—Gay discrimination, hostility
against Lesbians and Gay men has
also increased, in large part dueto
orchestrated campaigns by radical
religious organizations.
On July 8, PFAWreleased
"Hostile Climate," a state—by—state

report of anti—Gay activity. It con—
cludes a significant proportion of —
discrimination "results from
planned activity by far—right
groups claiming to act in the name
of religion."
PFAW President Carole Shields
said, "On a daily basis, Religious
Right leaders go on television and
radio and hammer Gay men and
Lesbians...[saying] outrageous
things in the name of God Al—
mighty. It‘s offensive to my Bap—
tist upbringing and to millions of
Americans who think it‘s wrong to
use faith as a tool to divide our so—
ciety."
Still, civil rights gains are be—
ing made in the face of increased
bigotry. "All Politics Is Local: An
Analysis of Local Gay Rights Leg—
islation," a study by University of
Florida professors released through
the NGLTF Policy Institute states
anti—discrimination laws have ad—
vanced dramatically in the 1990s
and those local laws make a pro—
found impact in the lives of Lesbi—
ans and Gay men.
The Gay & Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation (GLAAD) is
the nation‘sLesbian and Gay news
bureau and the only national Les—
bian and Gay multimedia watch—
dog organization. GLAAD
promotes fair, accurate and inclu—
sive representation as a means of
challenging discrimination based
onsexual orientation or identity.
To subscribe contact Don
Romesburg at (415) 861—2244 or
at romesburg@ glaad.org.
"GLAAD" and "Gay & Lesbian
Alliance AgainstDefamation" are
trademarks ofthe Gay & Lesbian
Alliance AgainstDefamation, Inc.
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Jane Bond." Even with all of this
activity at Columbia—TriStar, it
seems that Disney may beat them
to theaters with another Roberts—
Everett film. Everett has sold a
screenplay to Disney, with the in—
tention of starring in it opposite
Roberts. Of course, it can‘t hurt
that Roberts‘ own production com—
pany Shoelace Productions also
has a production deal with Disney.
Martha and Arthur is the story of
a macho actor (Everett) who is se—
cretly Gay and married to a woman
(Roberts) to keep his fans from dis—
covering the truth. Disney has been
very secretive about the Martha
andArthur deal but it seems likely
that Everett will work on the script
while Roberts‘ company produces
the film.

Inside

HOLLYWOOD
by Miss Paige Turner

My Best Gay Friend‘s
Wedding?
Critics and audiences just can‘t
seem to stop talking about Rupert
Everett‘s star—making performance
in My Best Friend‘s Wedding. The
movie has already turned out to be
a huge hit for beleaguered studio
Columbia—TriStar, whose last Julia
Roberts movie Mary Reilly died
with few mourners. Everett‘s
chemistry with Roberts is credited
with helping make the film a hit.

Already there is talk at the studio
of reteaming Everett and Roberts
in a sequel that Roberts herself has
referred to as My Best Gay
Friend‘s Wedding. Columbia—
TriStar has also expressed interest
in Everett alone for a Gay 007
spoof film entitled P.S. I Love You.
Everett pitched the idea to the stu—
dio, which has secured the rights
to the story. Those who have seen
Wedding may notice a similarity
between the spoof and one of
Everett‘s last lines: "I‘m Bond.

MANPLAY
ONLY 10 CENTS PER MINUTE! *

1—914—346—CHAT
*DIAL 10811 THEN THE NUMBER 18

BI—CURIOUS?
CHAT ONLY 10 CENTS PER MINUTE!*

1—914—346—BI—SEX
_(18¢) *JUST DIAL 10811 FIRST (2473)

_

Out Or Outed?
Danny Pintauro recently made
news by coming out in the pages
of the National Enquirer. Trumpet—
ing that "a major TV star comes
out" in their pages, readers of the
Enquirer discovered that the 21—
year—old Who‘*s The Boss star came
out to his parents last Christmas.
According to the story, both his
real family and his TV family
(Judith Light and Tony Danza)
have all been extremely support—
ive. Actress Judith Light, who is
noted for her heavy involvement
with the Gay and Lesbian commu—
nity reportedly called Pintauro her—
self when she heard the news
through the Hollywood grapevine
earlier this year. I have heard re—
ports that, while Pintauro was cer—
tainly not in the closet before the
article appeared nationally, the
Enquirer piece was not his idea.
Pintauro has said little about the
origin of the report but friends of

Et

m*
1—

sQUARES
Announces Its

his told me that there may have
been more to the story. Rumor has
it that the Enquirer may have asked
for Pintauro‘s cooperation but
planned to run the story whether
he participated or not. Last year, a
peer of Pintauro‘s (actor Chad
Allen of Dr. Quinn: Medicine
Woman) was the subject of a simi—
lar but unauthorized tabloid story,
which caused much trouble for the
young star. Pintauro, who is not
currently working as an actor, re—
cently left a Gay—youth project he
was working on in San Francisco
to return to his studies at Stanford.

Shafer, gossip columnists Janet
Charlton and Ted Casablanca
(AKA Harvey Fierstein‘s ex), co—
medians Ant and Jason Stuart,
writer Bruce Vilanch, and the
film‘s star Alexis Arquette. / Think
I Do is a charming but slight ro—
mantic comedy about a Gay man
who returns to Washington, D.C.
for a friend‘s wedding and be—
comes reacquainted with his col—
lege roommate — who was the
object of a senior—year unrequited
crush at George Washington Uni—
versity.
I asked director Brian Sloan if
the film would be coming soon to
Gay Movie Season!
a theatre near you, but he didn‘t
Hollywood turned out for the
seem to know himself. Sloan said
opening night of OutFest, Los
representatives of both Paramount
Angeles‘s Gay and Lesbian film
and October Films were at the
and video festival. The festivities
Outfest gala, "but I have told the
were held in downtown L.A. at the
producers not to tell me what is
historic Los Angeles Theatre. Built
happening. I just said to them, ‘Call
in 1931, it is arguably the most
me when you need me to sign
beautiful theatre in the state, a de—
something."" Sloan, whose first
tail which was not overlooked by
short film, Pool Days was included
the majority of men in attendance
in Strand Releasing‘s independent
(many of whom took personal
hit Boys Life, is currently contem—
tours of the lavish ladies room).
plating his next project. "I have a
While protesters outside yelled
couple of screenplays that I have
about controversial festival spon—
written to choose from," he said.
sor Coors, inside movie fans and
"Now I just need to figure out
celebrities alike crowded into the
which one is good."
packed 2,000—seat auditorium to
Even if I Think I Do has trouble
start the 10—day festival.
finding a distributor, other films
Openly Gay director John
from the festival are likely to be
Schlesinger (Midnight Cowboy,
coming soon, including Kiss Me
Cold Comfort Farm) was honored
Guido, which has already been
with the first—ever Lifetime
picked up for distribution this fall
Achievement Award. The award‘s
by Paramount Pictures and the drag
presenter, director Bryan Singer
musical Franchesa Page starrin
(The Usual Suspects), won the ~New York stage® smmfwé"®
crowd‘s enthusiastic support when
Jean Merman and Pedro
he admitted dyslexia after a heck—
Almadovar favorite Rossy de
ler demanded that he speak more
Palma.
clearly.
However,
it was
Also in the festival‘s lineup:
Schlesinger himself who stole the
films that flopped at other festivals,
evening moments later during his
including the Lesbian love story
speech when he spoke about how
Entwined and LeatherJacket Love
far Gay cinema has come since his Story, the L.A.—based comedy—
Oscar—nominated 1971 film Sun—
drama which apparently lacks in
day Bloody Sunday. He said, how—
both categories. Audiences hissed
ever, that we still have a long way
at both films when they appeared
to go before Universal Studios
at the San Francisco Frameline fes—
makes Love! Valour! Compas—
tival, but fortunately for the film—
sion!... The Ride.
makers, L.A. audiences are more
The opening night selection I
civilized.
Think I Do was well—received by
Miss Paige Turner can be
the enthusiastic crowd, which in—
reached through this publication
cluded festival founder Larry
or by e—mail at: paige@planetout.
Horne, Man Of The Year‘s Dirk
com

Annual Ice Cream Social
Hot Caribbean Nights

Thursday — August 28

7:30 — 9:30 p.m.
Prescott Church
(Corner of Patterson and Mynders)

Tired of Meetings? Sick of the bars? Lacking something
in your social life? Try a new circle of friends!
Member of the International Association of Gay Square Dance Clubs
For more injormation, please call 387—1567
30 — Triangle Journal News — AUGUST 1997

Lesbian Switchboard
324—4297
24 Hours a Day
Live Operators Nightly 7:30 — 11 p.m.
Computer Voice—Mail Information at other times.,
Information, Counseling, Referral:
Now celebrating our 20th year of operation!
me a Switchboard Volunteer
Become
Free Training, Work from the Comfort of
your home! Call 454—1411 for details.
A service of the Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center,
a nonprofit, federally tax—exempt organization.
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The Leadmg Man Du Jour Talks About Being Gay
Maybe
not.predicament.
It depends." Or, as his wonder—
By
Mark
Kennedy
Ah,
the
Associated Press Writer
fully
drawnexquisite
George would
say:The"TheSusan
mis—
ery!
The
tragedy!
NEWhis entree
YORKa (AP)
— look,
Rupertbefore
Everett
Hayward
of itifall!"
®
gives
puzzled
us—
But
even
Everett
is
pigeonholed
with
ing a fork histo poke
the heap of vegetables
Gay"Ifroles,
he towon‘t
complain.
obscuring
salmon.
A
I
have
just
play Gay,
I‘m "Inotdon‘t
un—
"Excuseme,
I‘m
reallysorry,"hefinally
happy
about
that
either,"
he
says.
says
to "Do
the waitress
in histo clipped
British
haveaproblem
playingarangeofGaychar—
accent.
you
happen
have
this
with—
acters,
if
that‘s
I havefindtothatdo.limiting.
I don‘t
outFlustered,
the stuff onthetopwaitress
of it?"canonly stare at find that insulting.whatI don‘t
YouThehaveplump
to accept
what
people feel."
the38—year—old
actorwith
the
matinee—idol
pillow
of
Everett‘s
lower
lip
looks
whose
6—foot—plus
(more
than
1.8
curls
into
a
smile.
"Surprise,
middle
meters tall),
Not allalready
Gay people
are the
same."
crammed
into thegym—sculpted
chic eatery‘s body
windowis America!
Hollywood‘s
calling.
Hot
the
seat.Everett is in no mood for camouflage successful heels of My BestFriend‘sonWed—
ding,
Everett
andcomedy
RobertsMartha
will andArthur,
be reunited
this
afternoon.
The
Scottish—born
actor
is
in
the
planned
doingwhich
one ofis thetalking
thingsabout
he enjoys
playing movieafter
starsEverett‘s
stuck in character
a marriagepri—of
all,
being least
Gay ofin convenience
Hollywood.
vatelyMeanwhile,
reveals he‘s
Gay.Pictures snapped up
"Even
talkingaboutit,
I‘m
putting
more
TriStar
nailsintomycoffin,"hesays,
sighing."The
Everett‘shomosexual
pitch to become
moviedom‘s
first
more
I
talk
about
it,
the
more
an
issue
it
openly
British
intelligence
becomes
andsoit does
growshisandacting
grows."
agent,
inthe
action picture
titled, P.S. ILove
Yes,
but
reputation.
You,
a
kind
ofGay
007.
CriticshavegonehoarsecheeringEverett‘s
"I think I‘vehesays
got quiteofahisgoodback—to—back
window of
performance
as
Julia
Roberts‘
dapper
and
opportunity,"
spiritual soul
mate, George, in My Best deals. "It depends what I do with it."
Friend‘s
Wedding.
As quickly.
Everett Shortly
knows after
well,making
that window
Everett‘s
film—stealing
portrayal
of
a
closes
a stun—
multidimensional
Gay
man
is
lively,
spon—
ning
debut
in
1984‘sAnother
Country,
the
taneous,
brilliantly
timed
stuff.
After
his
actor
leaped
across
the
ocean
only
to
dis—
20—minute,
midpicture
spin,absencedepletes
he‘s gone un— cover that bubblegum, all—American fare
tilthetheend,
and
hissudden
likeSt,theElmo‘sFireand
TheBreakfastClub
movie
of
itsjuice.
ruled
box
offices.
With
his European
brooding,air,gigolo
goodhasbeen
looks "It was the period when films were very
and
refined,
Everett
clean,"
he recalls.
"There
werelikeno me."
import
dubbed
the
new
Grant
—
part
Cary,
part
possibilities
for
a
tall
European
Hugh. But is Hollywood ready for its next Frustrated with MargaretThatcher‘s Brit—
chick—smoochingromantic
lead to bebecause
Gay? ain and houndedby a"pitiless" English press
"You
go
see
a
film
star
notjust
target, Everett
bad—boy making
new,Europe,
which sniffeda
ofwhat
you
hear
about
their
performance,
small
through
wandered
but
because
you‘re
buying
into
their
stage—
his
practicing
and
films
independent
lifestyle,"
Everettnow.says.
"Everything‘s
craft. actors are like immigrants
f —
about
lifestyles
So
we‘re
all
forced
"English
to putEverett
our cards
onhistheowntable."
the
wherework
race.neverTheybeengomuch
aandgypsy
they‘re
tossed
cards
face—up
af—
there‘s
is
work
tercomingout
in 1989.
was in England. They‘re treated very badly," he
no shockover here.
He is,Happily,
afterall,thereBritish.
says.Back home, the gossip columns declared
And"Look
that‘s how
odd enough.
everyone
waswithabsolutely
Rumorsswirled
spoiled.
rude, arrogant,
him
certain
that
Hugh
Grant
was
a
trans—
One
prostitution.
into
haddrifted
Everett
that
sexual
and
not
with
a
woman,"
he
says,
Gay
is
"Rupert
headline screamed:
tabloid
laughing.
"They
were
really
disappointed
Junkie
Shock."
when hewasn‘t. Americansthinkwe‘re all "You‘re a joke as soon as you‘re ripe,"
queer."
he says ruefully. "IIt was
fairlymybrattish.
But
All
kidding
aside,
Everett
would
rather
about
head
turned
brattish.
that
not
keep"I hismustpersonal
lifekindprivate.
Yeah,forright.
beingSomeofthat
a star." frustration made itsway into
say,
it‘s
of
fateful
any
actor
to have
anyactortypeshould
of sexuality.
The the firstofEverett‘stwo novels,HelloDar—
sexuality
of
an
be
absolutely
semi—auto—
— thehustler
Working?
Youstory
Are
ling,
what
the
audience
wants
it
to
be,"
he
says.
who
male
a
of
biographical
"And
in
an
ideal
world,
no
actor
would
be
op—
soap
American
an
in
famous
becomes
divulgingtheirsexuality
because
the
audi—
prostitute
celebrity
a
as
emerge
to
only
era,
enceshould be able tomakeofit whatthey when his show is canceled.
want."But we live in a world that‘s political (TheLondonSunday Times, true toform,
described the 1992book as"mucus between
and
actors
are
looked
up
to
to
set
a
proper
covers."
example,"
he adds,onehisofvoice
deepening.
critical anof
wasbetween
his abook
denies
Everett
"It‘s
just
another
the
really
sick
parallel
drew
"It
Hollywood:
things
about
the
world."
and a prostitute — both jobs which
actor
A shadow falls over Everett‘s already
pouty,
chiseled
features.
"So
my
test
isappealingasahomosexual
going to be, are people
goingtofind
me
man?meWillmaking
thereoutbe with
a problem
whenhe asks.
they
see
a
girl?"
"Who knows? I don‘t know. Maybe.

Rupert Everett:

Reinvigorated, Everett tackled a collage
of character roles — portraying the chinless
Lord Rutledge opposite a chimp in Dustin
Checks In, the languid prince of Wales in
The Madness ofGeorge III and a loutish son
in Ready to Wear, where he forged a friend—
ship with Julia Roberts.
Although the initial role of George in
Wedding was much smaller, Roberts prod—
ded director P.J. Hogan to increase Everett‘s
screen time, adding scenes to showcase his

soin

comic timing.
"I think the whole secret of any role is
just a lightness—of—touch. That‘s a very dif—
ficult thing to do if, say, this was your first
film. It‘s hard if you haven‘t got the knack
of it."
And with that, Everett strides out into the
sun—splashed afternoon and toward a wait—
ing black limo — star treatment for a star—
in—waiting.
"I can do this effortlessly," he laughs.

thellPara

people find attractive. We are all prostitutes
in the end. But people don‘t like having a
mirror held up to themselves."
Then, as the 1990s progressed, something
wonderful happened: Merchant—Ivory films
scored at the box office. Jane Austen cos—
tume dramas became hip. The Brits were hot.
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that appeared to give any indication
that they found it offensive either
during the show or as I left the
movie.
Ibelieve we should make it clear
to Cinema Showcase 12 thatif they
want our business they have to
respect our interests. Any Gay film
that is reviewed by the national
media shouldbe obligatory viewing
at this theater I would also suggest
that this theatre owner be urged to
advertise in this newspaper at least
when major Gay films are to be
shown. The Gay community has to
know about a film, before it can
support the movie.
A Loyal Reader
(name withheld by request)

in midtown orif the newdowntown
theater decides to show Gay films,
Cinema Showcase 12 ‘will be in
real trouble. They have, it seems to
me, only themselves to blame since
they made it difficult to build any
kind of loyalty with their selective
failure to show major Gay films.
A couple years ago Cinema
Showcase 12 decided that
Memphians would not be allowed
to see Priest. As best as I can
determine the reason why we were
not allowed to view Priest was
because the religious right, which I
feel certain never supports Cinema
Showcase 12, and apparently this
time the Catholic Church objected
We also deplore the fact that
to the movie being shown in Love! Valor! Compassion! is not
Memphis. I don‘t understand why beingshown in Memphis. However,
Love! Valor! Compassion! which we question theattack specifically
is considered mainstream in on the Cinema 12. After all, we
Washington, New York and the would have thought the Malco
national media is not available in chain, with so many more screens,
Memphis. I admit that there are could have devoted at least one.
parts that some homophobic The Cinema 12 has long supported
persons may find objectionable, but the Gay community and has helped
the audience that saw the film in it by providing benefit perfor—
New York at the time I viewed it mances of some of its Gay films,
appeared to be majority straight notably JeffreyforAloysius Home.
(i.e. male and female couples), If anything, theatres collectively
although there was a strong Gay should be taken to task. I seriously
minority. I heard and saw no one doubt that there is anytheatre

loyalty in the Gay community; any
theatre running a Gay—themed
movie is likely to get the audience
for it.
We suspect that the failure to
book this and similarfilms mayfall
under the "Better Part of Valor"
business heading. You seem to think
the Cinema 12 should book a film
justfor the public relations value it
may have in the Gay community. In
fact, I suspect the Cinema 12 may
have lost a lot of money booking
Gay—themed films in the past. If
this were the case, who would argue
for booking more in the future—
especially ones like Priest which
have other controversies attached
to them? Theatre owners are
businesspeople and, as such, are
looking more often at the bottom
line than the "type" of people a
movie might attract.
As far as advertising is
concerned, we would never
presume to tell the Cinema 12
where or when it should advertise.
TJN is a monthly publication and
generally is not considered a good
advertising buy for movies which,
more often than not, move in and
out of theatres on a weekly basis.
But thanks for thinking of us.
Finally, you seem to make the
assumptionthat ifit doesn‘tappear
in TIN, the Gay community won‘t
know ofit. We have a higher regard
for our readers and hope that we
are not the only material they read.
—The Eds.

le for Fame?
Work Hard and Strugg

By Mike Morgan

ing feeling that once again, like the
Bronco chase and many other
Tuesday morning, July 15th, events I‘ve seen, I‘m witnessing
9:30 a.m. I was sitting at work with live, breaking news. History un—
one of my rare opportunities to let folds before my very eyes. Live on
my mind wander a few minutes. I television!
7
kept thinking of all the things I
Finally they cut to a helicopter
— need to get done that I never think shot and then eventually find some
. of when I‘m at home where I can police and witnesses to talk to the
do them.
camera. They‘re saying it‘s the
As often happens when you mansion of Gianni Versace and
channel surf on satelite dishes, ev— that the victim may have been
ery now and then you stumble Gianni himself. They‘re waiting
across a newsfeed where late for a positive ID on the body.
breaking stories are being transmit—
I must admit I barely qualify for
ted for use in newscasts all over my license as a homosexual and
the nation
there are many Gay icons of which
My eye happens to catch some I know little or nothing. My first
footage of what appears to be a thought was, "Oh yeah, the cloth—
crime scene. Looks tropical like ing designer. Bet there‘ll be some
LA. At a glance I thought it was rich women boohooing tonight"
the Bundy crime scene. It was so
I‘d only heard Gianni‘s named
familiar—the blood on the side— mentioned a few times by various
walk, palm trees, yellow police actresses and Hollywood types
tape stretched here and there, a fe— when asked what they were wear—
male police officer with dreadlocks ing. They usually seemed quite
shooting photos for evidence. Seen proud but almost embarrassed at
it a hundred times.
the same time when whispering his
Yet there is something different name. I always assumed that the
going on here. Something more embarrassment was because they
immediate. The building in the realized this one item cost more
background is a superbly elegant. than most people‘s entire ward—
mansion. The camera shot never robe.
changes. It‘s not the Bundy scene
I had no idea how prevalent and
at all. Wonder what‘s going on?
influential the man was until I saw
What a beautiful mansion! Must all the biographies and retro—
be an embassy or something. spectives of his work that were
Someone important must have airedover the next few days. Af—
._ been attacked by a terrorist. I‘m ter seeing quite a few of these, I
drawn in, captivated by the sneak— became aware that I’d beenseemg
2+
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A View from the
Streets
Like many people these days I
don‘t seem to get out as much as
in days past. Well, three events in
the last month have convinced me
that the fun is still there and that
our community is stronger than

ever.
The first and foremost was the
Pride Parade and the festivities that
followed and, even though enough
has probably been written about it,
let me just say if you weren‘t there
you missed it.
The second event was a block
party that came as a total and com—
plete surprise. Some friends came
by on a Sunday afternoon and
whisked me off to a section of
Young Avenue near the University
of Memphis that I never knew ex—
isted. The fact that a group of
people can get together and orga—
nize a party with their neighbors
both Gay and Straight is a huge ac—
complishment. They deserve a
round of applause. Not only was
the party a great success, but it in—
troduced a lot of people to a pair
of Memphis musicians that really
rock.
The third event took place at
that friendly little neighborhood
bar called One More. Tom and
Trent, the owners of this friendly
establishment, deserve a lot of
credit for trying hard to provide a
great place to party. The Sunday

Why

his workor its influence almost
daily for years in TV, movies and
print. The man was pure sexy ge—
nius. It‘s no wonder Hollywood
and the rest of the world flocked
to him.
And in one stroke of cowardly
violence, his gemus was termi—
nated.
That Cunanan bastard! I could
kill him with my bare

their looks, their names, their
money. He probably struggled at
times like we all do, but he became
bitter at those whom he thought
had it made.
I think he thought he was en—
titled to live as those he flocked to
and envied. At some point I think
he had a fit of jealous rage or
spurned love, killed his first vic—

hands if he wasn‘t al—
ready dead! He does not
deserve fame or histori—
cal signifigance for his

Commentary
acts.This had all the elements
: of a
colorful
and gripping news story.
Therewassex;therewasgruesome
violence;
thereinvolved.
were richTheandmediafa—
mous
people
like society itself finds
suchand sto—
riescompellingand
sexy,
as a
resultthekillergetsglory
and
leg—
endary status. Ifyou want a place
inhistory,justgooutandkillafew.
people.Youdon‘t
havetostruggle
foryearsto
gain
a
name and repu—
tation.Ithinkweallknowinourhearts
thathadVersacebeenkilledbythe
AIDS
virus, he would havebeen
a
merefootnoteforbarely
morethan
a dayAsforCunanan‘s
in the news. HIV status, I
could
care less,t hadlittletodowith
and my personal
feelingisthati
this
odd assortment of killings. I
thinkhesimplycovetedeverything
inthe

tim and. the first person to get too
close to knowing what he‘d done.
«Then amid a swirl of publicity dis—
covered the addictive nature of
killing. He likely felt very power—
ful when he saw the news reports
and saw how easy it was to elude
law enforcement agents who were
a bit uneasy about how to deal with
gay men and quite reluctant to go
into their world looking for him.
A day or two after the Versace
killing I combed the city looking
for wanted posters. I went to the
Memphis police, no posters. I went.
to the federal building downtown,
U.S; Marshall‘s office, no posters.
Finally I made it down to the local
FBI office in a big new shiny build—
ing way out east by Catholic High.
They were very hesitant and took
some persuasion to release a rather
generic poster of Cunanan with

world_ that everyone else had — two photographs on it. _.

after the block party was proof
without a doubt.
The aforementioned pair of
Memphis musicians call them—
selves The Dream Family. If you
haven‘t heard them yet, something
tells me that you will sometime
soon. Chador and Bernie are two
of the hardest working people I
have met in a long time: Not only
are they writing and performing all
original music that has some of this
citie‘s most prominent musicians
listening with interest, it is with—
out doubt some ofthe most openly
Gay music around. Now I am the
first to admit that not all music is
for everyone, but the two times I
saw this band perform, no one in
the crowd was bored, to say the
least.
Memphis has always been
proud of its music and it has always
helped hold the whole city to—
gether. Through music makers like
The Dream Family and events like
the Pride Parade, we become an
even more important part of the
city as a whole.
David Jeffers
Memphis
To Whom it May
Concern:
There is so much hard work
being done in Memphis Tennessee
to promote Gay pride and enhance
Gay well—being. I don‘t know
where so few people can find so

aes

AanlocalFBI bartender
didMinneapo—
tell me
that
agent
and
lisintopolice
investigator didabout
comea
his
establishment
month priortothe
Versace killing.
Theofficers
hadaprettygood
idea
that
he‘dbeen
inthisarea.Totheir
credit
they did leave him a flyer
withsomepicturesofCunananand
abephone
number to call should he
spotted.
iffrom
he‘d Miami,
made itwe‘d
this
farhaveI‘min been
hisafraid
flight
on hasour trouble
own. Ourkeeping
local
FBI
after
all
up Something
with their ownbothered
toys. me about
thatwantedposter.
ItsaidCunanan
"allegedly
has
ties
to to the Gay
community"asifwe‘reallabunch
ofwouldtreacherous
miscreants
that
hide
any
thug
or
vicious
killerthat
came down
thereporters
block.
Even
though
many
have hisconjectured
timetoanddo again
that
motives
had
with
being
Gay
and
possibly
having
HIV, twobeen
of hisGayfiveat victims
may
nothave
all.
‘—33—year;old
His exloverarchitect
DavidwhoMadson,
a
lived
in
Minneapolis, and Jeff Trail a 28—
year—oldformerofficerintheNavy
whom
hisvictims.
bestCunanan
friends, considered
were his firstonetwoof
His secondrealtwo,estateLee developer
Miglin, a
72—year—old
from Chicago and William Réese,
See GetaGun onpage35
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Letters
Continyed from page 33 _

done. You say you gave up on the
church long ago, well you missed
your chance to explain why to
people who were willing to listen.
The conference was so well
planned and thought out. Again
the "media" were allowed to tape
and interview only willing persons
in a separate room from the actual
meeting. Did you see the articles
in The Commercial Appeal on Fri—

packed the house! Everyone loved
the music and had a great time!
So please go see the Dream
Family and give them a chance.
Tom Rowe
Memphis

Amnesia. The turn—out was pretty
good and the entertainers touched
my heart. Some of the music re—
ally brought back some strong
memories of dear friends I‘ve lost
to HIV. At one point, I was in tears
listening to "Say Good—bye to Hol—
lywood." God, how I loved Renee.
I felt a real closeness in the room.
Shortly after, the reality slapped
me in the face and I decided to—
night—no more! I‘m going to

deal with without having to deal with
that kind of bull in our own town?
Guys, it‘s 1997 and there is hope
due to the new drug therapy! I‘ve
been testing negative for the past
eight months. My T—cell count has
soared to 1125. You know, I just
might beat this damn disease. I‘ve
managed to survive everything else
,
in my life.

much energy. The Gay Pride Pa—
rade went so well from start to fin—
ish. The riverboat cruise was a very
Angry & Hurt
nice respite from a busy week.
I‘m writing because I‘m angry,
What a shame that so few people
—
and humiliated.
hurt
I‘m hear to tell you guys what
— showed up for the ride on the
made
be
to
myself
allowed
I‘ve
"mighty Mississippi" on a beauti—
goes around, comes around. Before
day, Saturday and Sunday?
to feel ashamed for the last time in
ful summer evening under a full
you judge me and others that you
speak my mind!
What
I
really
want
to
say
is
this life! And especially in this
moon. How romantic can you get?
know or even think you know are in
stand why Gay
under
don‘t
I
a
town—
you to all those people who
thank
in—
to
careful
very
was
media.
(The
this situation, think first: How would
people do not stand together and sup—
I‘m a 40—year—old white male.
work so hard and are so visible for
have
e
terview and tape only willing per—
I feel if I were in their shoes. There
peopl
port each other. Some
I‘m in good physical condition and
the Gay Community of Memphis
a time when I would have bent
sons and there was plenty of
Some
was
blue.
have
some
brown eyes,
still reasonably attractive. Most
and surrounding area. They really
‘s ass for being so evil to—
not.
someone
are
Memphis‘s finest (policemen) on
some
ve,
positi
HIV
are
us
of
people think I‘m much younger.
our visible support; I‘ m sure
need
hassled
was
one
no
sure
be
to
shore
ward me. But now I finally get the
Those of us who have been down
your financial support would be
I‘m fortunate that men still hit on
just
gs
© trying to board the Memphis
big picture. Life is so precious and
feelin
the positive road have
me often.
greatly appreciated, too. You
Queen.
real friends are so dear.
Grace
the
"by
who
you
of
like those
In the 70s I was a drunk! In the
don‘t have to be "out of the closet"
The Pride Committee did a fan—
Some of you fools in this com—
of
God"
are
not.
80s I was a drug addict! As fate
write a check! Believe me, giv—
to
implement—
and
planning
job
tastic
munity just don‘t get it, do you?
It‘s been my experience more
would have it, in the 90s I learned
ing financial support is one way
that
Until we learn to treat each other
ing a fantastic Pride Festival and
guy
a
often than not when I meet
I was HIV positive!
of opening that closet door a little
respect, dignity and compas—
weekend for all of us. Speaking for
good
with
going
get
things
I like, before
For 20 years I was an entertainer
bit. Maybe you could serve on a
K
all of us: Where were you?
sion, we will not go forward.
hateful gossip—
some
s
alway
s
there‘
tee for one aspect of next
the club scene in this commu—
in
commit
sidewalk
the
I
on
boys.
been
shoes,
had
my
in
you
If
Try walking
ing, back—stabbing bitch of a queen
nity. It seems scandal and adver—
year‘s festival. Plan a picnic for
about
two
or
thing
a
you
my
watching the parade, you could
teach
can
about
running his nelly mouth
sity has followed me ever since I
you and several friends to be in
have been affirmed by seeing so
life. The man you walk away from
health status. And the all of a sud—
next
came out.
place on the parade route
could
have been you!
.
many Gay and Gay—friendly people
longer
any
y
worth
not
I‘m
den,
I literally grew up on stage in
year.
Toni Chambers
marching with such dignity. You
e? Do they
peopl
these
with
s
What‘
front of this community.
Don‘t complain. There isn‘t
Memphis
to
h
could brag to your friends about the
enoug
not think we‘ve not had
Today I attended a benefit at
time to listen. Go to a Gay soft—
wonderful organizational skills of
ball game on Sunday afternoon.
the Gay Pride Committee and their
Come to an Integrity meeting at
friends. Of course it goes without
Calvary Episcopal Church ( you
saying, Gay people would natu—
don‘t have to be a member of a
pa—
rally have the most beautiful
church to participate) Take square.
rade of all.
dancing lessons on Thursday night
The festival at Holy Trinity was
or go bowling on Friday night.
wall to wall hot bodies but no sec—
Help serve and/or clean up at the
vi—
ond—hand smoke to blur your
Feast for Friends dinner at St.
people.
sion of all the beautiful
John‘s Methodist Church on the
Yes, it was hot temperature—wise
1st and 3rd Monday nights. Just
too; but there was plenty of bever—
e you "don‘t go to the
becaus
ages available to cool you off. The
doesn‘t mean you can‘t be
BARS"
pointed
really
information booths
e participant in the Gay
activ
an
out just how much diversity there
y. It is a great way of
unit
Comm
is in our community. How excit—
getting you out of the house and
ing to see an organization for Gay
What‘s Happening ?
helping support the work of the
teenagers. Where were they 30
Pool Tournaments:
«movers and shakers" who work
years ago? Also represented were
so hard for us.
Each Sunday in Aug.
religious, social, and political or—
Tues, Thurs & Sunday — $5. Draft Beer Bust,
Aaron Foster
and
(Parents
ganizations. P—Flag
Memphis
from 5 pm til ???
?— Specials — KARAOKE 5 pm — 12 am
Friends of Lesbians and Gays) and
| Sure Hate It
Notice:
the Lambda Legal Defense Fund
of
nt
amou
were there too. Of course I loved
large
a
is
There
Wed. — $5. Draft Beer Bust & Coke Bust
Break out the dance
shopping at booth after booth of straights that don‘t support or ap—
—
|
!!!
EST
cus—
"
CONT
OKE
"GAY
to
KARA
&
(5 — 1) Shows
vendors catering
prove of the Gay and Lesbian com—
clothes for Disco Night
%
tomers. It was so great to see so munity! But now even our own
‘the 30th. Costume &
many triangles, rainbows, T—shirts community won‘t support each
—
th
29
th,
15
,
st
1
Aug.
belts,
—
Friday — Talent Nights
with Gay themes, jewelry,
other. I am speaking about the ad —
Dance Contest. Come
bracelets, etc., etc., etc. Items were [sic] that ran last month in the TIN.
Disco Practice Vights 8 th & 22 nd (5 —3)
out on Friday the 8 th
placed in discrete white bags, so [We believe the writer is referring
those nosy neighbors (who would to Ira King‘s account of the Gay
& 22nd for Disco
never suspect you are Gay) would Pride River Ride in the July TJIN.]
ay — PARTY & SHOWS 7 pm — 3 am .
Saturd
have any idea you had just attended About the Dream Family (Bernie
Practice Nights. Turn
a Gay Pride Festival. Where were and Chador), two wonderful and
back the clocks & let‘s
you?
Congratulations to:
talented ladies. Sure everyone is
working
Another group of hard
different and has his or her own
Boogie Down !!!
J.K. the Honorary Miss Other Side 1997
dedicated people put on a sympo— taste in music, but don‘t dog them
and to:
sium for Gay and Lesbian Chris— by saying (the only sour note was
tians to dialogue with repre— of the noise the band called mu—
J.R. & Holly‘s 8—1b 3—o0z Baby Girl 7—22—97
sentatives of "main—line" churches. sic). The Dream Family played at
Rian Orianna Mitchell, Shari‘s Grand—daughter
‘The meeting at Calvary Episcopal One More the 13th of July and
well
so
was
12th
July
on
Church
Shari was just elected VP of Human Beings Care
O |M
HJ A E
L
$
M| O
AJL
A
Board of Directors
A
KJ
I
to
on
uti
Sol
$
LJ t
E
Gay/Lesbian
(Exit 82—B off I—40 then 3 miles N at Ashport)
3883 Hwy 45 N

Crossword
Puzzle on
page 40

Jackson, TN
901—668—3749

"Jackson‘s Only Friendly Bar"
Security Wed, Fri & Sat
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was gone.
The trail went cold after May
9. Sightings were reported up and
down the Eastern seaboard, but
nothing checked out. License tags
were stolen May 10 in Florence,
S.C. They turned up in Miami —
on the red truck stolen in New Jer—
sey.
A month and a day after
Cunanan allegedly killed Reese,
the cemetery worker‘s pickup
pills.
pulled into a parking garage in
Cunanan flew to Minneapolis
Miami Beach; the driver paid the
on April 25, using a one—way ticket
attendant $4 and parked on the
he‘d bought only after begging his
third floor.
credit card company to allow one
Thirty—five days later, Italian
more purchase on his card, which
fashion
designer Gianni Versace
was maxed—out at $20,000. He
was shot dead by a man in shorts
stayed at Trail‘s home that week—
and aT—shirt. Within hours, police
end.
confirmed their only suspect was
Sunday evening, April 27,
Cunanan. Shell casings showed
Cunanan left a message on Trail‘s
Versace was killed by .40—caliber
answering machine asking him to
bullets, and blurry videotape from
come over to Madson‘s loft.
a security camera showed a man
Neighbors reported hearing shouts
in shorts andT—shirt runningdown
and loud thuds from Apartment
an alley.
404 just after 9:30. Trail had
The truck had been in the ga—
planned to meet friends at 10 but
rage almost five weeks. Inside,
nevershowed.
detectives found Cunanan‘s pass—
. His body was discovered two
port and a blank Bank ofAmerica
days later, rolled up in a rug inside
check imprinted with his name. On
Madson‘s apartment, his skull
Friday, the Chicago Tribune re—
crushed with a claw hammer. His
ported
that sources said Miglin‘s
smashed watch had stopped at 9:50
eyeglasses, some of his clothing
p.m.
and his expensive wallet were also
One of Trail‘s older sisters said
found in the truck. Miami authori—
Cunanan considered her brother
tiesdeclinedtoconfirmordeny
the
one of his best friends and had a
report.«=~ lanevieryee nients
mild obsession with him, although
Acquaintances recalled
the two never connected romanti—
cally. "Andrew was jealous of Jeff when McIntosh could not supply Cunanan‘s gift for remembering
a large navy.
names and important details about
having otherfriends," she said.
That evening, police responding people‘s lives. O‘Hearn, once stu—
"Andrew wanted to be like
Jeff," the sister continued. "If Jeff to a wife‘s worried phone call dent body president at the Univer—
got a haircut, he got the same hair— found the body of William Reese, sity ofSan Diego, remembered his
cut. If Jeff grew a goatee and mus— caretaker at Finn‘s Point, in the surprise when Cunanan asked ifhe
tache, he grew a goatee and cemetery office‘s basement. Offic— was still running for office.
"He was good at turning atten—
mustache. If Jeff bought a hat, he ers said Reese had been shot in the
tion on other people," O‘Hearn
head several hours earlier.
bought a hat."
Miglin‘s Lexus was parked out— said. "It was flattering, but it was
Four days after Trail‘s body was
side.
Reese‘s red Chevrolet pickup also unnerving."
found, two fishermen discovered
Madson‘s body lying in grass at the
edge of.a lake 50 miles north of Han'assment
Minneapolis. He had been shot
Continued from page 5
three times with a .40—caliber pis—
tol. Police theorized Cunanan mur— history ofdiscriminatory treatment men for conduct that did not result
dered Madson to "eliminate a of Gay people, Davidson pointed in arrest when engaged in by non—
witness" to Trail‘s killing. At to the landmark 1992 Christopher Gay people.
Madson‘s apartment, police had Commission report, which said
Davidson added, "Unfortu—
found a nylon gym bag bearing that the LAPD is "far more aggres— nately, little has changed. An in—
Cunanan‘s name and containing a sive in enforcing minor infractions ternal LAPD study released just —
partly empty box of .40—caliber against suspected homosexuals thisApril confirmed that the LAPD
Golden Saber bullets. Madson‘s than against presumed heterosexu— continues to target Gay men and
als." This finding echoed the Cali— areas they frequent for unwar—
red Jeep Cherokee was missing.
Supreme Court‘s ranted, discriminatory, and harass—
At that point, the murders fornia
seemed a local matter for only the observation 18 years ago that stud— ing law enforcement activity. It‘s
Minneapolis police. That changed ies had found that, in enforcing long past time that an end was put
within days. On May 4, Chicago lewd—conduct laws, the LAPD se— to thisviolationoftheConstitution‘s
police discovered Miglin‘s body in lected enforcement techniques and command that our laws be applied
his townhome garage. The devel— locations designed to arrest Gay equally to everyone."
Cunanan,
Continued frompage 1
On the advice of the FBI,
Blachford declined to talk with The
Associated Press about his rela—
tionship with Cunanan.
When not supported by some—
one else, friends said, Cunanan
earned extra cash by selling drugs,
mostly mood-altenng prescription

oper had been stabbed, slashed and
wrapped in brown paper. He‘d
been stabbed in the chest dozens
of times with pruning shears. His
throat had been cut with a garden
saw.
Miglin‘s head was bound in
masking tape with two holes for
the nostrils. Later, friends recalled
that Cunanan had fantasized about
latex face masks with openings
only for nostrils.
Miglin‘s killer had spent the

ing a half—eaten ham sandwich in
the kitchen and shaven beard
stubble in the bathroom. Missing
were $2,000 in cash, some expen—
sive suits and Miglin‘s green 1994
Lexus.
Two days later, police ran a
check on a vehicle with Minnesota
plates illegally parked on the street
outside Miglin‘s townhome for
several days. It was Madson‘s
Cherokee.
Five days after the grisly dis—
covery in Chicago, Cunanan ap—
parently pulled into Fort Mott State
Park in Pennsville, N.J., an isolated
spot on the eastbank of the Dela—
ware River 35 miles southwest of
Philadelphia.
Guide Carrie Mcintosh said she
was "positive" the man she spoke
with was Cunanan. "I saw his pic—
ture and he was here," she said. "I
was close to him."
Cunanan asked about the adja—
cent Finn‘s Point National Cem—
etery, a burial ground for Union
veterans and Confederate prison—
ers of the Civil War. He declined
to watch a 13—minute movie on
cultural heritage but did peruse the
visitor center displays, Mcintosh
said.
He wanted to buy a Fort Mott
T—shirt in navy and white, size
large. Thinking he looked heftier
than that, Mcintosh asked, "Are
you sure you don‘t want an extra—
large?"
Cunanan left empty
handed

Get a Gun
Continued from page 32
a Civil War cemetery caretaker
from Pennsville N.J. may not have
been Gay at all. They may simply
have been people whom Cunanan
had manged to get alone with so
that he could steal their cars and
money.
They and Versace are the ones
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I‘d wishfully like to see most re—
membered in all this.
Cunan did us all two big favors
by killing himself. He saved thetax—
payers a hell ofa lot ofmoney, and
we won‘t have to be held hostage
by hearing about the trial for an—
other nine months to a year.
*
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Call The 200 number to respond to ads, browse unlisted ads, or retrieve mess

A FEW THINGS I‘m so new at this that |
don‘t have any experience at all. I‘m a nice
looking, 23 year old, White male, 5‘8,
140lbs, with Brown hair and eyes. I want to
meet a nice guy, between 18 and 23, who
can teach me a few things. (Memphis)
#27987
FINGER LICKIN‘ GOOD This sexy male
likes to be licked from head to toe and do
the same for you. Is your mouth watering.
(Memphis) #140
ART PARTNER | want a special mate to
enjoy life with. I‘m a financially secure, 55
year old, professional, White male, 5‘6,
145lbs. I‘m home oriented and don‘t smoke
or do drugs. I like movies, estate sales,
plays, art exhibits, travel, and more. Age is
not important. (Memphis) #13293
HANDY MAN ON THE LAND |‘ve seen
the unicorns climb the mountains of excess
and dance with life. I‘m looking for a unique
individual who is proud of who he is, not
just what he is. I‘m financially secure and
want to share eternity with a strong,
intelligent male who would like lonﬁve with
me in the country. Let‘s enjoy the land and
row our food on it. I‘m in it for the long

SAILING TAKES ME AWAY I‘ve only
recently sailed into the grea and want to

{nakeggnddmhave gdvmmoroldus timemlh.
‘m a
ing, 4
,
Gay, White
male, 58, IoSIbﬂ likeyc‘lgigrcreel mm hot
men,
roups. Let‘s spend a day at the
lake or in the
. (Memphis) #8510
J; MATURE IN MEMPHIS This down to
earth, young, Black male likes having fun
wilholm‘serious minded people. Apply at
my box. (Memphis) 230544
MORE IN MEMPHIS I‘m looking for a
companion. This Gay, White male, 24, 510,
145lbs, with light Brown hair and Blue eyes,
wants to hook up with White males, between
18 and 30, who are interested in beginning
as friends and discovering what happens.
(Memphis) #30068
SWING BLADE | want to meet other Gay,
White males, 18 to 30, for friendship and,
maybe, a relationship. I‘m a
looking,
22 year old, Gay, White male, 6‘6, 190lbs,
with Brown hair and Blue eyes. llike
swimming, biking, rollerblading, and
romantic evenings out on the town.
(Memphis) #29578
I‘M READY I‘m ready for a relationship
with another Gay, White male. I‘m 30 years
old, 510, 150lbs, with Brown hair, Brown
eyes, and a mustache. You should be
between 18 and 40 and ready
for something
special. (Memphis) ©2953:
AMBITION A PLUS This professional, well
educated, 29 year old, White male, seeks
another, between 25 and 45, for
companionship and, perhaps, more. I‘m 5‘8,
160lbs, with Blond hair and Blue eyes. I‘m
looking for something special. (Memphis)
#29430
MANHUNT IN MEMPHIS This athletic,
24 year old, Gay, White male, 5‘8, 185lbs,
with Brown hair and eyes, is looking for a
‘Blond, Blue eyed, smooth male, between 18
and 24, to hang out with. I‘m inexperienced
and prefer the same. | like camping, fishing,
mountain biking, and staying home together
on a rainy day. Please be laid back, healthy,
masculine like me. (Memphis) #29552
MEMPHIS SMOOTH I‘m a 26 year old,
professional with a smooth body. I‘m 6f,
170lbs. I enjoy music, sports, travel, and
computers. Ill you‘re a masculine guy whose
interests are similar, let‘s talk. (Memphis)
#29292
MODEL IN MEMPHIS I‘m interested in
finding someone to have a relationship with.
I‘m a very attractive male trying to break into
the modeling business. I‘m 6‘1, 165lbs, and
in excellent condition. Talk to me. (Memphis)
#28750

sa,

goul. What about you? (Memphis)
#28204
COUNTRY LIFE FOR ME We can have a
lot of fun in the country. I‘m a 53 year old,
Gay, White male, 6ft, 160lbs, with Salt and
Pepper hair, and a mustache. I wantto meet
attractive, Gay, White males, between 45
and 55, who want to have good, quality
times together. I‘m a bottom and I‘m
interested in honest guys who are drug free.
(Memphis) #28193
TIME FOR MORE PROBING This good
looking, bottom with a bubble butt, is on the
lookout for tops with large endowments.
(Memphis) #28245
PERFECT GAME I‘m looking for a guy to
have fun with, who doesn‘t mind hanging
out with a smoker. I‘m an easy going, 22
year old, Gay, White male, 5‘11, 190lbs,
with Brown hair and eres. I like to bowl,
play pool, swim, take long walks, and many
other things. You should be honest, and
earnestabout making friends. (Memphis)
©23213
THE WELL IS DEEP I‘m want to meet other
3|ock meni‘who have serious mind's, ind j
eep psyches. I‘m a very sincere Black male,
28, 62, 165lbs, with good looks, and a
quiet, sensitive demeanor. If you‘re
masculine, and in earnest, give me a holler.
(Memphis) #27927
WITH THE SKIN ON If you‘re an uncut
guy, between 45 and 65, and would like
to meet another uncut
guy, I‘m your man.
, Im 52, 58,
145lbs, clean,
and well
groomed. I‘m
a fun||oving,

|

j

1—800—716—2868
1.99/Min. Must Be 18+

normal guy,
and I like other
uncut guys who
enjoy their skin.
Let‘s meet and
roll it back.
(Memphis)
#27010

s. Only $1.99 per minute. 18+. Customer Service: 415—281—3183
EFVERrYyTthlNG DELUXE mom the best
of everything? I‘m a Divorced,
$
White male, 62, 188lbs, with m
Brown hair, Green eyes, and a
mustache. I‘m extremely hairy, and very
well endowed. I‘m looking for a serious,
Gay male, 25 to 46, who is interested in
a monogamous, long term relationship.
I‘m not into the bars, but I love trips to
Florida, antiquing, quiet nights at home,
and sessions of hearty passion.
(Memphis) #23185
RENDEZVOUS IN MEMPHIS |‘ll be
in Memphis for a meeting in January,
and would like to have some hot times
while I‘m there. I‘m a Black male, 511,
145lbs, with a toned, runner‘s build. I‘m
good looking, with a goatee. I‘m into
White gu sielween 21 to 35, with nice
bodies. Please be good looking and hot.
We‘ll get along just fine. (Memphis)
#23218

TAKE THE REINS Dominate me. I‘m a
Single, Black male, 23, who needs to be
controlled by aggressive White males.
I‘m sexy, fun, and exciting. (Memphis)
©1646
EXECUTIVE DADDY WANTED I‘m a _
very attractive, clean cut, executive,
Sing|e, White male, 27, 511, 169lbs. I
need to meet an executive daddy,
between 35 and 45, with a strong, firm
hand. Please be trim and fit.
Unfortunately, I‘m not into bears or bald
guys. (Memphis) #25969
BETTER LATE THAN NEVER Don‘t
ask me what took so long, but I‘m just
getting started in the Gay lifestyle. I‘m
53, 145lbs, and financially secure. I
don‘t smoke or drink. I‘d like to meet
another Gay, White male, between 30
and 60, who shares my interest in travel,
the arts, and politics. Please be interested
in monogamy, and live in western or
middle Tennessee. (Memphis) #25739
I NEED A TUNE UP We‘re not getting
anywhere! I‘m in a relationship, but I
think we‘re out of gas. I need to rev up
my engine with someone new. Maybe
we‘ll get better mileage together.
(Memphis) #25072
SIT ON TOP OF YOUR WORLD I‘m
an attractive, Gay, White, professional
male. I am young looking, 35 years old,
6 ft, 155lbs. I‘m seeking well—endowed
tops who are discrete and straight
acting. Dru free, please. Give me a
call, would? ve to get together.

(Memphis) #24442
SEVEN SOLID INCHES | enjoy
hanging out and having fun. Also into
clubs, movies, music, bars, an
restaurants. I‘m 34, 511, 160lbs, short
Brown hair, Brown eyes, and equipped
with seven, solid inches. Be somewhat
near my age, similar in shape and size.
Lets‘ enjoy each others. Any race.
(Memphis) #23895
INFORMATION LEAK You do the
talking. I want to know what‘s going on
out there. Call me with a news update.
(Memphis) #23100

CROSSDRESSING KINK I‘m
interested in meeting Transvestites, and
crossdressers, who are into kinky sex. I‘m
in western Tennessee, and willing. to
travel, if the situation is right. (Memphis)
#221673
TENNESSEE WALTZ I‘m looking to
meet people in the West Tennessee area.
Give me a call and let‘s getacquainted.:
(Memphis) #20895
TOTAL TESTOSTERONE I‘m looking
for masculine men who are Bi or Bi—
curious. I‘m an attractive Bi, Black male. I
enjoy the art scene, dance, camping,
traveling, and working out. I am
extremity turned on by Italian, Hispanic,
and Irish guys. Let‘s wrestle. (Memphis)
#18398
DON‘T TAKE IT OFF! I‘m a single,
White male, looking for a pre—op
Transsexual. You should have breasts,
and be able to pass as an attractive
woman, but not have had the final
surgery, if you know what I mean. Please
be geollhy, kind, and considerate. Be
discreet as well, as I would like to keep
this just between us: (Memphis)
©20726

ESCORT FANTASY This good
looking, youthful, White male, in my
early 40‘s, seeks younger guys with
model/escort fantasies. Let‘s party and
play. (Nashville) #3548
MEDIEVAL ARTS Very masculine, 27
year old, Gay, White male, 6ft, 168lbs,
seeks guys, 18 to 25, who are into
photography, the outdoors, and the
medieval arts. Make sure you‘re young
and straight acting. (Nashville)
#3699
HEALTHY AND HORNY Horny,
White male, 44, 5‘10, 165lbs, seeks
other horny, White males, 25 to 45, for
discreet fun. Be healthy, masculine, and
in shape, as | am. (Nashville) #3259
USE MY BACK DOOR I‘m a
backdoor man interested in meeting a
guy who is not looking for love. I‘m a
ood looking, 42 year old, White male,
ttom, seeking a partner for regular,
casual, encounters. I‘m 511, 190lbs.
You should be well endowed, 21 to 55,
and of any race. Black men are
especially welcome. I don‘t want to
exchange rings, just to have fun.
(Nashville) #34512
KARATE AND CURIOSITY M *
in getting
to know some guys. I‘m a 27 year old,
writer and martial arts enthusiast. Let‘s
start with talking. Please be discreet.
(Nashville) #31442
OFF AT A FAST TROT I‘m 19 years
old and I love men. I weigh 170 lbs,
and have Black hair and Hazel eyes. |
enjoy all outdoor activities, especially
horseback riding, and long walks. Put
on your spurs and lets go for a gallop.
(Nashville) #229634
CODE RED | want to meet Gay or
Bisexual dudes in western Tennessee for
discreet and intimate fun. Call now. It
may be an emergency. #26251

ORDER GIVER I‘m a tall, thin, Gay
male, 48 years old. I‘m looking for a boy
toy who is into being obedient and
understands that he will be punished if
he isn‘t. Need to be kept in llaine'c.’
(Memphis) #20981
LET‘S SWAP JOCKIES My underwear
fetish gets me hot. Sexy, 34 year old,
White male seeks other guys, 21 to 28,
who wanna swap underwear and jocks.
Get ‘em all sweaty and trade with me.
(Nashville) ©3730
IT‘$ MY SERVE Eager, hungry, White
male, seeks well endowed, muscular
uys who get off on being orally served.
Nashville) #3832
HEAT SEEKER want to hang out, and
have fun, with other well built, good
looking, guys, around my age, of any
race. I‘m a good looking, 22 year old,
college student, 6ft, 183135, with Brown
air and eyes, and a clean cut look. |
like just about anything and I‘m usually a
top. Let‘s make some heat. (Nashville)
23602
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Call The 200 number to respond to ads, browse unlisted ads, or retrieve messages. Only $1.99 per minute.
18+. Customer Service: 415—281—3 183
FREEWAY TO THREEWAY My partner
IN THE BOSOM OF HOME I‘m a 31
I‘M TRIPPIN‘ I‘m looking for good natured
and I are looking for someone to enjoy
year old, Gay, Black male, 510,.180lbs,
fun with other guys in the area. I love to go
threeway action with us. We‘re borlr White,
with
Black
hair,
Brown
eyes,
and
a
nice
out
to movies, dinners, dancing, and taking
COOL BREEZE | seek relationship minded
professional males, and we‘re interested in
build. I‘m a bottom looking for masculine
long, or short, trips. (Memphis) #32280
guys with whom I can become friends, on the
similar guys, 30 to 45. Wetravel all over
tops, of all races. I‘m a homebody
phone, before we meet. I‘m an attractive, 35
OUR TIMES | wanna meet a young, sexy,
the state so you‘re location is no problem.
wlzo
is not into the clubs. If you‘re a
year old, Gay, White male, 175lbs, with
man interested in fun times, quiet times,
(McMinnville) #3778
rhopper,
read
on.
(Memphis)
Blond hair and Green eyes. I‘m as romantic as
music, and dining out. I‘m a good
©2293
THE TIME HAS COME I‘m ready to meet
EOU can be. I love long walks, a glass of wine
| looking, well educated, financially
someone
oulioing,
attractive,
fun
loving,
y the lake, cool breezes, and cuddling for
MEMPHIS SWELL This
» secure, White male, 40, 6ft,
and relationship minded. Is it you?
hours. (Fayetteville) ©2462
clean shaven; 24 year
180lbs. (Memphis)
(Memphis) #3635
old, White.
#32298
PHYSICAL STAMINA Beautiful Black male
tats

seeks the same. I‘m 510, 195lbs, and into
every physical activity you can imagine. I love
to have fun. #3110

JAM SESSIONS I‘m a 38 year old, White
male, musician, 38, 6h, MOlbs, with long,
rk Brown hair and Green eyes. I‘d like to
meet slender, well built, guys to get together
with for fun. I enjoy music, videos, movies,
quiet times at home, and all easy going, laid
back, pursuits. I like guys over 35, especially
those with mustaches and hairy bodies, though
these aren‘t requirements. (Antioch) #2294
TOP OF THE WORLD I‘m a discreet,
masculine, Single, White male, in my early
30‘s. I‘m looking to hook up, for good times,
with other 30—ish guys, who are Gay oi Bi,
Single or Married. | prefer to meet bottoms,
but like to do a litle Ell of everything. Call me.

(Bolivar) #25184
SUNSET STROLLS This American Indian,
and Italian, male, loves nature, long walks in
the woods, kicking back and watching the
sunset, country music, cooking, old black and
white movies, hot baths, cuddling, and waking
up in each other‘s arms. If you‘re between 40
and 50, and similarly minded, let‘s talk. Race
is not an issue. (Columbia) #3538
WARMEST MOUTH IN THE SOUTH
Remember the warmest mouth you ever felt
around you? Mineis nicer. I‘m a masculine,
good looking, 35 year old male, 511,
155lbs, with Brown hair, and Green eyes. |
want to meet other masculine, well hung, men
who need some oral service. (Germantown)
224497
TONED ABS ARE IN FASHION | live in
Knoxville, but travel to Nashville very often. I‘m
looking for guys to hang out with me. I‘m 22,
511, 150lbs with Black hair, dark Brown
eyes, a smooth body, and toned abs. Call me
igyou want to have some fun. (Knoxville)
#24908
WHEN IS SHOWTIME? I‘m a hairy, White
male, 26, 56, 138lbs, with Brown hair and
Blue eyes. I want to meet men, between 27
and 38, who are interested in camping,
bowling, and movies. (McNairy County)
©13478

1] —

DON‘T LEAVE ME AT HOME | don‘t
like to stay home so I‘d like to make a new
friend who‘ll be my workout partner and
engage in many other activities with me.
I‘m a nice looking, 22 year old, White
male, in good shape, with Blond hair, Blue
eyes, ant? a good tan. My interests include
bike riding, hiking, the beach, movies,
music, clubs, baseball, and swimming. I
love to try new things. (Memphis) #3629
BODILY BLESSED Masculine, sexy, 48
ear old, White male, built and hung to
lost, seeks other horny men for hot times.
(Memphis) #3662
SISSY SLUT | enjoy looking good,
smelling good, being pretty, and serving a
man to completion. This sissy, White
Transvestite is just in it for the sex. | like
serving you orally and being filled anally.
I‘ma gig slutty girl and I‘m here just for
you. Use me. (Memphis) #3675
ALL PLAY AND NO WORK I‘m just
looking for some hot guys to play with. I‘m
a very muscular, White male, 62, with
Brown hair and Hazel eyes. (Memphis)
13673
MAKE DADDY PROUD Daddy wants to
meet a nice guy to share some good times
with. You should be a fine, young, man
who is honest, trustworthy, compassionate,
healthy, and drug free. (Memphis)
©3442
PIERCED TO PLAY My relationship isn‘t
working out very well and I wanna play.
I‘m a
looking, 30 year old, White
male, 5‘9, 180lbs, with short Brown hair,
Blue eyes, a goatee, hairy body, and
various piercings. | like to have fun and just
about anything goes. Age is not important.
(Memphis) #2805
FRAT BOY TYPE I‘m a university frat boy
type, Gay, White male, 23, 510, with
Blond hair, Blue eyes, and a wide variety of
interests. I‘d like to meet other
Gay, White
males, 20 to 30, who are fun and easy
going. A sense of humoris very important.
(Memphis) #33496
BIG HAIRY DEAL I‘m healthy, hot, hairy,
and horny and need someone to take
control. Tl.is masculine, Gay, White male,

35, with a good body, seeks
other hairy, horny guys
for group sex. |
lie videos,
massage, hot
tubs, and, of
course, lots of
steamy man to
oue
man action.
"
Please be very
discreet.
(Memphis)
00—716—2868
#2370 .
1.99/Min. Must Be 18+

FOR YOUR FREE AD CALL

IN BLACK24AND
WHITE
I‘mBlack
a
vALL
emale,
ry handsome,
year
old,
Gay,
looking
for casual
friendships and
maybe
more
with
masculine,
looting, Gay White males, who work out
and are very discreet. Let‘s have some
fun. (Memphis) #1117
DIRTY TALK |‘d like to meet other Gay,
White males, around my age, with nice
builds, for no strings fun. I‘m an
attractive, Gay, White male, 53, 6ft,
165lbs, into the outdoors, planting, and
digging in the dirt. I‘m very versatile and

loolglorword to hearing from you.
(Memphis) #2376
GIRLS IN TIGHT DRESSES I‘m a very
feminine, beautiful, Gay, White,
Transvestite. I‘ve been dressing as a
woman and dating men for most of my
life. I‘d like to meet other crossdressers
and men who like to be seen with good
looking ladies in tight dresses. A
permanent male friend or a live—in
girlfriend would be great. (Memphis)
©2382
CAN IT BE TOO HARD? | wonder
why I always have a problem finding
what I‘m looking for? I‘m an attractive,
very muscular, Bi, Black male, originally
from New York. I seek other Bi men, or
very masculine, Gay men, 18 to 35, for
friendship, fun, and games. That
shouldn‘t be too hard, so to speak.
(Memphis) #2384
GAME FOR GOOD THINGS This
good looking, Black male, 6ft, 163lbs,
with medium Brown skin, Black hair and
Brown eyes, is ready to settle down. I‘m
lookin lor a friendly, attractive, gu
who likes movies, long walks, travel, and
good things like that. (Memphis)
#2194
© TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE LIGHT
This is the season when | come into
bloom because I‘m— an outdoor person
through and through. I‘m a Gay, White
male, 47, 175lbs, with Blond hair and
Blue eyes. I love the flowers, the beach,
long horseback rides, and other
activities. Hope you call soon: (Memphis)
#2283

male, seeks
" BEMY
tops for good
~
in groups l
BUDDY 1d like
times and, maybe,
to make some
something
"PRESS O
friends to hang out
anent. I‘m good
with, I‘m a
Phench
looking, 6ft, with Brown
looking, 22 year old,
hair and eyes.
, White male, 6‘4,
(Memphis) #1965 ,
,
a with short fBerrown
LIFE EMBRACING | just moved to ~
air and Blue eyes. | prefer
guys
the area and want to meet some life
who are 18 to 22, smoeglh, and loolgng
for good times. (Memphis) #32130
embracing, Black males to hang out with.
I‘m a young, good looking, Black male.I try RIDE THE TRAILS WITH ME I‘m looking
to find some n in everything. (Memphis)

©1481
SMOOTH AND SCULPTED This
professional, Gay, White, Transvestite, in
my 40‘s, 57, 135lbs, with a toned, smooth,
sculpted, swimmer‘s build, seeks other clean
cut, professional, Gay males, and
Transvestites for fun. I enjoy cultural events,
dinners, and seek friendship and whatever it
leads to. (Memphis) #1266
IN THE LONG RUN | seek straight
acting, well endowed, dominant tops for
dating. I like honest guys who are fit and
who are hoping to hum long term,
monogamous, relationship, as | am. I‘m not
the type to rush into anything, but want to >
have some fun while I‘m logging. (Memphis)
©1039
SADDLE UP THE HORSES | just moved
back to Memphis but don‘t go to the bars.
I‘d like to meet some guys, 40 to 60, to
socialize with. I‘m an attractive, 53 year old,
White male, 59, 1 80lbs, with Brown hair,
Green eyes, and a goatee. I love horses, the
outdoors, swimming, and the beach. I
smoke and am a social drinker. (Memphis)
B

for a masculine man, 18 to 26, who enjoys
hanging out and having fun. I‘m a 26 year
id, ndile male, 58, 190lbs, wi‘llthrown
ir a
es. I enjoy camping, fishing,

munloinegiking, oft); the gprggl outdoorsgf
(Memphis) #31493
BUILT TO LAST | like romantic meetings
and discreet encounters. Ultimately, Id like to
meet Mr. Right. I‘m a youthful, very muscular,
39 year old, White male, 510, 170lbs, with
dorl: hair and Blue eyes. I like in shape,
younger guys who ﬁle to work out. I can be
a top or a bottom and am very oral. I‘m
extremely well endowed. I like to hook up on
weekdays or Saturdays. (Memphis)
#31642
WHOLESOME AND HANDSOME This
Black males seeks a White male for clean,
wholesome fun. I‘m a big
bear so I love
to be held. No drugs and alcohol, please.
[Memphis) #31100
HOIST THE MAIN SAIL I‘m new in the
area and wantfriends to spend time, and get
it on, with. I‘m a 47 year old, Gay, White
male, top, 5‘8, léSlgs. I love the outdoors,
times at the lake, sailing and naturism. If you
like adventure and excitement, let‘s have
some no strings fun. (Memphis) #31323

A MORE PERFECT UNION Are you
rec? for a relationship with a hantffme,
POLITICAL MANEUVER I‘m a financially
hard working, professional, Gay, White
. secure, 55 year old, Gay, White male, 56,
male? I‘m the one. I‘m 25, 55, 1 30lbs, with
145lbs. I‘m a discreet, non smoker, and
Brown hair and Blue eyes. I‘m mentally fit,
social drinker. I enjoy travel, politics, and the
financially independent, and
nal
arts. I‘d like to meet a youthful, unmarried,
secure. I love movies, the 0
s, and
Gay, White male, 40 to 70, with similar
watching rented videos, curled up with you.
interests, for a monogamousrelationship.
(Memphis) #34115
(Memphis) #3843
TICKLE, TRICKLE This very smooth, very
ALL DAY PLAY I‘m an avid outdoorsman
built, White male, 25, 510, 160lbs, with
and sun worshipper who wants to meet guys
Brown hair and Blue eyes, seeks similarly
to have fun with. I‘m an attractive, Single,
buffed, jock
types, 18 to 40, who have
White male, 59, 150lbs. I love the beach,
broad slroul s and ticklish feet. (Memphis)
waterskiing, museums, the arts, and music,
232532
especially alternative. If you‘re between 21
and 32 and have similar tastes, let‘s go out
TO BEAR OR NOT TO BEAR | love
and
play. (Memphis) #16878
lar bears and grizzlies. I‘m a good
linking, becrrdecl,J White male, 42, 6ft,
SMOOTH BODY SWIMMER
230lbs, with Black hair and Brown eyes. I‘m
Professional, non smoking, Gay, White,
smoke free, drug free, and healthy. I seek a
Transvestite, 40, 57, 135lbs, with a
very hairy man, over 35, who‘s ready for a
toned, sculpted body, seeks other clean
long term, monogamous, relationship. I‘m a
cut, professional, Gay men, who don‘t
bit of a homebg/awith a great sense of
smote, for cultural events, dinners,
humor, love of music and good food. Let‘
friendship, and more: (Memphis)
talk. (Memphis) #32211
©
#15101

1-800-546-6365. THE MANFINDERs, SYSTEM WILL DO THE REST!
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CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercialads FREE. Limitof30 words
(including address or phone number)
and a $2.00 charge for the use of our
P.O. Box. Please specify ifyou want to
use our P.O. Box. Commercial ads are
charged at the rate of 20¢ per word,
$3.00 minimum. Phone numbers and
zip codes are free. Deadline for ads is
the 15th of each month. Send to Tri—
angle Journal News, Box 11485 Mem—
phis, TN 38111—0485. Classifieds must
be submitted in writing and must in—
clude your name and a telephone num—
ber where you can.be reached to verity
the ad. Ifyou would like a copy of the
issue yourad appears in, please send
$1.00 to cover postage.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTIONADVERTISERS!! TJNan—
nouncements and classifieds will not
automatically be re—run. Announce—
ments and classifieds must be re—sub—
mitted each month, in writing, by the
15th of the month.
Bev & Breakrast
Bed & Breakfast—A Victorian home fur—
nished with antiques offers accommo—
dations to men and women. Home is
located in small Tennessee River town
near Pickwick—Shiloh. Gourmet country
dinner. Area activities include: boating,
walking trails, antique shops, auctions.
Your hosts are available to assist with
planning local activities. Reservations:
2
901—278—5844.

Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres
Massace Services
of privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclu—
DISCREET MASSAGESMY HOME 24/
sive resort for men & women. Hot tub. ~7
Appointment Only—Richard 367—
‘Country club privileges. Greenwood
1858.
Hollow Ridge, Rt 4, Box 155, Eureka
YOU DESERVE THE BEST. California
Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—5283.
trained, certified body—worker offering
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa therapeutic
and sports massage. 14%
1896. Located on Eureka Springs His—
hours, by appointment, outcall only. Per—
toric District loop close to downtown
sonalized gift certificates available.
shops & restaurants. Completely reno—
Craig 10 a.m. — 10 p.m. (901) 278—
vated for comfort but still maintaining its
9768.
old world charm, elegance & romance.
MopeLs
Picturesque tree—covered hollow. The
Cigar—smoking biker, Master Tony and
Arbour Glen, #7 Lema, Eureka Springs,
nationwide buddies get down—n‘—dirty
AR 72632, (501) 253—9010.
from coast to coast. From TLC to raunch,
Escorts
all callers 18—plus welcome. Also record
Hot/sexy top man, well—endowed, good
FREE messages 24 hrs. in my Nation—
body. Available for in/out calls. Rates:
wide, Uncensored Bulletin Board and
$150/hr. plus. Educated, professional,
get my FREE PIX, 1—818—837—1859, Ext. .
discreet. Call Mike: 278—5475.
8742, or 1—800—MEN—COCK.
For Sauk
Memphis Male escort service. Hot,
THESE THINGS REALLY SUCK!
young guys available 24 hrs. Different
Regina model vacuums, factory over—
studs to choose from. Best guys in
runs, only $55! Shampooers... great for
Memphis. Page us at 901—320—0967.
home or auto... upholstery or carpet... a
PrERsoNALs
bargain at $70! Hurry... won‘t last long
Butch Valentine—So, who are you ~
at these amazing prices! Call Steve at
banging this Week? 1 hear that you
901—388—9986. Warranty! Quality guar—
wear them out so badly that they just
anteed!
can‘t last for too long. Tough break!
Heur WanteDp
You might think about loaning your
Dominatrix Wanted. Average $150/hour.
peter—pump to Lady A... After AIDA
Call 901—794—6480.
she probably could use it. By the way,
Local escort service hiring attractive
Maybe if you two went in together you
males. Apply by paging us at 901—320—
could getagood discounton hairspray.
0967. Enter your # followed by 888.
Love and kisses—Mule.

f

Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.
12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
the news.

I am a Black male, 34, 126#, 8". I am
looking for a white male who has the
same. I am very clean and good—look—
ing. I am a bottom looking for a top. No
drug—heads, no fat—farm, no HIV posi—
tive. | like ages 25 to 50. Call me at
901—475—4964. Dwight... leave a mes—
sage.
GWM, 33, 170#, 541", good—looking,
masculine, healthy, HIV—positive phy—
sician from Indianapolis, IN, br/br,
mustache. Love pro sports. ISO mas—
culine GBM, 25—50, top, also HIV—posi—
tive, healthy wanting LTR. 317—387—
1315. Joe.
HOT Gay stups
1—800—981—4864 (HUNG)

WWW.DICKHUNT.COM
Gay Porn Collection for sale—Maga—
zines, books & videos. By appointment
only. Call 725—0402.
Gloryholes Guide! Tennessee‘s Best
locations to get or give oral satisfaction!
A PLAIN DISCREET envelope will be
mailed back to you. Send $5.00:
metroplex—TJN, Box 451781, Los An—
geles, CA 90045. Please be 18yo plus
to order.

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

phis, TN 38111—0485.
Sick of bars? Me Too. GWM, 5‘9", 150#,
37—yo, slim, smooth, great bottom, seeks
fun—loving MEN for fun and games,
friendship, bedroom buddy. | like to.
cook, read, good music, camping, out—
doors. Nofats, fems, druggies, chroni—
cally unemployed, please! Call J.B. 901:
384—6660. Habla Espanol.
Small Endowed? Prefer guys who are?
Hundreds nationwide. For Details—
SASE to: SMALL, POB 610294,
Bayside, NY 11361—0294.
Roommates
Roommate Wanted to care for two chil
dren, ages 2 & 3, in the evenings, in
exchange for room & board. Call 818—
0533.
Room ror Rent
Room for rent—Furnished room, safe,
quiet area near 240/Perkins. Private
bath & phone. $350/mo includes utili—
ties, local phone use and cable. Call
Mike @ 682—6858.
Room for rent—Southaven, 3BR house
ideal for casino worker. Cable, utilities
and local phone included. $100 de—
posit, $300/month. Call Curt @ 393—
9991.

Meetings at
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Wednesday
pm Big Book Study
Friday
10:00 pm Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night} with speaker.)
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Thursday
7:00 pm
Discussion (Open, SmokeFree)
Sunday
12 Noon
Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Friday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Open Heart (Al—Anon)

NAME

Middle—aged man, frustrated by impo—
tence, seeks support group. Please write
and let‘s share information and support.
Serious only. Age and race no barrier.
Write: Dept. 4—J, PO Box 11485, Mem—

Tuesday

6:00 pm

Thursday

5:30 pm

Discussion (Open)
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday of the month, Birthdays last Tuesday)
Freely Speaking (All 12—Step Programs)
Thursday
9:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Sunday
6:00 pm
Discussion (Open)

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News j

you were chosen 0} God
to be who you are —gay,
ResGian or Reterosezual‘
Ife eapression r/
your dame/5554

a fl/
for); God in My and
llaﬂh; 0/1 Itéﬂ'oﬂdtﬁd.
Integrity is a family
of Gays, Lesbians anit
reir ﬁle/ta? within the
gﬂa'do‘o/m/ CAurch.
JWA” to a ﬁéw to
fond community and
s

dwarf.

Integrity offers
onportunities ﬁr you/ll,
prayer, ﬁle/1&1” and
why/4444.32}.
Jilly/444 meels every
third Tuesday of the
moni at gaéa/y
Church.
ﬁzz/glib.
For more information,
cal?
Cabary Fniscrpal Church
at

—
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MIDfSOUTHRFESOURCES
Ave. a725—4045.
ParkEastFlorist:6005Park#761—2980.
Sweetpeas:
597 South Holmes ## 324—
2733.GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
ALL2GRAPHC
DESIGN:T—shirtLogos,design,letter—il—
head,
ad
campaigns,
lustration,webpages,billboards.#272—
1336
or
e—mail:
ALL2GRAPHC@aol.com.
BarrNadinePhotography:
Call 12—7 + Jackie/
#366—7920.
Bonehead
Creative:
1271
Poplar, Ste
103,
Memphis
38104
#276—2101.
Graffiti
Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 #
278—5002.
It‘sDone!:Typing,wordprocessing/print—
ingscripts,service—resumés,
thesis, manu—
etc.
a
795—4308.
Printers
Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—
1411.
RKprocessing&printingservices.Fullcolor
Photo: Black & white photography,
postcardadvertising.
Call @ 452—2766
ore—mail:
btag69a@prodigy.com.

The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed asa public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but
have not been charged. All phone num—
bers are area code 901 unless otherwise
noted.
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
‘_
; ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
a 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793. North
White Station # 683—9649.
.
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell @ 454—
7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center*: 2432
Summer = 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd #
396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Alternative Restaurant: 553 So Cooper
a 725—7922.
Amnesia*: 2866 Poplar « 454—1366.
Arizona*: 394 North Watkins # 272—9000.
Autumn Street Pub*: 1349 Autumn #
274—8010.

Bastglézlreet" 2018 Court Street ## 276—
Changes*: 2586 Poplar # 327—31 75
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson #725—8156.
David‘s*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
501 Club*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison # 278—
9839.
N-cognllo* 338 South Front # 523—0599.
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—8015.
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—
9794.
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Secrets*: 1528 Madison # 278—9321
~ Sip and Dip Coffee Shop*: 1264 Madison
a 725—1909.
Sunshine Lounge*: 1379 Lamar # 272—
9843
The Edge‘: 532 South Cooper # 272—
3036.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Jackson, TN. # 1—901—668—3749.
Western Steak House & Lounge: 1298
Madison # 725—9896.
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem*: Feminist Book Store « 930 S.
Cooper # 276—0282.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SER—
VICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi—
dential, 24—hr. service, free estimates #
327—6165.
White Glove Services: Home or Office #
388—3781.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
ACT UP/Gay Liberation Movement: #
5|26—7903 Call for meeting place &sched—
ule
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club « 4035 Walnut
Grove Cir., Memphis 38117.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 28 North Claybrook,
Memphis 38104 « Mailing address: Box
41679, Memphis 38174—1679 # 274—
8321, Dr. Jim Shaw.
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Mem—
phis: Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157 #276—
0168, 274—8658.
5
Bluff City Sports Association: Box
41803, Memphis 38174—1803 # 274—
3857.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
3139 Choctaw Ave. # 323—3111.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club » Meets Thurs., 7pm
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 3956

Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 # 387—
1567.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDS Service Organization » 1450 Pop—
lar, Memphis 38104 @ 272—0855 or #
278—AIDS.
Gay and Lesbian American Indians: in—
formation # 725—4898.
Gays Off Cleveland Street (GOCS): So—
cial Group ® c/o Sunshine Lounge, 1379
Lamar # 272—9843.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Wor—
ship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm; Bible
study: Wed. 7 pm; 1559 Madison # 726—
9443.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Cal—
vary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd #
525—6602.
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Living Word Christian Church: Worship
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm «
340 N Garland a 276—0577.
Loving Arms (Support Partners for HIV+
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
the Med): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. Box
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 # 725—6730.
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124
m 355—MAGY for info,
mail: ujadu—ban@cc.mem—
phis.edu; web site: www.
geocities.com.westhollywood/
1772).
Memphis Center for Reproduc—
tive Health: 1462 Poplar Ave #
274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Com—
munity Center (MGLCC): Box
41074, Memphis 38174 #324—
4297.
Memphis Lambda Center*: &
Meeting place for 12—step re— 5
covery programs » 1488 Madi— I

son @ 276—7379, 726—6293,
527—1461, or 327—3676.
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, & Transgendered Pride Events
« Box 3713, Memphis 38173 # 274—
2849 Chet Overstreet, 274—1217 George
Ettinger, e—mail: safehmcc@aol.com.
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Mid—South AIDS Mastery Workshop:
Ronnie Gardino # 767—2182 or e—mail at
msaidmstry@aol.com.
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
Memphis 38174—1822.
National Organization for Women
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174—
0982 # 272—0560.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of Al—
coholics): Memphis Lambda Center #
276—7379 or 454—1414.
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbi—
ans & Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031,
Memphis 38187—2031 # 761—1444.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305 # 1—800—
562—3383 for information.
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center #
454—1414.
River City Men‘s Chorus: Box 12837,
Memphis 381182—0837 # 276—3471
(Charles Friedman).
Safe Harbor MCC: Pastor Greg Bullard
2117 Union Ave., Chapel # 458—0501.
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
Center @ 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Western Dance Club @ 278—9321 or
274—8655.
Southern Sisters: Support group
for
transexual women (male to female) #
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progres—
sive Christian Church « Sun. Service
6:30 p.m., meets at the Center, 103
Berry Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 e (615)
269—3480.
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409 @ 357—
1921.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
Memphis 38174—1082, .
ia-Aﬂnnﬂh~n-—. nnnnnnnn

U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay

&

TJNmemphis@aol.com.

Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA

c/o Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
M

38152

#

278—5825

MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES

Antique

email:

Warehouse:

2563

Summer =

323—0600.

bgala@cc.memphis. edu.

Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—6100.

UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and commu—

Body

nity. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info 131F

Shop

Tanning

Center:

599 Erin

Drive # 821—0086.

38238,

Delegates Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper @ 725—

WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO

Eagle Pest Control: Jacqueline Behies +
a 743—8945.
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall Veteri—
narian, Memphis Area # (901) 324—
3425. For emergency care call # (901)
533—5084.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & ap—
pliance repair # 274—7011.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second # 525—5302.
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and An—
tiques: 2018 Court, (In the Mid—Town
Flea Market).
Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for pri—
vate functions » Lisa Gray (The Peabody
Hotel) @ 726—5910.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes# 682—0855.
Kings Interior Palntlng # 745—3300.
Lag/Beggar Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—

Humanities

Bldg.,

Martin

neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.

Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111

# 678—3339.

Wings: Social Club : Box 41784, Memphis
38174—1784.

COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS

Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
COUNSELING SERVICES

Kerrel Ard, BSW: Personal growth, spiri—

tual counseling, alternative healing #
725—4898.

. Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union # 726—
1284.

Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
Individual Therapy « 458—7164.

Sag-go Portraits & photography # 327—

Fully Alive! A center for personal enrich—

That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés,
ad campaigns, letterhead, etc. #
Tel
‘"
INFORMATION
HELP & INFORMATION
Affirmation:
(708)
111708) 733—9590.
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—
285-7431 (24 hr. help & information for
Lesbians, Gays, transvestites &
transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—
800—347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—
11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: #
324—GAYS + 24—hrs. Live Opera—
tors 7:30—11pm.
LINC: # 725—8895.
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—
LIVE.
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: #274—
7477.
Transvestite—Transexual National
Hotline: # (617) 899—2212 (8—2am,
Mon.—Sat.).
LEGAL SERVICES
The Hoglund Law Firm at Memphis: 165
Madison, Ste 1813, Memphis 38103 #
526—7526 (24 hrs).
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
Union Ave # 274—6824.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 100
N. Main, Ste 2518 # 526—0809.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 44 N. Sec—
ond, Ste 600, # 521—9996.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
5118 Park , Ste 232, = 684—1332. «_
Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
806, # 523—8912
MASSAGE SERVICES
odywise Company: Therapeutic,
sports massage by appointment. # 377—

ment.
S$

.us

a

n

Taranto, MPS
&

Carol

Schlicksup, .
MA. Individual,
couples & group therapy. #323—2078 —
Sliding fee scale.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
family counseling, rebirthing @ 761—3435.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psy—
chological Counselor » Simmons, Kelman
& Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd, Ste
316 a 369—6050.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist
*Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
767—1066.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW:

Individual &

Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
K. A. Moss, MS:

Midtown Counseling

Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101 # 726—
4586 » Sliding fee scale.
Northeast Mental Health Center: # 382—
3880.
Joyce Schimenti, LCSW:

Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue mas—
sage,‘therapeutic touch and preparation
for movement. By appointment only. #
527—2273.
Jim Brymer, LMT: Muscle & deep tissue
therapy, reflexology, Swedish massage
# 521—6044, pager: 391—3176.
Massage by Jim: # Pager 541—0579.
Massage by Michael: = 278—5475.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas—
sage by appointment. @ 761—7977 or
Beeper 575—1230.
Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
massage by appointment. Please call
_ 10am—10pm ax 278—9768.

Individual &

roup Counseling # 761—9178.
DENTAL SERVICES
liam
astle, D.
entist * 776
Mt. Monah 13685-5008
FINANCIAL SERVICES

onnie
Bingham,
axes, account—
ing, estate planning # 753—1413.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305 #
458—0152.
William L. Sachs, CPA: Income tax, ac—
counting, computer support, consulting.
# 767—1718.
FLORISTS
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, #274—5767, 1—
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Flamingo Flowers & Gifts: 3864 Macon
Road, Suite 2 #452—0803.
>
Flower Market of Memphis: 262 South
Highland # 274—8103.
Medical Center Flowers & An Occa—
slonal Plece Antiques 1264 Madison

MEDIA
Recovery

Free

monthly

paper focusing on addictions &

news—
recov—

ery. Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, &
Nashville TN # (901) 377—7963.
Triangle Journal News: Monthly news—
paper published by Printers Ink « Box
11485,
1411,
7
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Times:

Memphis, 38111—0485 @ 454—
Fax:

A aoe w op w a

454—1411
aia

*51,

McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
vice & repair, Heating & A/C. — 1447
National, « 327—6887, 327—7395.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: An—
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnish—
ings » 2228 Central # 725—0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
exp., ref., onsight est., « @ 274—0281
evenings or weekends.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or

housesnttmgbyeompetent, caringcouple
# 1726—6
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis #
Business: 377—1075, Home 375—9584
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
facility rental « Michael Sanders # 948—
3998.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
272—STAR.
The Bolo Bartender: Steve Wesson ®
2001 St. Elmo, Memphis 38127 # 358—
2089.
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
Gatewood # 481—7900.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
liesIlsianCommunity, 4646 Poplar #682—
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop & Groom—
ing Salon » 3700 S. Mendenhall # 794—
3047 or 365—9716.
Vantek: Internet Services » Box 111324,
Memphis 38111—1324 ## 324—4999, e—
mail: viadmin@vantek.net.
Whittington Tree & Lawn Service:
Sandra & Troy Whittington # 685—8410.
Free estimates, 24 hr. service.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
gazlopments: 194 Looney Ave. 525—
Jerry Everett, Realtor Associate, Pyra—
mid Realtors: 134 Timber Creek Drive
# 753—6300.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Wood—
land Realty: # 854—0455.
Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Sowell
& Company: 54 S. Cooper #278—4380,
Fax 278—4390.
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380,
Fax 278—4390, Home 725—1818, Pager
533—0620.
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS IS ALSO
DISTRIBUTED AT THESE LOCA—
4
TIONS
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. = 323—9332
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave. #
726—5521
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Rd.. Ext. # 683—9801.
Memphis and Shelby County Public Li—
brary: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
Squash Blossom Market: 1801 Union #
725—4823
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Mendenhall Rd S. « 682—3326.

E—mail:
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Call Us for Pick—Up Orders
2117 Peabody

Memphis,

TN

901—278—8015

Check Out Our

—

Kitchen Specials

Hours 11
Daily

a.m. — 2 a.m.

Reg Menu Also Everyday

Monday —

It‘s Back!

BLT or Grilled Cheese w/Fries

Italian
Tuesday —

Chicken Fingers w/Stuffed Jalapenos

Wednesday —

Sausage
Sandwich

Fish Sandwich w/Fries

Smothered in
Thursday —

10" Pizza, 3 to Choose From

Onions &
Peppers on a

Friday —

Breaded Shrimp w/Fries
Hoagie
w/Fries

Different In—House Specials Daily!

$425

Saturday & Sunday — Pork Steak, TatorTots or Fries & Salad $5"
:< .net
"
nnn "

Theme:

"Gore—geous Guy"

ACROSS
66 Freedom ___ (Gay accessories)
1 Puts in one‘s caulk
67 Emulate Harvey Fierstein
6 Not use enough lube, perhaps 68 Queer __ ~three—dollar bill
11 PFLAG member, perhaps
69 Doctrine
14 God of the Koran
70 Used a shuttle
15 Rocker Eddie Van ___
16 Screwball comedian Philips
DOWN
17 Fred‘s cartoon wife
1 Viewed
18 Be in store for
2 Whitney or Wallach
19
Monte Foods
3 Completely
20 See 23—Down
4 The Silence of the ___
23 1954 novel by 61—Across
5 Puppeteer Lewis
26 Rand McNally offering
6 Mambo‘s cousin
27 Five—octave—ranged Sumac
7 Chicken ___ (Gay cradle—robber)
28 1995 autobiography by 61—
8 Jai ___
Across
9 Sinn
(Irish political organi—
32 Covered with white, granular ice
zation)
34 Do a classroom chore
10 Catches cruisers unethically
35 Too
11 Be nosy
36 One of four brutes in a 1997
12 Greek alphabet enders
Disney film
13 Do like Michael Jackson, sup—
38 One of the Menendez brothers
posed!
42 Come together
21 "The aven" author‘s mono—
44 Groceries, mostly
gram
45 1960 play by 61—Across which
22 "...we have to fear is fear ___
was made into a movie drama
23 With 20—Across, popular novel
50 Thor or Amor
by 61—Across featuring a trans—
51 Get Out Again
sexual
52 With 55—Across, novel by 61—
24 Actor Jannings or pianist Gilels
Across about homosexual life in
25 Snead and Spade
the United States —
29
Eat Cake (Gershwin musi—
55 See 52—Across
cal)
59 Numero ___
30 Tax—free savings plan, briefly
60 Civic center
31 Paul Monette‘s Becoming a___
61 Gay novelist Gore
33"Sure thing!"
65 Disfigure
36 "Deck the Halls" contraction —
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66

67

68

69

70

37 The Addams Family funny
cousin
39 Baseballer Berra
40 Booty
41 "Electric Avenue" singer Grant
43 CBS sitom, 1982—90
45 ER depiction
46 Reddish—orange hair dyes ©

e

62 (63 (64

47 Agnes Moorehead‘s role on‘ 58 Come Back, Little
Bewitched
§
Sheba playwright
48 Finally
William
49 Stanley Cup org.
62 Jones‘s stock—mar—
53 Icicle sites
ket partner
54 Sodomy, in some states
— 63 Enjoyed 44—Across
56 One Great take
64 Served as Grand
57 Dead Man Walking star
Marshal for a pride
parade, e.g.
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